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HYDRA ULIC TESTS ON MODEL- OF MANIFOLD OF THE 
PUMPS OF THE 1974 EXTENSION OF THE YORKTOWN 
POWER STATION WITH ALL COMBINATIONS OF ONE 
AND TWO BRANCHES TAKEN OUT OF OPERATION 
This report represents a continuation of the previous 
report (October 1972) "Model Study of the Manifold to be used 
... as a cOITlponent of the Virginia Electric and Power COITlpany 
1974 Extension of the Yorktown Power Station" and reports 
results froITl additional tests . 
by 
Roland W. Jeppson 
Calvin G. Clyde 
Charles Kincaid 
Utah Water Research Laboratory 
Utah State University 
Logan, Utah 84321 
January 1973 
INTRODUCTION 
A scription of the fabrication of the manifold model and the 
design of the facilities constructed to test the. model under various 
steady state flow conditions is given in the previous report . .!.! All 
tests included in the last report were with equal flows occurring in 
each of the five branches. Since the operation of the prototype manifold 
will necessitate that one, and possibly two pumps, be taken out of 
operation when the demand for cooling water is at a minimum, Brown 
& Root, Inc. requested that. the performance of the manifold model be 
determined under steady-state conditions with: (1) Equal flows through 
all combinations of four branches in operation, i. e. one of the five 
pumps taken out of operation and (2) Equal flows through all combinations 
of three branches in operation, i. e. all combinations of two pumps taken 
out of operation. Analyses of the data thus collected is to be used to 
indicate which pump should be shut down first,. and which two pumps 
should not be placed in operation for the very low flow rates. If the 
performance of the manifold is unsatisfactory with one or two pumps 
out of operation, the model tests should reveal this and suggest what 
redesign may be needed for the roanifold to operate more satisfactorily. 
1/ Model study of the manifold to be used on a component of the 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 1974 Extension of Yorktown 
Power Station, October 1972. 
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ADAPTATION OF TEST FACILITIES 
To take a branch of the Inanifold Inodel out of operation a gate 
was placed in front of the rectangular contracted weir which supplies 
water to that branch of the Inanifold. (A description of the head box 
with its separate units and cOInpartInents which were designed to supply 
equal flows through 5 identical weirs is given in the earlier report. ) 
These gates were fitted with a rubber seal on the side in contact with 
the face of the weir so that all flow to this branch of the Inanifold was 
shut-' off. In addition a plug was (or plugs were) placed over the outlet 
(or outlets) froIn the third cOInpartInent of the head box which supplied 
water to the branch (or branches) taken out of operation. A I-inch 
diaIneter hole was drilled in this plug to allow water to enter this unit _ 
of the head box froIn this branch unit until an equilibriUITl depth of water 
was established. Allowing water to enter this unit of the head box from 
the rear prevented excessively high hydrostatic forces froIn existing 
on the partition between the head box units. These partitions were not 
designed to withstand hydrostatic forces caused by water near the top 
of the head box as were the outside walls and consequently the holes in 
the plugs provided insurance that the partition would not fail. Placing 
the plug over the branch inlet prevented water froIn surging between 
this unit and the other head box units which are in operation. 
DATA COLLECTION 
Data from five separate series of tests were obtained. These 
five series consist of: 
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1. A single branch taken out of operation to study the effects of 
four of the five pumps operating. In this series of tests the flow rate 
was maintained at (4/5}x 12 = 9.6 ds, so that each of the four operating 
branches carried 2.4 ds (Tables 1 and 2). 
2. Branch No. 5 (furthest branch downstream) taken out of 
opera.tion and the flowrate varied from (4/5) x 2 1. 6 ds to (4/5) x 14 
= 11.2 ds in increments of (4/5) x 2 = 1. 6 ds (Tables 3 and 4). 
3. All combinations of two branches at a time taken out of 
operation to model the effects of three of the five pumps operating. 
In this series of tests the flow rate was maintained at (3/5) x 12 7.2 
ds t so that each of the three operating branches carried 2.4 cfs. 
Combination of branches taken out of operation are: (1) 4 and 5, 
(2) 3 and 5, (3) 2 and 5, (4) 1 and 5, (5) 3 and 4, (6) 2 and 4, (7) 1 and 
4, (8) 2 and 3, (9) 1 and 3, and (10) 1 and 2 (Tables 5 and 6). 
4. Branches No. 4 and 5 taken out of operation and the flow 
rate varied from (3/5) x 2 = 1. 2 ds to (3/5) x 14 = 8.4 ds in increments 
of (3/5) x 2 = 1. 2 ds (Tables 7 and 8). 
5. Additional data with varied flow rates, and branches taken 
. out of operation (Tables 9 and 10). This data was actually taken after 
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Table 2. Computed values of dimensionless power-transfer and energy-transfer coefficients from data in Table l. 
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0' 
Table 3. 
-----------~----- ---- - ----------1------ ---------o C FS'={4/5l 2. 
V (. 0 CIT IE S ( F PSI 1. 1 • • 6 1 .. 1. 3 1 .1 1 • 1 " 1 i. 0 1 • 1 • 1.5 1.-1' .. 5 1.3 1 • 1 ., ; 1. 
R 19' • NO. XIOE'-5 .5'.. .3 • .4 .4 .6.5 .4.5.f!.1 .5. .9 
P I:ZOH. H. IINI 4n. 4n.1 40.'2 40'. 40.0 ~!jO.2 'f0.l40.1 40.1 40.2 40.139 .. 8 39.8 40. 4o.iI 3s. 39.6 
3q.R 40;3 39.9 110.2 40;2 40.2 40~D 40.1 39.q\ 39.9 39.~13'h 39.6 
38.r:. 40.\3 39.240.11
1
40.'041101 39,.239.91,39.1[39.8 38.939; 39.6 
3<).8 40.2 3Q.9., 39.9 140.2 110.0 39.3139.9 39.q: . 39.6 39.6 
A v PIEZ. IHINll 40.0! 39.6 40.'2 40'.0 39.140.21 40:0 40.1 411.1 39.8 40"UI39.7 39 .. 8 39.7139.~ 39,,: ~9.6 
V[ aeITv H.IIN~ .561 .56 .. 06 .56 .32 - .24 .23 .19 .. 56 .. 32 .421 .43 .32.5 .561 .. 5 .112 .42 
TIT AL HEAD (I~l 40.6 40.1 40.3 40.6 40.1 40.4 40.'3 40.3 40.'7 40.2 40;51,40.1, 40.2 Ito. 40.'3140.. ItO.l 40.0 
H ABovE DOWNST. .5'.1 .3 .5 .0 .11 .3 .3 .1> .1 .4
1 
.1.1 .31 -.0.1 TO' AL H ABOVE 15.115'.4 15.1>115.'1115.4,15.7 15.6 15.6 IG.~ 15:.5 15.1S 15'.4 15.5 16'. 15.F! 15. ,15,.4 15. o .... n " rh , 
VI[OeITIESIFPSl :h5 3~S 1.1 3.51 ".6 2.3 2.2,2'.0 3.5~, 2.6 3.0 3.1 2.6.3:51 3.!'i 3.5: 3.5 13.0 3.0 3.0 Q C F S ) = I 4/5) 4 ~ I 
P I:ZOM. H. (Ull 37-1137.3 ":!;7.9 37.3 37.4 37.837.7 :H.4 37.6 37.837.4 3&.4 36.6 37.4 37.J 36.6 35.6 36.0 30.0 35.8 
RPf. NO. XlDE'- t.G 1.0 .6 1.0, .8 .8 1.1 1.1 1.0 .8 .9 1.6 1.5.1001 1.0 1.0 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 
" .. PIEZ. HfINl 
vfLoeITY H.IINl 
T (f AL HE AD fIN) 
TIT AL H MIO VE C 
HABOVE DOWN<;T. 
alA/VEL H nOl.lNs. 
Q C fSl=<U/t;) 1;. 
va:. OCITIES(fPS) 
R Pf • NO. nOE'-
P E ZOH. H. (INl 
AI/ PIt:2. HIINl 
V [DeITY H. tIN) 
T'TAL HEAD IINI 
T !T AL H .lAO VE C 
H ~ B 0 VE 00 WN ST. 
AI-I/VEL H DOWNS. 
36.6 38.1 36.7 37.8 37.8 37.8 37:.1' 37.,3 36.6 36.8 36.8j 36-.6 35.5 36.3 36.1 35.9 
35.4 37.9 36.2 37,.831.3 31.4 36~O 37.4 3fi..2, 36.5 35.'1'36.6 35.3 -36.0 36.0 35.7 
36.6 31.836.8 37.5 37.7 31.0 35'.l i 36.S 36.9 33.9 35.9 35.9 35.8 






2.25 .23 2.25 1021· .98 .<J2 .77 2.25 1.27: 1.67 1.:74· 1.26 2.25 2.25 2.25 2025l1.67 1.61 1.67 
38.7 18.2 39.5 38.0 '38.8 38.5 38.3 ''39.8 38.2 39.°1'37.8 37.9 3q.1> 39.0 38.8 37.3 '31.7 37.1 31.5 14'.n 13.5 14.8113.3 111:.1 13.8 13.6 ISo! ,13.5 14.3113:.1 13.2 14.9 111.311tl.1 1,2'6 13:.0 13.0 12.8 
1 • 3 • 1 2 • 1 • 6 1 • 3 1.U' • S 2 .4 - • 8 1.6' • 3l .5 : 2. 2 1 • :6 i 1. II -. 1: • 3, .2 ~: __ ~ ____ ~ __ :~~ ______ ~ _____ 1.'0 _L-L ______ ~---- .. 0 
5.2i 5.2 1.7 1051 1.5 .S 




38.6 1 37.41 40 • 5 
s'.051 s. 051 • 52 
43.7142.5'14101 
1'3.0 17.8 16.4 
4.21 3'.0 
1.11' , 
5.21 3.9 3.4 3.3 3.1 
1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.6 
39.1 39.3 40.2 39.0 "39.3 
37.9 110.2 40;0 -qO~o 
31';.5 110.3 39.0 'J9.3 
37. 9 31.3' 3CJ. '3 
39.1 37.9 40.2 38.8 39.6 
5.05 2.R5 2.20 2.06 1.14 
44.2 1I0.B 41.4 40:9 41.4 
19.5 16.1 17.7 16.2 16.7 
tl .1 1. 3 3'.01 1 • II 1 .9 
10 2 4 
5.21: 3.9 4.5 4.61 3.9 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2: 4.5 4.5 4.5 
1.5,11.3' 1." 2.4 2.2 l .. S 1.:5 1.S 2.9 2.7 2.1 2.7 
39.9 ItO.3 39.5 IH.zln.It 39 .. 3 39.7 31 .. 5 35.1 36.2 36.3 35.7 
31hS 39.11 37-.5 3B.l 38.0 37,.5 35.1 36.1 36.3 35.9 
37.4 3~hS 36.S 37.2 36.tl 31.7 34.(' 36.1 36.3 35.6 
3h533.8 37.6 38.6' 31.6 35'.8 35.8 35.7 
3CJ.9 38.7,39.5 '36.2137.6 39.3 38.2 37'.6 34.1 3&.21 36.2 35.1 
5.05 12.85' 3.16 3.9112.S4 5.05 5'.05 5.05 5.05 3.76!, 3.76 3.76 
45.0 ,41.6' 43.2 110.2 40.'11 114.4 'f3.2 4Z.S 3'3.2 40.0' 39.9 39.5 
20.3 1G.'3' 18.5 15.5 15.7 l(l.7 18.!; .IT..CJ 14.5 115'.3 15:.2 111.8 
5.5 2';.1' 3.7, .. 7 .91,' 4.9 3.,7 3.1 -.3' .5; .5 .0 
1.46~.~~.O I ' , 
-J 
Table 3. Continued. 
I BRANQL1I~AIN BRANCH 2, HAIN HAIN __ !3.R.A~_CJ:!_3_1-HAIN MAr~ ~R~~THAIJ-;;r; /'{CH 5 IHAIN IOOWN- j 
_. ______ -iIN~~t~cmL:CE~:~ : IT L:~E LlN':~CEN:~ ~:~+~~NE L:E'I~E ~:~~r::i~ INl~:::~ ~:t:t:NclSTREAH 
Q CFSl=f4/5l s·1 l I,J i ~!' , VI:. ocITIES(FPSl h.9 fi."I 2. 6. 5.2 4.6 4.4 4.1 6. 5 .. 2 G.':;,' 6.1: 5.e 6. 6. G.,,}, 6.91 6.0 • I Gog 6.0\ 
RI'i. NO. XIO£-5 1.9 I.e:! 1.1 1. 107 1.61 2.2 7.. 1. 1.7 1.B' 3.2, 2.9 1. 1. 1.9, 3.9· 3.6 3.~ 3.61 
P E ZOH. H. "..141. 41.6 44.' 42. 42.' 44.3
1
41:6 '2. ". ".3 42.~ ,,;.0 38.7., • ., •. 3,.i, ".~ 86.7 ".~ 35.9
1
', 
All PIEZ. HCIN) 
V[ DeITy H.IIN) 
reT AL HEAD lIN) 
38.8 115.& 40.1 1+4.3 42.9 43.1' tll.4 42.: 3<].Q 39.8 39. 38.9,34.8' '37,.7 36. 36.3 
36.6 44.8 38.0 '44.441.9 42. 38,.442.737.4; 38.5 37. 3 <3.. 11! n.sl 36.6 3G. 35.51 
3<]'.043.9 40.6 38.5 42. 'litO. 33'.Q 39.0," 40." 2a.tI! 36.2 36.2[ 35.81 
3<j'.OI41.j.S 42 .. 4?'1i ~4.3 41.2 42 •. 42., Ijl~O 42.336.8 3;.0:'41. 39.~ 38.~ 32.~ 36.8 3&.71 3s.91 
T (f AL H ABOVE tJ 25. 
H At saVE OO .... NST.j 7. 
l>h'/VEl H OOl,ms. 1. 
s. 98 .92 8.<3 5.07 3.<31 .3.67 3.0 8.98 5.07 6.68 6.9h 5.05! 18.9 8.9
i
B B.98 B.98: 6.G8 6.68: 6.68 
48'.0 45',7 51 •. ' 45.4 liS.2 Ii~.,'l 45. 51.6146.1 49..,,43.8, 41i.1' SO. 48. 47.9 lil.9: lIJ.5 113.'l! 42.6 1 
23.3 21.0 26.~ 20.7 23.5 20.' 20. 26.~.,21 •• 2~ •. 3 ... t, "'4126'-~, 24.1 23.~ 1:.2j 18,.8 j Is.71 17.91 
5.4 3.1 l:;~ 2.9 5.7 2.3 ~~~:t~~: .. 4 ~lJ'~i~_:·1_=L~~ __ L._ -_L~: ___ j 
S.71 2.8 8.
1
6'.5 5:71 5.6 5.1 S'l· 6.5 7.5 7 .. ~ "~' s., ,.J ,j ,.71, 7.5 i ! 7.51 7.5 Q C F S ) = ( 4 15 110.' V ( ocITIESfFPS) 
R fI( • NO. >:10E-5 
pfZOH. H. (IN) 
AV PIEZ. HIINI 
v [ o,er Tv H. (IN) 
T cr AL HE An lIN) 
TO' AL H ABOVE C 
H A 80 VE DOw N ST. 
::. lJ/vEl H DOWNS. 
G C FS)=f4/S) 12. 
V ( OeITIES(FPSI 
If 5' • NO. :00£-5 
P 1: ZOM. H. tIN) 
A \l pIEZ. HIINI 
v ( 0 CI T y H. ( r N ) 
TaAl HEAn C!N) 
TIT AL H AROVE C 
HABOVE OOWNST. 
AU/VEL H DOWNS. 
2.4 1. 2. 2.1 ,: 2.0 2.R 2.6 2.!J! 2.1 2.3 4.~J 3.7; 2.~ 2.~ 2,.4: 1i.9
1 
4.5 I, 4.5 4.S 
43.5119.145. ·46.1 IIS,.2,411.3,45.1IJS. 46.8 115',0"3A>.~ 39.~ 43., 411.~ 39.,,(i 32.8136.4 36'sI35.0 
3<1.1 50.5 4}.S 48.0146.0 46.4 42D7 411 • .1 3".5 40.8 ' 40. 39.0 U.5
1 
37-.8 36.6 35.1 
35.6 49.0 39.2 ,47.~I'l4 • .3 44.CJ 38'.1 44.3' 37.1 39.. ,36. 1I0.0! 31.9'13&'.3 3&.5 3'1.4 
3'3.3 47.7 42.0 38.8 li5.8 42.2, , $0.5 39.3 140.7' 23.11 35'.G 35.4 34.8 '~.9 39 •• 49.1 45'5 '2.2, .".0\ 43.3 45., 4; •• 47.4 44.5 3 • ...I39.~ 43.~ 40.4! H.3[30 .41 36• 5 I 1".2 35.0 
1I.('1414.n4 1.43\14.04; 7.'1216.1215.734.8.)114.041 7.9210.'l4!10.87 7.9U,14.04i14.0Qr4.04 4.0*110.44 , :lO./.jI.j 10.l.!Q 
5h.9 53.4 50.5 59.6150.1 '54.1 49.1 50.11 S9.3 50.4 54.9! 47.4 47.5157.3, 5Q.1.! 53.'1 44.11 47.0 \ I l.!&.7 'lS.1I 
32.2 28,.7 25'134.9125.'1 29.4124.4 25:135.1 25~7 30.2 22:7 2z.a}, 32.6 29.7 28,.7 19.7 22.3 ,22.0 1
1 
20.7 u.sl 8.0 5.1 14.2~4'18.7: 3.7 5. 14.'1 5.0 9.5 2.0! 2.111."1 9.0 8.0 -1.0 1.S 1.3 .0 
1 .. 10 1.36 1.3B 1.14 i 
, I 
10.411U.411 ~3: lo~~1 ~81 ~~r-6~~ ~~I~O.4 ~~~-:~J-~~ ~~81 :~i~:'4 ::~~:: 9.0 ~-T---- 9.0 9.0 
7.9 2.<1 1.7, 2.91 2.5 2 .. 4 3.3, 3.~ 2 • .9 2.5 2.71 4.7 4.4 ·2 .. 9 2.9 2.9 5.8 5.4 5.'1 5.4 
45.5 46.8 53.5; 48.7 49.41157.8 47'61118.~ 49.8 51.21,48.7 1 39.3 4007146,,5147.9 40.1 31.0 36,.2 36.2 33.8 
IU.S 55.2, '12.7 52.3 49.8 50. 45.7 47.11 110.7 42.5 I /42.11 39.9 31.5 3&.0 36.4 35.1 
3fil.O 53.41 38.2157.1 47.6 48. 38.51 48.S 37'.6 39.9
1
, ,35.5 111,.3 31.3 ,35.9 36.2 32.7 
41.2 51.9, 44.0' .. 39.6 49., 114.3 27,.!'l40.6 42.7 17.035,.0 34.5 33.5 
115.51 41.4 5~.5i 48,.7 4,3.6'1,57.4 46.1 t;S'~49.8 44.914~.3 36.3 40.'3~ 46.51 42.D 40.4 27.7 36.3 35:8 33.8 n.21~(J.211i'.0I;120.21 1.40! 8.81 1 8,.25 6.S6 n.211l.~O;15.03~5.~6 1.37i20",21g0.21!20.21io.211S.03 5.0315.03 {;5.7 61.6 55.6,68.9 55.0; 61.2154.4, 5£). '7D.0 56.31 fi3.3 52.1) 52.3; (-;6.7! 62'~ 60.6 47.9 51.3 , 50.9 '13.8 
4100 36.9 30.9
1
1 44.2 30.31 36.S'12',h7 31. 45.331.6,38.6 27:.3 27.6142'.9 37.S 35 .. 9 23.2 26.6 2G.2 24.1 
11';.9 12,,8 6.8 20.1 G.2~ 12.4 5.6 7.4 21.2 : 7.51 14.S 3.2 3.5: 17.9 13.4 11:~8 ,-.9 2.5 2.1 .0 
1.13 ,1.34 I 1.111: ... Il.~5__ _. 
co 
Table 3. Continued. 
Q C fSI={/J/<;J14 
Vi. OCITIES(fPS 
FI!'( • NO .. X10E'-






MAI~ BRANCH 3 J HI HII 
~::LEr:~~J::~l~~::~_ 
7'.1 12.21: 9.1110.5 to'.7 9.1 12. ' 12.2 
3.7 3./4 ~ 3\.0 3.2 5. 5 .. 1 3. 3.11 
58.3 59.8\ f,2.11 58.7 45.4 47.1 S6e 58 .. 0 
61 .4 5 5\. 01 51'..7 4 11.3 51. Q SO. II 
<;8.41 146.31 59.G'q2.8 46.2 41.9 
SQ.5 59.8 54;'0! 58.'3 41.5 4S.1IS6. 50.1 
9 .. 41 1.51 5.5 0.4521.31 5.1I7127.5 7.51 
68.9 81.3 £9.6 78.8 62.8 63.61 83. 71.r. 
5q.8f rS295!' 1 29:." 4R.II, 50. 
".2 6'.6 ... ~ ".,[ ... , 3B.~ 5q.~ 52.91511.1 
.3 5.1; 25.4 19.1 17.3' 
64,~31\~: :~ 
A v PIEZ. HCINll 53"al 47.h\ 65.91 51.5 S1.0 I'G4.3 55.;1 
vt:OCITY H"CINI\21.S1bneSl1\Z.Sl!27.S1 1 5.521.9<:1 1.23 
Tall HEIO (IN}I 81.3 75'.1 68.7 851.0 66.5 76.3 66.''1 
TIT Il H AROVE (;1 <;6.6 5n.4 44 .. 0\'60.3 'H.:8 Sl.6 41';7 , H'BnvE OOWNST., n.B 16 •• 110.2126 • .1 B.J" •• 7.'\10.4,2 •• "I101l20.3\ • 

















3 .. 21 .0 
...0 
Table 4. Computed values of dimensionless power-transfer and energy-transfer coefficients from data in Table 3, 
1'>. BLE OF POIIER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =IQ/51X 7'.0 CFS 
N ('I OF 

























1.2H - .623, .123 
1'.038 1.061 .Ii54 
1 1.024 








C (2 1) . C (;'.2 ) 
1.231 -.927: 
. 1.038 -1.099 
,1 1.024: .111 3 
, 1.12 4 - I. 06 1 
1.303: .11 8: 
















11 BlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =t4/5lX 4'.0 CFS 
NO OF 





























C 112 I: C 1131 






I.l!:; a - .1151 1 
.9S 5.n n 
.. 991 • '~z 1 
1.124 .223 
1.243 .JIll: 
C ( ?3) 
.313' 
.554 

















11 BU: OF POIIER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =(4/5IX 
NO 0 F: 
6 1.0 CFS 






























.159. OB I) 
.584 .230 
.653' .379 
• f, 71 • 3117.' 
.791 '.422 
CI2U C1221: 
, 1.583 -'.066' 
1'.019 .1lS 0 
.99 0 .~a 6; 















































CUU C(12) CU,I 
1.388 .843 .Z18 
• 88 1 .60 lJ • 270 
• 90 4' .682 • 421 
.993.693.350 







C ( n I C ( 23 ), C I ·311 
.150 .<315 
';<~ 51 .638 
.39,} .71 1; 















I BL E 
NO OF, 





C( Ii 1 ) 
1'.035 
1.184 





C( 41 ) 
.982 
1 \.O~H 
1 .. 211' 
C (42) C (43)' C (51) 
.534 .. 81! G' 
.455 .8B 4' 
.645 I.OG4' 
C Ittl) CI43), CCS1) 
.757 .G79. 
.80'3 .704 
.. 929 ,,82 II 
C ( 42 ). C C (3), C I 51 I 
.806 .. 6B 6' 
.811 .. 715· 
.991 .835 





















• fi2 7 









, l' .. nB3 
C ( 22 t C ( 23 ), 
;'1 g l' .819; 
.2!i 0 .618: 
.405' .f;90 
.32 q: .71 Z' 
.4511 .834 





















































C 112) C (H) 
.fl71 .Hl 
.. 612' .• 227 
.671 .379 
.714: .31 J' 
.851 .450 





'1 .. 338 
















C (32 I C (33) 
.276.723 
.416: .7&:r 
.36" • 830 
.501" .967 
.919: .712: .63 (; 
I' .. Oll' .14 .3 • 61; 1~ 
1'.143 .. 86 5 , .. 163 
C( 41) 
.. 930 
1' .. 055 
1.192 
Cf421. C(43) 
.709 .63 Q. 
.. 7581 .6521 
,~894 .788' 
C(S1) 
C( 52) C(53) 
C( 52) C(531 






Table 4. Continued. 
11 BlE or POIoiER-TPANSFE'P COEFFICEINtS: AND ENERGV-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ::III/SIX 14:'0 CFS 
NO OF; 
B 11 NCHS K (!l' IH 2) K(3) Ctl n CClZI CIBI C(2l) C:Il? I C(23) C f3U CD2) C{HI 
;:> 1.496 .398 .. Citl 8 1.332 .. 782 .. 212 . 1.661 ~. 01 s; .. 88 4' 
, 1.01<3 .. 351'> .553 .SEa .578 .278 I'. (]q 1 '.174 '.632 1.l!49 .317 .. 749 
4 1.009 .566 .664' .897 .1'>72 .440 1'.031' .359 .714: . 1.115: .470 .805' 
5 1.HO .515 .61! 7 .9~O .658 .. 345 1.141 .23 7· .714; 1.25 ] .336' .. 836 
c;; 1.1'65 .670 .80'2 1.11 5' .813' .50 cr ' 1.296 .392 .a70 1.408 .Sli 1: .992 
NO lit AL ExIT. EXECUT IO N TIME: 182 (; l'\IlLI SECONDS. 
C(411 C {421 
.991 .. 7G3 









Table 5. Summary s es 3 test data and other iniormatlon from the model of the propos Yorktown power station 
manifold with all combinations of two branches at a time out of operation. 
_ i Ifill!: T UN! lI~E ~~~ICE.!'lT. ~J~I~~_'=-INEINLI.fCE1iI.....! J.::.~.11_L.:.IN.E.LJNEI_NLj:T CE.NT. EX1 LlN8STREAM '" MAIN MAIN BRANCH 3 ~_HAIN MAI~ BRANCH L~ MAIN HAINf---llfANcl-i_!L __ 1t111 IN lo0WN-:::--
AI'f AS (SO. FT.) .23 ~ .721 .785 .230r.3U7 .2,,7 .785 .922023~ oZ3oi.23d .9221:.0691.230 .23~ .19~1'06~ 1.0<>9 DlIMt.TER$ (IN.) G. [ 11.5 12.0 G':>.I 7.5 7. 12.0 13.0·6. 6.5 6'113.014.0 E>.5 16.5.91714. 14.0 
______ ..:.-_J __ 
o C FS):: ('1/5) 1ZJ. 
VI:. OCITIES(FPS): 
R 5'. NO. XlOE-~ 
p r ZOH. H. !IN) 
All PIEZ .. H!IN 
V£. OCITY H. (IN 
T!7AL HEAO (IN 
T (J AL H AFlOVE 
H 1\ SOVE DOWNS 
I:. bI/VEL H DOliN 
Q CFS)=(3/5l 
v£. OCITIES(FP 
REi' .. NO •. XlDE'-




--l---t ---,---I- ---'-----'----,- -...,- - -,--
7.8 6. 6.71 6,.1Ilu.41 7.Bi 9.01 '3.~ 7.81 




58.6 EO.4 '17.5 4q.!l 51. 
51.3 61. 60 •. 1 60.4 54'.0 57.4 50.3 53.6 
46.560'.ll ,J'57.3 47.7 56.5 46.3 51.2 
52.il 49.3,5<J.71 51.2 ,35.- 50.5 
51.8 61'.0 55.'21 63.1 1 58.6 53'.3 57.1 tt5. 51.6 
1".40'8.81 8.2516.9620.2111.110 5.0315.66, 1.37 
63.2 6"1.8 63.5'1170'9°1 18.8
1 
'64.7 12.2 60."11 62.91 
2:'021 : 
38.5 45.1 38.8 45'3~54.1 ;tI. o~o 'H.5 36.2138.2 
1.,5 8.1f 1.1! 803 11.11; 3:'0 10;5 -.8 1.2 
, -- - --- --- ------r--'--
3.3110.4 7.8 6.9 G.71 6.1' 6.1 5.ellO.~, 10. 
2.9 7.5 2.4 3.3 l.~ ].2 2.~ 2. 2. 





12.8 51.471.7 6G.l 67.3 '68.1169.21' i 63. 
71 • 0 62.0 ' 51 • q 6 6 .. 7 ''6 !r~ d 70.71 ' 69 • 
74.5~ 61.8 1l.2,6!h3 6"1.5 G6 .. 5i 69.6' 169.1 
A V. PIEZ. H(!N) 63'. 5<3.4 72.9 67.4 62.3 71.6 6!J.4 67.6' 67.6i 6<).11 72.1 69.11 67. 
VItOCITY H'(IN)20'2~2o.2117'06 _0;21 1.40 'S.81 3.25 6.96 6.96
1
.5 1.OS'120.zJ:o.Z1,20.2 
rO'AL HEAD lIN) 8tj.~179.6 75.0 37.6 73.7 '80.472.7 74.5 74.61 74.8 92. 89.3: 87 
TO' AL H A8?VE ¢ 59.~ 54'9~D.3 62.9149.0 '55,.7 48.0'4'3.8 ,49.150.1 67:, 64.6i 62 
~~/~~~E Hog~~~~: i~;~ f).] 1.6 i~G~i .4 7.0 -.7 1.2: l,cl 1.1I, ;:';4 16.1 1 
----------r-- -~--~- ---- ----t----~-Q CFS)=(J/5112. ' I 
v[ OCITIES(FPS) lO.L! 10.41 3.3 3.3 3'.1 10';4 ! 1.8 9.0 6.1 5.e 10.4 10.4i 10:.4 
P IV. NO. XlOE'-5 7,. 2.9 1.7 1.7 1.6 2.9 2.5 2.7, 3.2 2.9 2 .. 9 2.91 2.9 
P!70H. H. !IN) 52.q 53'.°160.3 ,f;O.:7 61.3 6Q.7 b2.~ 63':157.1[57.8
1
62.163.1.1 155. 147.2; f;2.1 ' 59.9 61.6 57.3 58.5 59.4160.0 57.5 56. 





fJ6.s158.2 00.'9 61.8 56.5, !in.2157.3 58.3 
A" pIE? HIINI 52. 47".1, 60;1 GO.~5 61.6 60.7 56.8 59.5 55.S! 58.2162.157.856'.0 
TO' AL HEAD <IN! 72.3 67 .. b2.2' 62.b 63.41 80.'9 &8.2
1
74.5 62.8: 63.3[82.3! 78.(1 76 
TO' AL H ABOVE 47.5; tl2.f., :n.51 37.9:~38.7 56.2 IIl'SI49.s 3R .. 11 38.6
1 
S7 .. 6l 53"3
1
' 51:. 
H II BOVE DOWN'ST. 9 .. 6, ",.11 -.41 -.11 .7 18.3 ,5.5111.3 .11 .6,19.7: 15 .. 4 13.5 
























--:::--- -:r~~~ 6.7 
4.1 4. 4.1 
54.7 54. 
is 5.4 54.~ 53.8 
54 .. 8t 5 4 .~ 52.7 
54.01 1 4. ~ 
54" 7i '14. 53.2 
8. 451 8.4$ 8.45 
;:; 3 .21 5 3.d, Gl.7 
3lh5i 28 .. J 37.0 
1.51 -8.11 .0 
I 
i 
- -1--- ... ----- --1--- -,-- ---
6 .~ I 1 6.~ 6.7 If .1 4.1 4.1 65'. I 65·'1 64.8 
66.2: G5.3 
65.0: I ~ ~:~I 64.2 1 
63.31 I 65.21 £'5.3 64.9 ,65.4 64.9 
e.451 8.4~ 8. 115 73.4 73
°1 
73 .4 










91 57.91 54.8 









8.45 18.ll5 8. I.: 5 
.64.4 1&3.3 62.7 
39.7 3 S.6 i 38.0 
1 .. 7 I .7i .0 
l--' 
N 
Table 5. Continued. 
i ARAND-I 1 MAIN BRANCH 2 j MAI 
________ CLrrEN~~ LINEI~:::: ::~: 
QCFS)::(J/S!12'f I 
vt. OCITIES{fPSII I .0 10. 6. 3. 
R 5'. NO. n(JE'-5~ .01 20 2. 2.41 
P F ZOM. H. <INI! hO;1 540j 55. bO.q 
A'" PIEZ. H lIN! 
V I[ oeITy H. lIN! ii' 
T 0" A L HE AD (I N l 
T IT AL H AflO VE t 
HABOVE DOWNST.i 
4 II/VEL H DOWNS.I 
I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~; ~ -;;;: r --
ViLOCITIESIFPS)lln. 
R & • NO. nOE-5 1 2. 
P'EZOM. H. lIN1153. 
A 11 P I E7.. H (! N ) 
V [. OCITY H.IIN) 
TIT AL HE AD tIN) 
TIJ AL H ABOVE 
H A B avE DOWNS 
c, Illy EL H DO \.IN S. 
60.6 49. S9.964.'7 
60;2 43. 59.1: 5'3. a 
60;5 SO. 4 ! ~ 58. I'; 
60;3 54. 49. Sq. 60:4 
'.0020.'21;11.4 'S.8 2.06 
60.3 7S.~1' 61.~ 68. 62.5 
:'15.750. 3h. 43.~ 37.8 
-2.2 12. -1.2 6'.. .01 < -
-----
111 • 41 3. 3 1 O. ~ 7. gil I> 0:1 6 .7 
2.'1 1.7 Z.J 2.5
1 
';).4 3. 
55,,0 62.0 '56'. 56.,S, 61.155.8157,.3 
48.9 1';5.7 50.9 60. 59.3160.0 
42.5 1';2.2 In. 21 bO.O 51+.9 57.4 
49.360.6 51.'71 48.458.4 
4fl.C! 62.6 56!.01 51.61 '(;0.6 54.6 58.3 
a. 21 2-.06 0.2111040)'8.81 S.i5 6.96 
69.1 64.7 76.21 63.1!'69.4 62.9 G5.2 
44.4 40.0 51.~ 38.~ 44.7 :'I8~2 40.5 





G C FS)=(1/5)12. 
VI£. OCIITIES!FPSI 
R tY • NO. XlOE'-S 
P!' ZOM. H. (IN) 
2.q!r 1.7 
52.7 60.0 
1 .. 71 1.6 2.9 2. 
61.4 61.6 58.2 :62.3 
'17 ~ (J 62.1 
40.~ 59.9 
4n 57.9 
A v PIEl. HIIN~ 51.5 46. 60~'O 
i V [ a C IT v H. CI N l :? n • ?12 n. '217. 06 
/TO'AL HEAD (IN) 71.7,67'.162.0 
HfAL H ABOVE 47.042.·37.3 
HABovE OOWNST. 7.5 2.8;-2.2 
D I./!vEl H DOWNS. .sq, ,,-' _ .J 
59.9' b 1. 4 56.9,' 
60;0 '61.4 50~0 
60.:7 59'.0l 5 6t. 0 
hU.S bO.S 58.2 56.3 
2'.06 1.74' 0.2111.110 
, 62.;:; 6 2 • 6j 7 8 • 4 I> 7. 7 
. 37.9 31.9 53.1 43~D 


















MAINI MAI~ BRANCH 4'1 HAlpAI BRANCH 5-IMt:iN-TOOIoJN-
LINF L IN~::]C'::F' _~INr:~,'NL' ~~:T~-ilrT:~' 
6.11 5'12\ 10. 10'5 10 ., 7..J 6. ,. '1 6.J 
, .3 • 2 2 • ~ 2 • 2 .~ 2 • , it • 'II : 4. 11' 1 4 01 
62.7; 60.1 58.51 ",8.£1 54.7
1 
55.~ 55.g 54 53.11
56
•
6 62·1 64.1 i ;6,.\ 51.'l 55.1 i 54.a 
551.61 57 • 53.1152'151.51 55.4 53.~ 53 
·49.Q S<).4. 59. •. 42.61 550~ 54. 55.3158'3\ 62. 58.~ 5501 50.21 55.21 54.~ 6.q61S'.05:20.2~20.21'20.2ljl1.31; 8.'19 8.4~ 
6Z.3163.4183'.Q 78.S, 75.~ 610S! 63.~ 63.~ 





-.2 ~t ~~; 1~~r:~~'·DI ~~, ___ " ____ . ___ " _______ _ 
6. 1 5 .2i I 5 • J, 4.51 1 0 .41 .1 O.~' 1 2. 6! 6 .1 6.7 
3.2 2.9 I 2.91 2.1, 2.9, 2.~ 3.2 4.11 
5 5 • 4 5'3. 9\ 5,8 • 2 6 0 • q! n. 81 '7 3. g 5 4. 7 i 5 8. S! 
15<:1.7 60;21 58.7 58.61 67. J 55.7 59.j 
5q.8 59.11' 59.761.s! 67.8, 36.8 
1 59 • 9 59.81 5.8.0 60.5j 61. llii 54.6 57.8'1 
58.7 59.9 58.&60.2! 72.8 '1>7.5155.0 53.1 
t.96 5'.05 : 5.05 3.76~O.2120.21~9.!!3 8.451 , 








111:0 40.3 39.0139.3: 68.3163.0.159.7136.31 39.9 

























1 10.1! '10.4112.6 
2. 9 2.7 2 • 9 2 • 91 3. 2 
56.3 59.5i 71.S 72.1154.3 
55.854.3! 67.6 55.5 
5 R • 0 5 7 ~ 3: 5 '3 • (, 54. 3 
58". 7 S 0 0 4/ 6 7.0 
57.? 57.'3; 71.8 6 G.GI 54.7 











9.81"'3.6 -.9 -2.9! 
5.05 ~.7G~O.21[D'21r9.43 
62.3 i) 1 .6: 92.0 8 6.8 84.1 
37.6 36.9' 67.3 62.1 59.4 
-2.0 -2.~ 27.8 220&119.9 
" __ .. _____ , .. _1 3_ ~,~9 __ ,, __ ,~~_",_II.....-_...l._ _ _ .0 1 
...... 
l.V 
Table 5. Continued. 
RR AN CH 1 
1 INlE ~c ENT. 
I 
- - ------.--
Q C FSI=C:JlSH2J.: 
vt OCITIES{FPS1i 
R!'l'. NO. XluE'-~ 
n ,,". H. <IN'I 
A \I. pIE Z. H II N 1\ 
V(OCITy H.(JNI 
T cr AL HE AD (INI 
TO' AL H AROvE iii 
H A BOllE DOWNST.1
1 D IIIIIEt H DOWNS. 
---------I--J-Q CFSI=IU5H2. 
V [OCITlES{fPSI, 111.~q 10. 
R E'f • NO. 'XlOE-~ 2. _ 2. 




A\I. PIEZ. HIINli50. 45. 
II £.. OCITy H. fINI2n.2112[1. 2 
TIT AL HEAD (II'Hi 70.2165.4 
TTl Al H ABOvE c145.~ 40.1 
H~130VE DOWNST'I h.'1 1.C! 
Ali/VEL H DOWNS. .19
1 
- - -------[--T---
a C FSl=( 3/5112. 
V [OCITIES(fPSI 
R ty • NO. XIOE'-5 
P r ZOI-1. H. !TN) 
AJ/ pIEZ. HCINI 
II '( oeITy H. (INl 
T (f AL HE A 0 (I N) 
TIT AL H ARO VE C 
H A SOVE DOWNST. 
c. ht/IIEL H DOWNS. 
MAIN BRANCH '2 I MAINI MAI~-- BRAN"CH"-'3--THAI 
L :j' ~ t: F :,~ ::~ ~ ~: LE :~~::~ ~:~~l LI MAINI~c.J:L.!l~~1~-M"AiN--MA£~~RA-~r:H-5-fA IN IOOlolN-L ::flr~~:: :~ I ~:E _~:IN~~TC~::l_:: ~~~:~RE~: 
.d'lO'...1 1'SI 6.91 3.3 3'~' 10.4 7.8 9.0' G.l • ri.' 2.~ 2.5 2.41 1.7 1. 2.9 2.S 2.7,3.2 
60.'Q '54'155'5159'~ 59.1S 59. 58.3 .r;O.6 58.8 %~;9 
62.11 ' 49.21 58. S; 66.2 6 1 • 54.9 58. Ii [; 1. 
59A 46.51 5B'J 58.9 59. 48.1 58.0 57.9 50.11,' 58.5 59.. 54.'3 , r.o:~ '54. 50;31 SR. 60:8 GO"~ 58.3 54.8; 58.4 
s.e 5.2 : 4'51 10.1t 10. 12. G.~ G • 
2. '9[ I 2.9 2 • 711 2 .9 2. 3. I.! • ,~ 4 .1 
51l.'~' 56.1 67,.1 71.S 12.~ 54. 51.4, 55.6 
60.3 ' 55. 5 59. Q G 8. ~ 54. 5 8. ~ 56 .0 
511.2 ' 56.8 57.71 5~'4 53. 56.41 54.5 
58.6' 58.9 60.~ 66.& 39. 55.8 
SR. ; 57.0 58.§ 71.B: 6G.~ 54. 52. 55.5 
5.OS , 5.0; ••. 7~20.21i20.H2'.4 8 .4~ 8.45 
',.0020.'2 11.1i0 '8.8112:'00 1074~20'2111'1I0l, 5'.03 ho.-d '74'i 61.7! 61.1 62.9 61. 78.5 166.2' 13.4 
35.31 SO'. 37.0:'43'.0 38~? 37.1 53.8 ~H.51 ~8.1 
1.'2 1.73 







l.7 1.7 1.6 
57.2 57.3: SS.7! 
1')1.2 57.1'11 bO I• 





35.7 35.14 35.6 
-3.1 -3.41 -3.2 
---1"'-- . 
• 01 d. 41 7. 8 . 6.9 3.31 3.1 
• 0 2 .. "ll 2. 5, 2. II 1 ';'1 i. 1 " ('; 
I hO.? 4'3.61 57 • 1 {;1').9i 61.61 
60.1 : 45.5 5S.3 58.11 59.1 
60 ~'.3 50.'3!' , 58.11 '59" "i 
64.3 53,'S 50.1:1'55,,8 60:7159.9 
'.00 0.21' 1.40 18.81 2.0611.74 
64.3 14'. 61.5 64.6 hz.7161.1 
39.6 49.1 36.R 3<1.9 18.0~'37!.O 












62. 59.~ 36.71' 39.2 





2 .61 :.~'~:~tl:' 2~ ~~ :~-~:~ ~ :~--: .7;--~ ~~ 
1.5 f 2., 2. 2.<,\' 2.9 2.' 2.91 2. 3.2 4.1 4.1 GO',l 62. GIj.~ 57.j 57".0 54. 59.9158. 55.155.& 55.4 
60.41 59.4 580~ 57.4 60. \ 167.0155.4160.2 55.& 
60.51" 53.,3157.0.55.3 571.81 60.01 5q.1 56.7 54.1 
59.8161.°' ,59.8 'j50.568.01 6G.81 ,'.42.255.1 
58.7 Go.'5162.8! 59.3, 57.5155.0 57 .. 7'159.91[6209 55.1 53.7 55.0 l':74i1'26120'21~O.2120'21 5.05 3.<76 O.2120.21~9.43 S.1l5 8.45 
S0041G1.8 83'.Q 19.517.1 GO.l Gl.5 Bo.ll83'.2l84.S 62.1 £'3.5 35.1 37.1 58.311 54.8 53'°135.4 36-.8 55.1f 58.5 59.8 37.4 38.8 '-3.11-1.7 19.5 16.0 14'.2 -3.4 -2.0 l&.S l'f.7 21.0 -1.4 .0 2.31 1.% '-~~r' :'J~:~~;'q 10.4 5.2 :~:~:~:I :~:~:I ~:.: 6.1 6.7 
1.6 l'~1 2. 2.9 2 .. 9 2.9 2.1 2.9 2.9 3.2 4.1 4.1 
5 ChB 60.6/64'.9 65.~ 571.6 58,.9 5<).7 70.S: 12,''11 56.3 56.3 56.0 
Sq.161.2 I 5S.1 58.9 6'2.1 61.4 69.0l5&.261.9 56.4 
58.1> 60~9 53.,151.5 54.8
1
59.1 .61.2 56.0 57.4 ;'4.9 
59.9 GO.8 hO.5,: 52.159. 1 68.7 '4'2.1> ::>6.2 
5'3.3 60.9164'.0. S9.S 58'.0 51.3 60.0; 70.8; GT.9 56.2 54.5 55.9 
1.14, 1'26120'2~,20',21~' 00'215.0513.,1620.2120.21 9.438.45 8.45 
'61'.1 62.1 84.~ 80. 18.2 62.3 .r;3.~ Sl.0, 88.2r 8S.£. 63 .. 0 £.4.3 
?6.4 31.4, 59.!:! 5S.4 531.5,31.6 3S.1, (;6.3, 63.51 60.9 38.3 39.6 
-3.2,-2.2:
1
19.9 l5.8113'091-2.01 -.5 26.1
1
,23.8 21.31 -1.3 .0 





Table 5. Continued. 
G C F S I = ( 11 'i) 12 • 
V [.OCHrESlfPS! 
R I'f. NO. nor· ... 51 
PEZOK. H .. <IN! 
A\£ PIEZ. HUN! 
v r. oern H. IINI 
Tel AL HEAD fIN! 
TrJ AL H ABOVE ¢. 
H A eOVE DOWNST. 
b ~fVEL H DOWNS. 











HA If>i __ !U?ANC.H_1.~r MAiNI'HAi~~RA'N.Cl:LL~! 
LINEIINLEl1CENT.1 EXI, LINE LINEiINLEiCENT _I EX 111 L 
.01: - ~:~:.:- ~ ~:-:~1--~~:'\-::j-I 0 T:. L. 
.n .01. 2. ~ ? 51 2.~' 1.6 1.5
1
! 2.,' 2.~ 2 • 
57.2 62. 63.5 56 •. 
'56.'t:J 56.71 53.3i %.3 70.11,. 59.~. '. 57.8 56. 
56.8 56.4 1.16.'1 Sh.8 51.G 57.21 ' 52.3156. 
57.5 56.8 52.2 55i .9 Stl.2j . 58.3 
57.2 56,.6\57.0 52.7 S~:8 58.356.911;2.4 S8.u I 56.5 
..... .J.O.21ll.~O 5.03 1.:74 1.2620.21~O.21 0 .. 2 
57.2\56.6 77.2! £4.2 71 • .8 to.l 58.21 S2.~ 78.2176 .• 
32.5 .31.9 52.5'139.5 47.·1 35'.4 33.~ 57.7; 53.5
1
52. 
11-8.9 -9.5 11.21-1.9 5.8 -6"'O-7.9116.~' 12.1 10. 











Ii A I NI~ A tic~tL5. "]iiiiN"joo liN - . 
LINEINLETiCENT.f XI ~ lINEISTREAH 
4. 51 ~: :I-'~:~: 12J -: ~I-- ~ ~~ 
2 • 71 2 .9 2.. I 3. 21 4 • 1 4 • 1 




62 .. 21 57.1 53.2 
65.51 40.0 
72 • 91 £, 8. 21 S 7. 1 5 2 .2 
0.21:20.2129 .. 438.45 93.1'1 SEl,.1ll 86.51 60 • 7 













Table 6. Computed values of dimensionles s power-transfer and energy-transfer coefficients from data in Table 5. 
1\ BlE Of POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-.1'RANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/51X 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF' 
B~ NCHS K ( 1 )' K (2) , K ( 3 ) C (11:) C (12) C (B) C (21 J C (22) C 123 l C (311 C e 32 I C C 331 CC 411 C I 42 ) C (43 ). C(S1) C( 521 CIS3) 
? 1.480 .757 .517' 1.3f; 5 • 5lf 1 .2&4 1.5'35 -iv027: .770, 
'>; 1'.009' .280 .529 • Sf! 1 .447 .30 r i'.003 .l!! a .568 1.14 3: .244 .718 
4 1.264 .259; • GO! 1'.088 .4,90 .289 · 1.255 1.078 .651' 1.448 .210: .8S3 
'> 2. "105 1.454 1.916' Z.S68 1.764 1.494 2.793 1.2ta 1.988 \'3'.053 1.381' 2.266 
s" 1.776 .424 "'887 1'.53q .735 .'165 1.764 .1B 0 .95<.1 2.024 .358 1.237 
"ABLE OF POWER-TRANSFER CO[FFICEINTS AND ENERGY-JRANSFER,COEfFICIENTS FOR Q =(3/5IX lZ'..O'CFS 
NO of 
B I' NCHS K( 11: K ( 2) KI 3) cn 1:1 C Cl21. C Cl31 C (21 ) C I 22) C I 23 " C(31) C (321 C 1331 C(41) C e 42 ,I C 143 I' C I 51) C(52) CIS31 
.? 1.<;98 • 48 Ij .607 1.386 • illl 4 .280 1.810: .124' • '933 
1 1. (;20 • 3[.111 .445 1.3f;9 .72 6 ',,058 1.872 -.127: .832 
q 1.389 .7b3 .765 1'.04 G .652 .. 2L14 '1.354 '.13 11 .711; 1.767 1.506 1.333 
c; 1 .. 672 .Ino .832 1.21 t· .681 .1'31 1.625: -I.o:n .769' 2.181 1.829 1.597 
,,'" 1.734 • fl'l2 .. 895 1.273 .711 3 .193 "1.687' '.O!! 1! .831 2 • 24 3 1.891 1. 659 
"l BLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COE.FFICEINTS' AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =(3/5)X 121.0 CFS 
N (1 0 F: 
B!;\ NCHS K II)' Ke2t K(3) e (11:) (112) C(1:n C(2U e ( 22 I, C C 231 eCiU C (32 J C (33) C(4U e (42) C I 43), C(51) C(S2l CIS31 
7 4.f;65 2'.302' - .182 4.66 5 ".m 2 - .. i82' 
"' 
1 .. 983 ·718 .80E; 1.358 .658 - .079 2.608' .178"1.691 
Il 1. ~H 8' .R76 .858 .961 .538 '.087 1.732 .61 r 1.1!7il 1.855 1.471 1.316' 
c; 1.792 • <J28 .904 1'.051 .474 - .132 2.0BO .574' 1. 32S 2.246 1.737 1.520 
s' 1.li72 l'.nos' .984 1.131 .554 - .052' 2.160 .654; 1.400; 2.326 - 1.81 T 1.600 
1\ BLE OF POW[R-TRANSFER COEFFIeEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR G ::(3/5IX 121.0' CFS 
NO oF' 
B R NCHS K 01' K (21 K( 31 C(1U C (121 C (131 CI211 cen) C( 23), CIH ~ CC321 C f 331 C(4I) C f 42 I C« 4 3 ), C(Sl) Cf 52) C(S3) 
") 6.108 -. S<3g 2.923 1.000 '.0 tJo .ooa 6.108 -.599 2.923 
3 ?159 • 23 2 1.3Ul I. 000 l.nDO • otJ a '1.8lf3 -.145- .899 2.415 - .610' 1.72'1 
4 1 .. 554 .647 .'191:1 • 00 11 '.nOD .on cr · 1.193 -1.023 .615: 1.580 .1.13'8 1.1il'!: 1.888 1.525 1 .. 261 
" 
1.'1O! .hal ' 1.155 !.ODO '.ODU \'000, . 1.418 - .219: .641' 1 .'338 .402 1.117 2.352 1.864 1.509 
,,' 1·'n7 .757 . 1.14 II !.000 ' .. 000 -.255 1.1j9?'-.1tiS .711.1: 2.012 .q76~1.39l 2.426 1.'3381.592 \ 
-
l\BLE OF PO>lER-TRANSfER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ::(3/5)X lZ'.O'CFS 
N 0 0 f" 0 BrA NCHS K ( Il' K! 2) lH 3) CU 1:1 Cllll CIBI C 12l) C ( 22)' C« 23 J C(311 C (32)' C (33) Cf 41) C C 42 J C (43 ), CeSl) C(521 CI531 
7 1.480 • :>;'13 • so <j 1 .311 11 .162 .22~ 1.619: '.02 q .795 , 1.351 '. flG 3 .199 1.186 .SOO -.li1D 1 p51 6; - .:31 5: .539 0 q ? 21l 8 .473 .662 2'.020 1 1.075 .1':15 2.476 - .129: 1.12S' 
') ?'. -';0 6 1.3'11 I.H6 1.4G 2 .891 .371 1.13q "; 17 7, .92 9 3.722 3.098 2.107 
ci'" 1.<142 1'.027 .'HZ 1'.098 .533 '.001 · 1.3'70 -'.186 .566' 3.358 2.7J4 2.343 () 
11 OLE OF POWER -TRANS fER COEFFICE INTS AND ENE. RGY-1R ANSf'ER COEFF! CIENTS FOR Q =e 3/51 x 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF Q a ~ NCHS K ( U' K (2) KI 3} CIlU CUll C (13) C(ll) C ( 22 ), C e 23 I· C(3ll C(32) C13l} C(41) C (42) C 143 » C 151 ) C( 521 CI531 
? 4.1135 2.181 -.254 II. III 5 2.181 -. 25lf' 
3' 7.11-73 .'170 1'. m; l' . 1.592 .ql3 .20~ 2 .554' 1.016~ 1.919 0 4 ?515 1 '. 015 ' 1.140 1.812 .952 -.043 3.198 1.079.2.323: 
'i ??<J9 \.487 1.433 1.234 .684' .090 2'.027 .no 1.504 3.636 3.018 2.704 
s" 1.%0 1.138 ' 1'.084 .. 8as .33 s - .259 1.678 .411: 1.155 3.287 2.669 2.355 8 
..... 
0"- @ 
Table 6. Continued. 
11 BlE OF POIlER-TRANSFER COEFF"ICEINTS' AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR 0 =13/S)X 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
B I? NCHS K (11- K ( 2) KI 3) C (11:) C (12) C (13) C (21) Cln) CI231 C (311 C (32) C 1 33t 
1 <;.744 - .550 2.33 3 5.744 -.550 2.333 
~ 7..141 .322 1.270 , 1.868 '000 3 .857 2.414 .642- 1.684' 
4 7.R86 .381 1.G87 2.5'10 -1.059 1.118- 3.262- .821 2.256 
C; 2.407 1. ?OJ 1.1;06 1.515 1.03 B .742 2.024 .5 b S' 1. 42 3-
c;' 7.108' .Q04 . 1. 152 .:, 1.276 -.no' .. 4/j 3' 1.125 .266 1.124 
11 BlE OF POIIER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR Q =(3/SH 12~O- CFS 
NO OF, 
B ~ NCHS K (1)' KI21 KI 3) C I 11;1 C(12) C(13) C (21) C I 22 t C I 23 ) , C (311 C 132 l: C' 331 
7 4.884 2.569 • i21 4.884 2.569 .121 
3 S.61G 2.872 -'.03D 5.6IG- 2.812 -:.030 
4 ~.?G7 7.446 1.774 2'.00 r- 1.05 G '.056 
'i 1.R52 1. 6q 5 . 1.430 .956 .. 392 - .206' 
'i' 1.G89 1.482 1.767 ,.794 .22 g, - .368-
~ BLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS- AND ENERGy-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/S)X i2'.O- CFS 
NO OF 
B ~ NCHS K (11 K(2) K(3) , CI1U C <12 J: C (13) C 1211 C (22) C 123 ) C(311 C (32) C (33 I 
" 
5.465 - • "19 <) .<J2.3 S.4G5 -.5S9 .923-
~ 7.427 .237 2.041 7.42 7. .237, 2'.041 
~ 1.322 1.676' 1. B'O r 2.31 2; - • 16 3 .45B 
"1 2.375 1.t;07 1 •. 556 1.30.2 - .177 .194 
S' 7.21 A 1.450 1.397 1.146 -.334 '.037 
~BlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFfICEINTS'-AND ENERGY-,TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =13/51X 12~O-CFS 
NO OF 
Bit NCHS K I 11- K (2) K13} Cll1:1 CC12'C<l3} CI2U C f 22 ): C ( 23 ), cn}) C f 32) C (33) 
7 '.nou '.noo '.000 J-
1 Q.855 ".31; q 6.7GO ", I 9.855 2.349 6.7~0 
21 3.331 1·1>21 2.235 I: 2.817 .233' 1.751 
c; 7.788 1.921, 2.092 '! l 10956 .411: 1.319-
C;' 2.152 1.285 1.136 
.. 





C(4t) C f 42) C' 43 t, 
C I'll ) C (42) - C (43 ), 
4.534 3.836 3.491 
2.471 2.054,1.848: 
2 .. 308 1 0891 1.68 5' 
C(4 U Cf42) CI43 ), 
4 .331 3.515 3. 14 3' 
2.509 2.021 1.799 
2.352 1.864 1.6'13~ 
C (41 ) C (42) C I 43 ), 
3.8116 3.010,2.718 
2.571 2.071 1.897 
1.935 1.436 1.261 
·li'M ... ·.~il·,(tJ/: 
C(Slt C(52) C(53) 
3 0 621 3.006 2.654 
3.323 2.107 2.355 
C(51) C( 52) C(531 
2.128 2.4~8 2.~/j7 
1.965 2.326 2.4S/j 
C(51) C(52) C(53) 
3.314 2.971 2.674 
3.157 2.820 2.517 










Summary of series 4 test data and other information from the model of the proposed Yorktown power station 
manifold with branches 4 and 5 out of operation and the rate varied. 
Table 7. 
RRANQ.l 1/ MAIN1 2 MAII,{MAINI BRANCH 3 IH~iN' MATN-.eRANCH '+ HAINl-MAI---SRANCH 5- "MAIN~OOWN---;:::-:=-::::-;::-:;:;:=-;:;:-;::-~..__1=-IN~tE"r.C E!:J..:hL!JNP n: IT --'=,I~l tJ,~.E.>INL~} c_~"-:!}':([T __ LI~E l-_:r.~E:!NL_El CEN-T ~1(-X]:~LJ.,Wj:: l LNq~LE. q:_NJA. ~,XI., ,.lIN ? TRO H 
OllHETERS (IN.) 6. 6.,11.5 B. 11.512.[1 6 q 5 1 1 "j 1. lZ., 13.0;; 60, 6.51 G.5 13.014. 6. ,&.~5.91 14. Iii. 
~: :~SQ~FT ··1~23 .23 .12 .2~ ~~~721 '~~~~o ~~: ~::7 _~~:_~~1~~~~1~::~q2~ 1:.06 ~~ _~~:t~ 19 ~:~J~~~ 
QCFSJ::f3lS1 j, 1 I III 
Vl.OCITIESCFPsll. 1. 1.3 1.1 1.1 l"O~ 1.-:7 1.3 1.5 (1.5 1.3!, 1.3,1. 1.I 1.1 
R5'. NO. XlOE'- .,.! .4 .4
1 
.1> .5 .5 1.4 .5 .8, .7" .7. "j .7] 
P[ZOH. H. (IN) 34. 34'~ 35'01 34.'3 35'.0. 3/j.8 34" 34.9 :{4';9 34.834,.,,1,3'1,61' 34.6 34'.~ '311.71\·. 
311.8 35'~ 34.8 34. 3/j.: 34.9 ,~5'.O 35.0 34,.6 311.71 , 311.6 34'.~· 34.7 
,34.634.9 34.8 35.1 311.8 35!00 :P~.4 34.7 34<.6 34.sl' '34.6 311'.~ 34.71 J 34.q~ 3'1. 34.9 3'1.6 35'. :14.9 34>.i
I
34.6j 34.6 311"li 34.7 
A,I,( PIEZ. HCINli 34'1:\ 3 1 .8 34. 35'. 34.8 3q •. U 34.q 34.9 34,.8 34.8 3lJ..5 31t.GI. 34.'." 34,. 34.7. 
v(.OCITY H.ClNI: .S6 .56 .0 .!> .32 .24 .19 .56.3 .112 .431 .32;, ~32,.2 .23j TtTAl HEAD urll: 35.4! 35. 35. '35. 35.2 35.0:'35.155.5 \:.i5;'1 35.334.'1, 3/j.9' ,34.9135-. 34.9! 
TtT ilL H ABOVE ~ln.~ 10.£>lw.', 10. 10.'5 10' .. 10.1~ 10.4 H,.8 '10.4 10.'6 10',,21
1
10.'21 " r 10.2110. 10.21 
H 1\ SOvE DOWNsr'i .4. .4.1 .2.3 ,,1 .2 .5 1.2 .3 -'.0 '.0': -.0, • .01 ~~:~:-::~I~~l--- 2.6 ____ __~~4 ____ ~_1_:..-I--_-I--_1_--I----I-- .... ---.... --
Q C FSI=I3ISJ II.: 1 I 
V[ OCITlES{fPSli 3.5' 3.5 1.1" 3.~ 2.6 2.T 2. 2 1.0 3.5 12.63.0 1.1 2.611 ' 2.61' 2.~ 2.2 
<T, E' J' ,I, "I, 11· 51 1 Ru • NO. )(10 -5, 1. 1.0 .6 1.0 .S .8 1.1 1.1r 1.0'.8 .9 .6 1.5' I . 1. I .' .4 
PEZOH. H. (lNI139.6 3<1,.6 40.3 39'1139'8 40,.3 3'3.,1139.739.71;,.0.2 39.9 3&,.8; 3901l : ·39.1,39., 39.~ 
l 39.140.6· 39.2'40.040.,ltlO.l 39.639.83q.OI39.3I'38.9139.~ ,... 39.3 
, 38.2140.2 38.7 40.2 39.1 39.8 38.1 3·9.8 3!l>o7139.OI' 39.0 39.'lI 39.2 










A \I PIEZ. HIIN) 3'l.6 39;'0 40;3 39.8 39.;.> ~O.2 39.,& ~9.qli 3'3.7 ,3<1.5' 39.8 38.5139.1 !, 39.0 39.4. 39.2 
vlOCITY H.lIN) 2.75 2.25 .23 2.25 1.27 .98 .92 .77,2.251.271.67 1.74l1.26' 1.26 .94 .94 
TIT n' HEAD CTN) 41.8 41.2 40.5 42'.n 40.5 41.1 40.'5 40.1 41.3 40.8 'H.S !to.2i40'.·II[: 40.3] ",0.3 40.2\40.1 




. 15.6,15:.6 15.5 15.4 
H A SOvE DOwNST. 1.7 1.1 .4 1.9 .il· L.O .4 .5 1.:8 .6, 1.4 .1 .2. .1, .2 .. 1 .0 
f>bf/vEl H DOWNS. 1.S2 2.03 1.92 I I . : . . 
--------1,-1--- --r--4---- .---1;---- ----r,- --- --I--~--j-,....-I--CI C fSl::(,/5l 6. ' I, 
Vi'.. OClTIESIF?SI 5.21 5.2 1.7 5.2 3"." J.43.31 3.1 5 •. 2: 3.91 4.5 4.6 3 •. 9..· 3.9 .3. . 3.4 3.11 
Rf'f. NO. XtOE'-5 1.5 1.5 .8 1 .. 5 1.3· 1.2 1.71 1.6 1.5 11.3 1.;11 2.4 2.21 2.2 2.,. 2.0 2.0 
?!:ZOH. H. (IN) 39.23"1.541.23'3.940.°'11 1 ,.°
1
39.6.39.840.1.110 .. 4 39.8 31,.5,38.1.:; 38.2 39.q· 39.0 38.7 
38~O 42.1 38.4 1i0.8 40:51 '40.5 39.1 3q.,6.38:.0!38.8~' . J1.! 39'~· 39.0 38. 
A II PIEZ. H ntH 
V (OCITY H. (IN! 
jT(fAlHEAO lIN) 
T cr AL H ABO VE t 
H A SOvE DOWNST. 
A Ii/VEL H DOWNS. 
36.5 41.2 37.2 4n.9' 39.6,39.9 37·.8 40.0 37-001· 38.1 ; 38 ... 39. 39.0. 38.6 
38';.n 40:7 38.6 37 • .71 40.3 39'~O , '34.5 37.9 3~h4 39. . 38,.7 38.7 
:-;Q.21381.n 4103. 39.Q 38.5 40. 39.3140.1 40.1 39.1 39.8 3&.1.38.2 : 3R.l 39.~' 38.9'1 38.1 
5:'05
1





.0 41.1;'113.1 41.4! 41.9 115.2 ,11.9,43.6 QO.7141.1 41.D! 41.~ 41.0 40.8 
1 9 .61 18 • 4 17.11 2° .. 3 loQ7 11:1'.4 16.~ ,11:2[ 20.5 >17:2118.9 l~"Oi 16.4! • 16.31 :16:.1 I 16,.3 16.1 3. 5 i ' :2.3 1- 0 ~ • 2 " I) 2 .3 .61 1 • 1 ? .4 1 • 11 2 • S .. 1 ! .31' ' • ZI' .' .3 • a 1.611i 11.'91 2.07 : I .  
l-' 
<Xl 
Table 7. Continued. 
IN~~! ~ T: ~ ~~~:"U~~; ~~H iXlr~N ~; ~ IN LE fS ~~~~~-trT ~;~ ~ ~~EI NL E~'~~~~'O EXITi ~ :r:~~' >lL: ~~~~tf ~;I"~ j~J~ :~~ ~H ~~~~i~:~~i~p~-:~ ~~:i-=T~~--=2~:-:" ,. -: ~~-:~ G. 5 .• ---- --T5.~I.~.-I---- ---- --rJ-~.s 
R Pi'. NO. X10E-~ 1-9, l .. "lj l.~ 1. 1. 1.6 2. 2. 1.'.:'1 1.~ 1.8, 3~ 2.9 Z.9; 2.~ 1 2.~ 2.7 
PEZOH. H. fIN~ 41.3
1 
47"9j 51"0148. 48. 50"4148.2 48 .. 48.71 4'3. IIS.3l lll'-[, 4S.<8l lI5.81 t;7.~ I 47.~ 46.5 
4S'.1! 52.1 ~6.0 -4<1,,9
1
49.3 ,49. 47~;147"91 45;~ 46.9 45.11 67.61 ! 117.11 46.8 
, 42;8,51.,13 q!!. ,50 .. 4 1t8.0 48. 44 .. ~· 48.644: 45.71 45.6161.~ I n.ll 46.4 
,45.0; 50.2 4(;.1.: 44.8 48. 46"5" 39. 45 .. 5 46.1 t;7.O, ! 46.61 46.8 
A .. PIEZ. H(INlI47.~ 45 .. 7r 51.1148. 46.4 50.2147.6 48 .. l.Ia.~71 46.~' 48J 1+3. !~6.01 45.61 G7.~ : 46.~ 46.6 
VI. DCITy H.(INI A.98! 8-981 .921 8.9 5'.07 3.91'3.67 3.0 8.'38 5.01. 6.58 6.9 5.05 5.05[ :3.761 13.76, 3.76 




' 5t. 57. 51.9 54.; 50.i 51.0 so.7I,71. Q ISO.7i :0.'1 
TO' Al H ABOVE ¢II 31. 29.5127.3: 32. 26.8 29.4 i 20.5 27. ,33. 27&Zj 30.2 25., 26.3 26.0 IjGOj3 26.0 25.7 H A i3 0 V E 0 D IJ N ST. 5 • 3 .. 8, 1 • G' 7 • 1 1. 1 '3 • 8 1 . 9 1 • 1 • 3 ' 1. II • 6 - • .. I> • 31 .z 0 • .3! & 0 ~:/:~~OOWN~f~·S} ____ ~. ~~_. ___ '.___ . ~~: '- ____ ------- -------J----~---~--L-----Q CfS)=:D/S)10. '. I 
vt. OCITIES(FPS) 8. I 8.1 2.8! 8.~ (;.5 5.71 5.5 5. 8.7 6.' 1. 7.~ 6.S 6.5,15.6 5.6 5.6 
R!,/,. NO. XlO('- z., 2.4 1.11 Z. 2.1: 2'.0 2.8 2. 2.1I! 2.11 2. Ii'. 3. 3.7 1 ; 3.41 3.'1 3.'1 
P 'E 10M. H .. UN~ <;5.J 5G.7 61.81 56.
J 
57.3 65'.Oi 5& •. 8,51. '58.0 '59.~ 56. 51. I 53.1 53.2\ 55"~·'. 55.5· 510.5 
52.6 (;3.21 53.2 GQ:.G j 59.0 '59. ~5; 56.' S.2.~ 55.0 52.1156.1 55.11 55.0 41l 1.nI61.750.lj 60,.0 56.6 57. ' h1. 51. 50.2 53.1 53.0 55.7' 55.5 510.3 52.1 (;5.01 52.11: '.' 52.0 '58.. SIi.4'i " '112.8 52.6 53.9155.21 54.71 55.0 
A \I PIEZ. HUN)] 55.8 52.3' 62.9' 56. 53.21 £1.7 56.1 58.2 58.0 55\.0' 56. 119.~ 53.4 53.0 55.6! 55.3 54.7 
TIT Al HEAD (IN) 1'>9.8 66.4 64.4 70. 61.2167.8 61.'8 63'.912.0 62.9' (;1.3· ~n.l;'61.3 60.9161'05 61.1 60.& 
TIT Al H AROVE tt; 45.1 41.7 39.1 46'.11 36.1543.1 37.,1 38.~ 41.3 ':~8.l; 1t~.6 35.4: 36.6 36.2!36DS 36.4 35.9 H A SOVE DOWNST. 9 .. 3 5.S 3.BII0. .6 1.2 1.3 2.'1 11.5 I l.llo.7 . -.4j .8 .If' .9 ~ ~~:~:_::S·I~·5S~ ___ ~'_i~~~ -__ L - - -~~~f'--- --]-----!- ------------,---
, I 1 I 
Q CFS1=(-';/<;112. i I 
v£'o C IT IE S ! F P S) 1 n. 4 10.4 3 .. 310 • 4 7. 81 6 • '3 £) .7 (; • 1 10. Ii 7. 8! 9 • Cil 9. 2j 1. 8 l 7.8 ' 6.7 
Rl'f. NO. XIOE-SI 2.9 7.."1 1.7 2. 2.5 2.4 3.,3 3. 2.9 2.5' 2.7:,11-.7' '1.4 4.11 4.1 
P!:7.011. H. IIN)I IJS.8 '17'.0
1
,. t;lj.S 47'.0147.8152,.7 47.1 '48. 49.8 51.6:.48.6: 110.0 42.1 '12.2 li5.6 
IIl.4,5G.2 42.3 51.0 SO.l4 50. 46.3147.8 1i1.1, 41!.2 40.6 46.4 
35.7!,.5~.3 37'(;152;747.,1148. . l40.4;150,.'Q 37:5, "2.n!~ 41.S'IlS.7 
'11.1152.11 42.8 _ IiO.!3 '19. LI 51. 0' J 27 .• 8. 41.31' '43.1145.1 
1.'1 PIEla HeINl 4s.al '11.3154.4147'.0 42.6j52.1 46.2 q9.~'49.8 45.8~48.8 36.6'.42.'1 1, -41.9,115.7 
TO'Al HEAD lIN) 66.0:61.5 56.5 &7.21 54.0!'SO.9 510.5 56.1'70.0!S7.2 63.8 52.3 53.8, 53.3154.21 
.. GI .0 , 
--J-- .;----
--I 
G.7 6.7 1 , 
,- q .1 q .1 
q S.5 4£1.1' 
4 S.5 411.9 
45.6 43.9 
q,+ .4 44.8 
q 5.2 'I/j.4 
8.45 8. 'I 5 
53.1 S2 
29.0 
V t OCITY H. (IN. 1
1
'20 .• 2120.211 2'.ObfO;21b;.,0"a ... a.is G.9~2n'.21 ,., 0'15'0315 ."r 1.37.
1
. 11'.371 8 .• 45 
T? Al H ABOVE t; 41031' 3(;.8 :n.8 4205\ 2S03! 36.2 29.8 31 •. 45.3
1
!:32.5 39.~1 27.6 29.1!' 28.6129.5)' 
H~ SOVE OOWNSTolUol 8.6 3.6 14.~ 1021 8.1 1.6! 3.17.1 ,~.14 100j - .. 6 09, ." . 1.3 
t.>fl/VEL H OOUNS. 1.S5 ! ! 1~"lO! i 2'.~ I '---' 
...... 
-..0 
Table 7. Continued. 
RIHN(}f 1 MAIN BRANCH MAIN MAI;r----SR-t.NCJ 3 INlE ENTv- LINEINLE~'CENT LIN LIN~INLEllCENT. EXI I1AINI HAI~ BRANCH 4 I HAINI-MA1Nr- BRANCH 5 rAIN [DOWN ~~::,~ :~~~::NT ~:~:~~IN:r LINE;~~::~::~:xr-~~:NElsTREAH 
- - -------- - ------ --- -----+---,---
(} CFS)=CHS114.' 
V[ OCITIES(FPSI 12. 12.2 3.9 12. ' 9.1, 7.8 7.1 12.2 9;1 lo'-511n.~ 9011:: 
RIl'. NO. Xl0E'- :;. 3.4 1.'3 3.4\ 3.0,2. 3.9 3.7 3.11 3. 3.2,5. 5.1' 
PI: lOM. H. (IN) S5. _ 57.4 54.9 60.~] 61.0 '66. 58.:;, bO.~.61.6 riO.l'1I8. 51.] 
4'3.6 70.'0' ,52.0 '65. 62.2 63:'0 58.7 119.6 53.8 
1j2.fl 66.5 47.3 .66. 58.5 bO'. 61.0 '45.5 59.0
" 
4'3.2 64.8 53.3 47.B 62'.1 54.8 '~O.7 49.6 
A\L PIEZ. HIINII 5C;.9 4'3.1 611.n,'6Q •. 53.4 56.761.361.1; 55.9 59.9 43. 53.4 
V[OCITv H.IINI21os11\21oSl 2.8l27.51~5'.52 11.23 9.4~21.5115.5 O.45!21.3115.47 
T(jAL HEAD (INl, 83.1.! 77.3 66.9187~8\68.9 18. 61.970.8' 89.1 :71.480.'41£>4.868.8 
TeT AL H ABOVE j' 58.7152.6 42.2,63'.1144.2,53:5\ 43.2 ,46.11, 64.4 ~6.7 55.7 40.14'1.1" 
H A BavE DOWNST. 17.5 11.4 1.0i 21.9 3.0 12,.3 2.0 4.923.2, 5.S 14.5 -1.1 2.9 
bl-J/VEL H DOWNS., 1.52 ! 1.90 I 2'.02 








66.5 6 7 .6~ 
41.8 ~ 2.~ 



























Table 8. Computed values of dimensionless power-transfer and energy-transfer coefficients from data in Table 7. 
11 BlE oF" POIlER-TraNSFER COEFFICEINTS' AND ENE RGY-,TR ANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :(3/SIX 2'.0 CFS 
NO OF' 
B ~ NCHS K I U' KI21 K( 3) C(I1:1 C02)' CI131 CI211 ,CI22 ) C( 23) ccnl C /321 CI331 CIlliJ C (421' C t 1t3 ,- C (51 ) C( 52) CIS31 
? l.QS5 1'.079 .531 1.5S910450 '.013' 2.431 .,709 1'.049, 
'>; 1.2GB .hB2 .592 1:.038 • "lar( .224 1.498 .5~O .76 '9 1.268 .475, .71'13 
4 1.72& .921 .7'37 1.411: 1.332, .21:)0 2.044 .. 795 1'.041 1.72S: .636' hOSl 
S 2.243 1.1.5B' ,,"l91 ' 1.81 T 1.711: .309 2.GG9 r'38 a 1.320 2.2113 .175 1.346 
0;1' 2.243 1.158 .991 ' h 81 T 1.111: .30 q' 2.669 ,,988 10320 2: .211 3 .11 S. 1.346 
11 8lE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-.TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ::13/51X 4'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
B ~ NCHS K I}}' K (2) K(3) Cll U C(12' Ctlll C(2U CI2L»' C( 23} C(3l1 C (32)> C I 331 C(4 !l C(421: C(43)' C (51) C(52) C(531 
::>' 1.586 • :;QS .377 1.477 .795 '.on 1,695 '.000' .713: 
3 .99S .352 .1;85 .937 .518 .181 1 '.052 .159' .535 ~99 5 .317: .740 
Ii 1.312: .. 42h .610 1 .. 233 .738 .191 1 .. 391 .lG I' .679 1.312' .379 .962 
r; 1 .. 1'1'70 .679 • <'l26 1.7f;4 1'.098 .362 1 .. 977 .. 32 Z 1 '. 018: 1.870 .615:1 .. 399 
s ... 1."l24 .732 .980 1.811' 1.152 .. 41 S 2'.030 .376 1!..O71, 1.924' .668 1.452 
'BlE OF POW(R-THANSfEH COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER C.OEFFICIENTS fOR Q :(3/5)X '6l,.O CFS 
NO OF 
8ltNCHS K( U' K(2l Kt 3) C(l U C(2) Cll3} C(211 C ( ?2" C' 23 ) , C (31) C (J21 C (33) C( 'H I C(42~ C(43)' C(51) CI521 C(531 
7. 1.546 .395 .507 ' 1.377 .795 .195 ' 1. 71 6; - l.OD 6 • III Q 
'>; l'.ns 3 .373 .552 .91 T. .61 a: .294 l' .. n95 .18 8 .623 1.146 .. 322' .739 
4 1. ~44 • 408 .GS 4 1.156 .734, .298 1.402 . .15 a .751, 1.473 .331- .911' 
C; 1.774 .. 515' .81t 6 '1 .. 521 .953 .368 1 .. 853 .172 .977, 1.94 T .420: 1.192 
5/ 1.892 .633 .964 I.GitO 1' .. 072 • '186 1.971 .290 1 ~09 5 2' .. 066 .. 538' 1.310' 
E BU: OF POW(R-THANSFER COEFFICEINTS' AND ENERGy-JRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :13/51X 8'.0' CfS 
NO OF 
B!l NCHS K I 11 K (21 K(3) C n 1:1 C021 C(131 C (21) CC?2) C(23), Ct3l1 C 1321 C (33) C(41) C(42) C(43 I, CeS1) C( 52) C,531 
? 1.538 .432, .498 1.375 .802 .204' 1.7[]2 '.052' .792 
" 
.'397 • 3~O .50 r .873 .. 571 .256 ' 1.0115 '.11l l' .5&6' 11,074 .238 .6l'lO 
4 1.::>'76 .357 .592 1.104" .G89 .255' 1.342. .1511 .. GB 2' 1.381 .231- .8'10 " 
c:; 1.715 .47'3 .795 l. IH,4 .925: .342 1.804' .203': .916: 1.851 .309 1.128 
c/ 1. flOl .566 .882 1.511 1.012· .429' ' 1 vS9U .28 9 l;'OO~ 1.944 .396 1.215 
1< BU: OF' POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS' AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =13/5IX 10:.0 CF5 
NO Of 
B P NCH!; K (11 K ( 2) KI 3) C flU C (2) C (131 C (211 CI22 ) CC 23), C(31) C (32) C 133 j C(II1.) C (4'2) C (43 t, C (511 C( 52) CI531 
? 1.q7G .. 340 .140 1.397 .795 .441 '1.554 -.115: 1'.039 , 
.98G .. 307 .581' .891 .513 .381' .973 1.094 .702 1'.013 3 .. 252 .655 ,'~, 
4 1.251 .321' .100 1.126 .689 .432 ' 1.240 ".028 • 86 G' 1.405 .247 .801 
C; 1.657 .398 .Q01 1.481 .893 .5~7: 1.634 '.004 1 .. 131 1.855 .298' 1'.043 
C; t.755 .496 1.d05 1.579 .991 .645: ' 1 .. 732, .102,1.229 1 • '953 .396' 1.141 
'l.8LE OF POWER-TRANSFER C.OEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-.TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ::C3/51X 12'..0' CfS 
NOOF 
8 h\ N C+iS K{ U' K(2) K(J) C U 1:) C(2) C (13) ce211 C ( 22) C I 23 ), C(31) C ( 32 I, C I 33 1 C(ln) C(42): C(431' C(Sl) C(52) C(531 
2 1.471 • ~9'9 .514' 1 .. 393 .653, .244' 1.543 -'.05 III .784' 
'>; 
.989 • l4a .521 .. 878 .591 • 2'711 .955 '.l13: .55 QI 1.1311, .317; 0139 
u l·?71 .:<:78 .r:;27 1 .. 11 s' • TZ 3 .21l1 1.224 t.065' .673 ' 1.470 .311 6: .926' 
C; 1.661 .460 .7'35 1.456 .92 1r .1:3'0 1.598' f..03 & ,,856 1.929 .417; 1 .. 1'38 
5" 1 .. 759 .557· .892 1.554 1'.021 .427 - 1,,696 '.13& .954 2' .. 021 .515; 1.295 N 
...... 
. .... 
Table 8, Continued. 
11 BU: of' POWER-TRANSFEr? COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-,TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =CJ/Stx 14'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
B I? NCHS iUU' K(21 K(3) cnn etl2l ccn! C(21! C! n)' C( 231 C(31 ) C (32) C (33) 
;> 1 .5 7L1 • !ISS .407 1 .. 378 .. 831, -'..096 1.770 '.os 8 .910: 
1 1 '.030 .362' .481j: .872 .584 .• 096 " 1'.C17'3 '.1'33 .'6'26: 1.140 .309 .731 
4 1.:ms .388 .556 1~ .. 091 .. 694 '.022 1.376 .159 .752- 1. 41; (J .31 s; .896 
1.723 .484 .711: 1 .. 430 .896 -' .. OOg , 1.81 3: .171: .974, 
, 
, 1.926 .386'1.167 
"/ 5 1 .. 314: .575 '.802 '}:.522 .987 '.OllJ ' 1.90" .25 Z 1~OG 5' 2.011' .47 T 1 .. 25 '31 
C( !H) C(42.: C(43)' C (51 } C(52) C(53) 
N 
N 
Table 9. Summary series 5 test data and other information from the model of the oposed Y power station 
manifold with some combinations of two branches out of operation and varied flow rates. 
--'~-'''-l- -" S RANCH 5 MA IN DOWN-L"lLI;~llC{NT~ EXIt .LIN STREAH 
6. 16. 5.91\ 14. 14.0 
.23 .23 .1911.06 1.OG9 
-- -1----,-- ---
I Bf? AN cH '~1 HAi~ """""sRAi-ICH2 ~A INi H AINi MAI~ BRANCH ! I N L £: lc [NT. JJ1:L I NL E ~NT~ IT L INEI uuum LI N Ek1.~'L I /ill q.fIliL 
D ]'. METERS (l N .11 6 ~ ~ 6 • 5 11. 6. ~ 7. 5 . 8.0 11 .. 5112'.. 1 2'. f\ 13. ~ G.'!. G.' 
. -.- ,-- ~ •. _~1 _ .. " ~-. -,.,.~ .... ..J ">hi> ... .,Jll.7~,~~~_~~'~:: ,.7B5.92 
Q C F S ) = ( J/ 5 1 s.[ I ' I 
V!£..OCITIES{FPSII 6. 6.<l 2. 6. 5. 4.6 1-1.4 lj.~ 4'.11 
PrY .. NO. 'XlOE-9 1. 1.<:1 1. 'I. 1. 1,' 2. 1 2.1) 2.1[ 1. 
44'..( 50'~ 44'~ 1+<:1'. 4B. 4B.£1 '35'.0' 48. 
41.5 49. 43. 49.1 46. 47.~'Z!7.6 44~1 49.1 45.1: " .qc3.4 47.1j '~T.71 
J. II PIEZ. I-UIN) 4F.'i 44'.1 49'~ 47 •.• ~.~ .. J 46.3 47.~ ·44.~ 4B 
V(OCITY H.fINl Ihq &,<:IS .~ 8.<:1 5 .. 01i 1.91; 3.6I,J.Oq I .3.09i 2 
T (f AL HEAD lIN) SSw . 53.1 50.9 56.. 50.3! 52.'3! 50.0 so.~ 4 7.6i 50 
TO AL H AROVE j :W •. 2R.4 26. 31 .. 25',1 2B.2:' 25'131126'~ ~22.'3; 26~ 
H ABO V E DO \I N S T.. 5. ]j 3 '.0 .8' 6. .. 2 .. 8
1 
-. 1 'J -ZOoS' 
; ~:::"~;:::::: ~~·S:r ---I.-J~~-- ----r- -~+--~---..-,----,-
VI:. OCITlEStfPSl In. 10.43. I 3.3, 3. 'lO.J 7. 9. 6.1 
lHI .. NO. XlOE-S;:>. 2.<) 1.7, 1.1' 1.6: 2. 2.. 2.7, 3.2 
P'tl0H. H. lIN) 43.~ 44.8 51.9[ ''52.'52.9 52J 54' j Sl.,~ 119.3: 49 
'It PIE". H CI N J 
£.OCITY H.fINI 
T <r AL HEAD [IN) 
T cr tiL H ABOVE ~ 
H A eaVE DOWNST. 
I-l/vEL H DOWNS. 
CFSl=O/5112. 
3S.4 54.2 r 51.'2',52.3 118.7 51.~ \)0.31 
32.7 51.81' t 52,,3: 53!.. 01 1t2.51 51.0 'IIB.sl 48 
38.5 ,,)0.'1
1
' 52.3153.61' 1t7.8 110.9
1
47. 
38.(; S2~(j1 52.0 '53.1 52.6 48.3\51.3 47.3 49.1 
O. 0.'21 2.06'1' 2'.Cl611.74Fo.211l.'0'~5;'03 6.%, 5'.05120. 21rO, 
63. 58.8 54.1 : •. 54.1 54.s: n.all 59.7; .66.3 54'.3
1 54.~73"3 68. 
34.1 29.4 , 29.4 30;11 48,,,1 35'~Ol 41.'6 2 <r.G 29.5 48.6 44 
4.9 .2, .2 1.q18.91 5'8~2'4 .4 .319.4! I I 2. 21t/ ~ . 2 • ~ 0' 
.0 2.9',2.5 2.1!1 1.7 I.e 2.9 2.512 •. 7 3.22.912.9 2.9 2.~ 
: 4. 
2. : ~:j~ 
4 Go 






II [ OC ITrEst FPSI 
R 5' • ,NO. X IDE-5, 
P E 2'OH. H. <INI 
.01'10.', 7·~I·~T~.~~.t:'.JI ~~~, :~:-~~~-:'2110.~JI~~~'4 10.~ 
51 .. 3i 50.,51 50.~ 50,,8,57.4,50.4 48.2 48.7 53.8,55.1 4 S.ll 
51.'1 " 14l.foI51.2: 55.6 ,53.1i '~71.0: 49.7 53;9 50.9 1,49.1=. 48.1! 46.91 5 1).2 
51',3 38.6,50.3, 51.11 51.~, '~O.8' 49.& ,IIB.O 48 •. 6 : 44.0! 48,',1.
1
' 42.3146 .• 21. 
51.6 4105 ,149.9, ~O.9" . 115v8' Ija.s 50.6 150.21 33.8 116.9 
A \t pIE;? HIINJ 51.3,46.<;)142.3 ta.9, 5~.01 51.~ 5o.8I,:t6.5- 4?9 ~7.7· 49'.7 53.a'r49.71118et 41.5,47.4 1 
V 1. OCI TY H. I I N I .. 00;20.21,11'.40'll. 81:. 2. 06i ,I 0 74,20.21,11 ,,4 0!l5~ 03 6.96 5,.05/2,0.21 0 .21~O ',21:11:.37! 8.45.: 
TIT ilL HEAD (IN) 51.3
1
' 6701153.7 59.7; S4.1i 53.~ 71.0 57.9' 64.9 54.7154.8 741.0 69.S 68.5, 52.9 55t.9, 
TO AL H AB?~E t 'lb."'1 42:4! 29.0;35.:00:29.41,.28. ·46.3 :n.2 40.2 ~O"Oi 3001
1
11'9.3: 1I5.2[ 43,'S.' 28621' 31.2; 
H A eavE DOWNST. -2.5113.~ -.0 L 6.0. .3, -. 17.2 _ 4.1' 11.1 .9
1 
hal ,20.21 16.2j 14.1: - .. 9 2.1, 
,llbt/vEL H DOWNS. lo'S.!!, I ! 1 Z'.d4 I 12.39\, I ! 






4 b.6 46.1 
II 60S 1 46.4 














































Table 9. Continued. 
I 
BRAND-f jl MAIN BRANCH 2 i MAIN MAIN BRANCH 3 HAH HAI~ BRANCH /j MAl MAINJ B-RA'NC~'5;::]H-A-iN-IDO~iN-1 
________ I linE C = :~~ INEI~:~ ~NTJEX :II~ IN: ~~: INlEtT C:~~'_::~:~~:~~ ~ INEI NL[TtEN~~ ::~ ~ IN _~NE[NLETC~~~ E XI l~~:STRE~:! 
QCFSI=(~/<;114.! I I 
V[.OClTIESIFPS'; 12. 12.
1 
3.9 12.. 9.1:' R.O, 7.8 7.~1 12. : 9~1 10:5 la.7 9.1 9.1 ,7.9 ,~ 7.91 7.9! 
RIY. NO. X10E-~ 1.4 3.~ 1.~ 3. L ' 3.0 2.8 3.'1 3.11 3.11
1 
13.(- 3.2 5.~ 5.1 5 .. 1,4.7 /j.71 /j.7
1 
PI: ZOM. H. IINll 5~.2 51;.11>6.7 57. 5R.,~ 64.9,. 56.'1 5R.~9 60.1 );2.S' 59.1 /j5.l49.S 49.8 54.9 5/j.(, 52.5 47.~ 1>9.6 50.464.1,61 .. 2 h2.1' ]55.<1 5B.01 /j8. 53.3 47.7 55.8 54.6 53.(, 3q~1166. 41.3! 63./j· 57.1 58. /j7~(' 59.9, /j3.1 /j9.6 49.454.9 54.8 52.0 1 48'.~ 61+., 52.01~' L...:I 116.7 60. ' 55\.[ 2R.5 48.1 '51.6 54.0 53.1 52.5 A v PIEZ. H(INl! 511. 47.7 66.8 57. 50.7: 611.!: 55.5,60.1 60. 55.2 59.0 "1.4 50.1 49.6 54.9 54.3 52.6 
va:.OCITY H'IINli27.5ln'5~ 2.81!27.5 15:.52111.99111.23! 9.4i27,.5115.S<2D.4521.31~5.47 1S.47IH.51 11.:5111.51 
TCTAL HEAD IIN1181.1 75. '69.6185. 66.2 76.1j,66.71.69.8 87.670,.' 79.5 62;7 65.6 65.1166.4 65.8 64.2
1 TIT AL H AAOVE ~, 57.d !;O;, 44.'1 6U .. ' 41.5 ,51,.4j 42.0 44.~ 62.9 4(,.( 54.8 38.( '10.9 40.4 41.7 41.1~ 39.5 
H ABOvE OOWNST. 17.~ 11.[ 5.
t
21. 2.0 12.0' 2.r; 5.11 23.<; I 6.~' 15.13 -1.~ 1.1; .9 2.2 1.6 .0 
DfJjVEL H DOWNS. 1.5 1.8 2'.04 
, ' 1 
: ~ ~~;~;~;;;~~; ~,. ~~- 3.9 ---- -- - ~J ~., ~~2 -~~-::~: -~~:.- ",e12"~2.~ ~:.,-=~ 7.9 --r~=1 -~~: 
R l'i'. NO. XlDE-, 3.11 3.11 1.9 1.91 l.lj 3.4 3~01 3.2 3.71 3.4 3.~ 3.4 3.4J1 5.1,4.7 4.71 4.7 
43.-1 63. 6Q.,7163~31 56.1 59.5 ,£'0.0, 60.0 5".5 56.1
j 





42."1 58.9 62.1' 63.~ 54. t!7.0, 56.61 58.3 37.6 54 .. 4 53.5i 52.9 A", PIE L • H(INII qq.8\ 43.2 61.4! 61.'7!61.Z 62.5 55. 59.6 55.5158.2163.3 57.655.8 47.2 52.81 5~.4' 52.8 
,I I ' I I 1 1 i I vr..OCITY H.(lNIZ7.S1r7.5111 2.81: 2.S1i 2037:27.5115.52120.45 9.4716.881127.5127.51127.5115:.4711.51\ ,I '11.:5111.51 
TIT AL HEAD (INI177.3 70.71611.2' 64.5 65.6~ 9o.oil7o.s SO'-O 65'.0- 65.1 '90.~ 85.1 83.3 62.6 64.3 65.9'1 64~l( 
H a BaVE DOWNST. 13.0 6.4 -.1 .2 1.a 25.7 6.S 15.7, .61 .8126. 20.8 19.(1 -1.7 : -.1 1.5 .0 TIT AL H ABOVE ~ 52.6, 46~a 39.5 39.8 L!O.~ 65.~'46.~ 55.3 110.31 'I0;4! 66~1 60 .• 11 58:S 37.9 39.6 41.2 39.7 
6'r1/VEL H DOI/NS. 1.13 2.23 ' t ~ tl 2.:; ~ 
- - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - __ - - - - ~ - __ I _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
Q CFSI::(3/5'14. 
va. OCITIES(FPS' 12.; 12.2, 3.,9 12'.2 9.1:: 8'.0 7.J 7'.1 \' 7.1, 6.1 :12.4" 12'. 12:. 9.1; 7.9 ,1.9 7.9 
REi. NO. XlOE- 3.~1 3.4 1.9 1 3.-11 3.0,2.8 3.9, 3.7f 3;7\ 3.41 3.111 3.4 3.' 5.1 ,II.~ 4.7 ~.7 
44.5 67.0 48.060.B 58.3 59.81 55.9' 5Q.5i' 59.5 56.9i 51.1 54.6 154.0: 53.6 36.<J 63.8', 42.7
1 
62,.~ 51;.6 Sb.91 1.56.8! 58.9 1 51.'8 58.-1 49.1 53.3 54.1! 51.8 
A\I PIC? HI!NI 51.4144.11 1>3 •. 9 5Gi.O 49.3 61.7 52.757.7\ '56.7160.01:65. 59.6156.947.151.2 1 53.8! 52.8 
44.5' 61.1 49.5 43.3 57.5 57.3161 • .81 60.0. f35.0 50.5 53.01 53.0 
V(.OCITY H. (INlln.5127.S11 2.81 naSI S:OS2P.99r1'.231 9.117.! 19 • 117 6.88 2. 7.511:27.s127.S1' S:.471.51' 11l.,51 I 11.51 
TIT l.L HEAD (INI 78."l! 72.3 fiG.7 83.5 64.8173:7 64.01"67.2; r66'.2 66.9192.7187.1184.4 62.6 64.7 1 65 • 3 i 64.3 
TO" AL H A80VE It 54.2
1
47.6' 42.0 58.8 40.1/11900 35.3,42.5: 141.5 42.2 1 68 1.0 62.lIi 59 .. 7
1
37.9 40.0 40.6! 39.6 
H ABOVE DO~INST. 14.6 R'.O 2.4 19.~ .6 9.4-.3; 2.9; "1.9 2.6!'28.~' 22.8'20.2 i -1.7 .5 I 1.0i .0 
/> fI/VEL H DOWNS. 1.n lv'6 II I i ,j ,'2.41: ~ I 1 1 
N 
.p.. 
Table 10. Computed values of ss power-transfer and energy-transfer c s from data in Table 9. 
11 BLE OF POI.JER-TRANSF[R COEFFICEINTS ""'0 ENERGY-.1RANSfTR COEFFICIENTS FOR Q "=C3/S)X 8'.0 CFS 
NO OF, 
B flo N CHS K ( 11" 1«2) 1<(3) CIll:> C(12) C(11) C( 211 CI22 ) CI231 C (31-) C(32) C (33) C (Ii 1 ) C (42) C ('13 I, C (51 ) C( 521 C(531 
? 1.572 .476 .529 r 1.427" .ASD, .245" " 1.722 .102 .813: 
3 2.&40 1.340 ' 1.403 2.462 1.7 a 3 1 '."06" 2.sn" .897 1.739 
4 1.472 .!lUS .176- 1.109 .6~4 .255 1.327: ".15 11 .667 1".980 1.579 1.406 
'i t.77<) .886 .fl43 1 .. 2'31 .732 .142 1.5S 4 '.003: .. 696 2.463 1.924 1.691 
/ 
c; \.839 • "llj I'; • qOl 1" .351 .792 .20t 1.6/j4 '.063 .7561 2.523 1.983 1.7511 
11 BlE OF POIJER-TRANSftR COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-"TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ={3/SlX 12~oO CFS 
NO OF 
8 ~ NCHS K (1)' K ( 2) " K( 3) CU 1:) C021 CU31 C(2n c (22 t C ( 23 I ' C B11 C C 32) C (33) C( 41 ) C(42) CC43" C (51 ) C(52) C(53) 
? 4.617: 2.290 -.012: "" 4.617:'2.2'90 -.fHZ "\ 
"I; ;:>'.nor .714" .847 ' 1.340 .. 650 - .032 2.662' .778'"1.725 
4 1. 1.95 .839 .856 .Slin • SUI: .10r 1 .. 750 .591' 1.17G 1.79~ 1.~02 1.292 
S 1.761 .R7q .q02 1!.016: .41t a - • 1114 2.104 .5531 1.333 2.163 1.637 1.,469 
5/ 1.!l97 1'.015" ' 1.039 " 1.152 .584 '.022 2' .240 .68 ',I'" 1.469 2" 29 9 1.773 1.625 
"? BlE OF f>OWER'-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =(3/SJX 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
SRI NCHS K ( II " K! 21 K( 31 CCln c 1121: C (13) C (21) C ( 22 J" C ( 23 ) , cnl) C(32) CCH) C( 41) C(42l CPH}" C(Slt cr 521 C(53) 
? 1'>·"H4" - .17~ 2.741 6.314' -".1.1 q; 2.741" 
"'\' 7".01';2 .159 1'.096 1 .7S 2 - .14 1! .n:r 2 .. 342' ".45<)' 1.468 
~ 1.569 .1';73 1'.01 4" 1.253 1.07 Ii .604' 1.SQ6 .~4 3" h061 1.8&0 1.501 1.376; 
<; 1.R17 .hlZ" I'. f17 0 1.391 -.192 .519; 1.853 .30 2~ 1.133 2.208 1 • 12 5 1. 55 7: 
,/ 
7'.00 :f 1.15 S 1.578 --'.006: .706" 2.039 .. 488' 1.319' 2 .. 394 1 .. 912; 1 .7'1 3: c; .798 
11 BLE of POIIER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS' AND ENERGY-:TR/\oj',SFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q :(3/5)X 141.0 CFS 
NO OF' 
B Zl NCHS K (U"" K{ 21 1« 3) cun C(12)"CI131 C C 2 II C (22 I: C ( 23 I ' C(3l1 C C 32 I: C I 33 ) C( 411 C(421 C(431' C (51 ) C(52) C(53) 
? 1.492 • "154 • SI; 8 1.336 .755 .258; , 1.5118 -'.O~ 8! .. R38 
\ 1 '. 038 .174 .57<) .8'31 .585 .323 1.055 .1 G 2" .629: 1 .16 S- .374 .. 78 S 




.426" .fl01 1. lSS .818: .333 1.689 :.034 .899 1.89R .:;27: 1.18R 
') 1."798 .567 .948 1.526 .95 9 .474 1.830 .175 1'.040 2' .. 039 .S69' 1.330 
~ BLE OF POWER-TRANSfER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR 0 :n/51,X 141.0 CFS 
N n OF. 
B m NCHS K (11" K (2) K( 3 I cn 1:) CUZ) cn:n C(21) C (22)" C ( 23 ) C(31-1 C(32) C(331 C(411 C{42' C(431" C (51 ) C(S2J C(53) 
"1 4.560 2.709 - .101 4.ShO 2.209 -.101 
~" 1.(HO .;:;09 .751 1.3ba .603 -.083 2.640 .GI5.' 1.5RI'; 
4 1.512" " .S34 .853 .947" .521: .10 r 1.768 .. 52 S' 1.122 1.820 1.4531 l.j35, 
<; 1.750 .R39 .864 .. 991 .. 418:-.14S" I 2~O95 .427: 1.227 2.165 1.672 1.513" 
" .... 1.R35 .974 .9"99 1 .. 126' .552' -.013" 2.230 .562 1.362 2.300 1.S06 1.648 
1< BlE OF ?OIlER-TRANSftR COEFFICEINTS' AND ENERGY-"TRANSFER COEffICIENTS fOR Q :(3/5lX 14~D" CFS 
NO OF 
8 La NCHS K (II· K ( 21 " K( 31 cn 1;) C H2 I: C (13) C(211 C(22)" C(23) C(31 ) C C3,n: C (33) C{ 41 ) C 142), C'43 l, C(SI1 C( 52) C(53) 
" 
t.534 .1109 .554 1.32 '9 .742" .Z41: 1.739 '.077: .BG 7 
~ 1.582 .249" .420 1.:n9 ~61j 1 .0119' 1.825 -.n 5' ".792 
4 1.450 .785 .7'38 1".054 .S28: .264 " 1.351 .H 51 .719: 1 • '346 1.582 1./j 12 
<; 1.718" .fl23 .!l40 1.185 .611: .f22 1 .S"S 5 ~ 1.03 S .734' 2.384 1.895 1.6&6 




series 2, UJ..l.U-"'.L adverse conditions. Between the time that the data from 
2 was taken, a dredging operation was begun in the upper series 1 
portion of the reservoir containing the water supply. This operation 
caused the water to contain murk, broken tree leaves and other debris. 
The Murky water began occurring during series 2, but did not appear 
to be a serious problem. However in the meantime a fishery experi-
ment diverted large quantities of flow which evidently caused enough 
accumulation on the screens at the inlet works cause them to fail and 
allow larger material into the water supply. This material in combi-
nation with the murky water plugged up the rock baffling in the head 
box to the manifold to the extent that the head loss through the baffling 
became too large for satisfactory operation. The additional data listed 
under series 5 was obtained during a od in which attempts were 
made at cleaning out the front face of the rock baffling. However, 
much of the material which prevent movement of water through 
the baffling was embedded within the baffling, and consequently it was 
necessary to repeatedly reduce the quantity of flow. This series of 
data consequently duplicates some tests of series 3 and 4 at flow rates 
less than the desired 3/5(14) ds or 3/5(12) ds. Because of these 
adverse conditions data from series 5 should be considered less reliable 
than from the other series of tests. 
was thereafter discontinued until after the dredging oper-
ation was completed and the rock of the baffling was completely cleaned 
before data from series 3 and 4 were 
27 
The data collected for each test consists of the piezometric heads 
(as; in the previous tests) from each pressure tap in an operating branch 
of the manifold and at all pres sure taps in the main stern of the mani-
fold. A photograph of the piezometer board was taken for each such 
test, and the height of water in each glass tube recorded from the 
photograph. ·The remaining three pres sure taps at the center of each 
branch and the two remaining pressure taps at the exit of each branch, 
for which tubes on the piezometer board were not available, were 
recorded individually after taking the photograph. This procedure of 
taking data is identical with the procedure finally adopted for the prior 
tests. The format of the tables containing this recorded data as well 
as other items of interest is identical to the tables of the earlier report. 
Some of the description of the contents of the data tables is duplicated 
here from the previous report. 
The columns in the tables are ordered in a downflow direction 
starting wIth Branch No. 1 and ending with the data from the section 
containing pressure taps 4 feet downstream of the manifold in the 
discharge pipe. (See one of the data tables 1,3, •.. ,9.) Under each 
branch, with the exception of the first branch where the exit of the 
branch is simultaneously the beginning of the mainline, three columns 
contain the data at, (l) the inlet to the manifold, (2) at the section 
imm.ediately downstream from the bend in the branch (denoted by cent. 
for center) where four values are recorded on four separate lines of 
the table from the four pres sure taps at this section, and (3) at the 
28 
exit from the branch into the mainline where three values are recorded 
on three separate lines from the three pressure taps at this section. 
The columns before and after each branch, denoted by mainline, contain 
data from the section of the mainline immediately upstream and down-
stream respectively from the junctions of each branch with the mainline. 
At each one of these sections piezometric heads from 4 pressure taps 
around the pipe are recorded on 4 separate lines. The piezometric 
head data in the tables from the pres sure taps at any section along the 
mainline of the manifold which are recorded on the separate lines are 
ordered in a clockwise direction when facing downstream starting with 
the top pressure tap. At the center and exit sections of the branches 
the first line also gives the piezometric head from the tap at the top, 
but the subsequent lines contain this head from the taps in a counter-
clockwise direction. 
The data tables contain separate sections, which are separated 
by dashed lines. These separate sections contain information from one· 
test of the series. The lines in each of these sections contain the 
following information: 
Line 1. Contains the mean velocities at each of the given sections 
in feet per second. This means velocity is obtained by dividing the 
volumetric flow past the given section by the cross-sectional area of 
that section. 
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Line 2 gives the Reynolds number at each section multiplied by 
10.- 5 . se values were computed using a kinematic viscosity equal 
~t~SL<. 
-5A 0 to 1. 93 x 10 lIfor water at 33 F. The water supply was colder than 
during the earlier tests and therefore Reynolds number is les s than 
previously for the same flow rate. 
Line 3 through line 6 contain the piezometric pres sure heads 
which were recorded by the water levels in the piezometer tubes in 
inches above the base of the piezometer board. As explained above 
the separate lines are for the pressure taps around each section. For 
the mainline the consecutive separate lines are for the pressure taps 
in a clockwise direction when facing downstream l whereas the con-
secutive separate lines for the center and exit from each branch are 
in the order of the taps in the counterclockwise direction when facing 
downstream, again starting with the top most pressure tap. When the 
position in the table for a value is blank, the data for this tap was not 
recorded or judged to be. invalid and therefor~ carded. 
Line 7 contains the average piezometric heads from lines 3 
through 6. 
Line 8 contains the velocity head in inches at each section com-
puted from the average velocities in line 2 using a kinetic energy 
coefficient of unity. 
Line contains the sum of the heads from lines 7 and 8 and con-
sequently gives the total hydraulic head at each section. 
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Line 10 gives the values of the total head above the centerline of 
the inlets of the branches. Since the branch inlets are 24. 7 inches above 
the base of the piezometer board, the values in this line were obtained 
by substracting 24. 7 inches from the values in line 9. 
Line 11 contains the total head in inches above the average head 
at the downstream section. This line, therefore, gives the difference 
in total energy per pound of fluid (head difference) between the given 
section and the downstream section 4 feet beyond the :manifold, as given 
by the average of the piezometer taps and the computed velocity heads 
J 
at these sections. 
Line 12 contains the dimensionless values obtained by dividing 
the head loss from Line 11 at each branch inlet by the velocity head at 
the downstream section 4 feet beyond the manifold. Consequently these 
values are the energy transfer coefficients between the inlets and the 
downstream sections and are identical to those values of C(I, 1) on the 
final 5 I line in the tables giving the Power-and Energy-Transfer 
Coefficients. 
As indicated in the previous report, the piezometric head is 
dependent upon the particular placement of pressure taps, since the 
flow in the manifold actually is three dimensional particularly near those 
points where branches enter the mainline. Consequently the pressures 
at the different taps at the same section often show significant differences 
in piezometric head. For truly one-dimensional flow the piezometric 
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head at any section would be constant. Generally one would expect that 
the average of the four or three recorded piezometric heads, where 
these exit at a section, will give a more representative value of the 
piezometric energy per pound of fluid passing that section per time than 
any single such value. In some instances it is debatable whether the 
piezometer head from some of the pressure taps should be included in 
the average. For instance the pressure taps in the mainline immediately 
downstream from the junction of the branches iIi the wake region from 
the branch give readings which are significantly les s than from the other 
three taps at this section when the branch just upstream from this 
junction is in op eration, but not when this branch has been taken out of 
operation. These low values occur in line 6 (fourth line of piezometric 
head data) in the columns head IIMainline" next to the branch exit 
columns. 
The tables in the appendix duplicate Tables 1 through 10 except that 
the piezometric heads from the taps in the mainline in the immediate 
wake of operating branches have been deleted from the averages. 
Energy and Power Transfer :Coefficients 
The tables with an even number contain dimensionless values of 
power -transfer coefficients K. and energy-transfer coefficients for 
J 
the data in the table with an odd number which precedes this table. 
When a branch is not in operation the position in these tables for the 
energy transfer" coefficients is left blank. In summing the energy 
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coefficients to compute the power coefficient thes e zero coefficients 
from non-operating branches were not included in the sum. 
As before the energy-transfer coefficients are computed from 
for P. 1,2,3,4,5; j = 1, 2, 3 
and k::: 2. 3, 4. 5, 5 ' (1) 
in which the H' s are the average total heads, and V is the velocity, 
and the subscripts are: b--for branch, m--for mainline, P. is the 
branch number, j equals 1 for inlet, 2 for center and 3 for exit, and 
k is the branch number immediately upstream from where the head 
Hmkd occurs. In the even_numbered tables the parentheses enclose 
the values of P. and j, and the number of branches in the first column 
gives the value of k. The last line of coefficients in these individual 
tables, numbered by 5', use the average head at the section 4-feet 
downstream of the manifold for Hm5' d' 




c n . for j::: 1,2, and 3 and k::: 2,3, 4~5,5" 
J (with deletion of k for any non-operating 
branch) 
and N is the ~umber of values included in the summation.' 
Several energy-transfer coefficients are negative. From the 
definition of these coefficients as the average total head at a section 
in a branch minus the average total head at a section of the mainline 
divided by the velocity head at the mainline section,negative va~'ues 
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indicate more energy downstream than in the branch. Having more 
energy downstream. in this case does not violate the principle that 
energy per pound of fluid flux cannot be increased in the downstream 
direction, only decreas ed. Since the heads at the inlets to the branches 
are often quite different, the ener gy per pound of flowing fluid flux 
coming into the mainline from the separate branches is different .. 
Thus if the energy per pound of fluid flux from an upstream branch (or 
branches) is greater than the energy per pound flux coming through 
any particular branch,_: , the average energy per pound flux in the 
mainline downstream from that particular branch may well be greater 
than the energy per pound flux in that particular branch. Therefore 
under the as sumption that the average of the piezometric heads from 
the pressure taps at any section plus the velocity head does give an 
accurate measure of the actual total energy of the fluid passing that 
section divided by the weight flux of fluid pas sing that section, one 
might expect some negative values of energy transfer coeffichmts. 
There is no means available from the data obtained from the 
present test facilities to determine quantitatively how well the heads 
computed from the averages of data taken at any section represents 
the actual energy per pound flux passing that section. The heads 
recorded at the inlets to each branch would be expected to represent 
the actual head quite acturately (if one uses an appropriate value of 
the kinetic energy coefficient) since the flow coming from the head 
box passes through a straight section of pipe 4-feet long before arriving 
at the inlet. At other sections, however, mean velocities at points 
in the flow may well have directions considerable different from the 
direction of the manifold, resulting in sizable pressure gradients 
within the section as the direction of the velocity is rapidly changed. 
In addition the wake regions that occur effectively reduce 
the cross -sectional area of actual flow resulting in actual kinetic 
energies per pound flux considerably greater than the computed 
velocity heads. 
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An examination of the data in Tables 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 shows that 
in many instances the piezometric heads from different pressure taps 
at the same section are considerably different, particularly immediately 
upstream and downstream from branches not in operation. Considering 
that the manifold was designed for all branches in operation, these 
differences might have been anticipated. Comparing the data contained 
in this report with the data given in the last report when all branches 
were in operation, indicates that better hydraulic operation of the 
manifold occurs with all branches in operation and supplying equal 
flows. 
Preliminary Analysis of Data 
The optimum performance of the manifold occurs when the 
pressure at the inlet to all branches is equal. Under this condition 
each pump would be working under the same head and would supply 
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an equal flow to the discharge pipe. The head box has been designed 
to supply an equal flow rate to each of the branches in operation, and 
therefore for optirrlUrn perforrnance the head at all five inlets should 
be equal. The piezornetric heads at each of the inlets frorn test series 
1 and 3 are surnrnarized in Table 11. The first portion of this table. 
contains values extracted frorn data Tables 1 and 5 frorn test series 1 
and. 3. The seventh colum.n contains the average (rnean) head frorn 
the four or three branches which are operating .. The eighth colum.n 
contains the absolute difference between the srnallest and largest values 
of this head. The final colurnn contains the average difference between 
the rnean head (colurnn 7) and the individual heads. How well the 
rnanifold rnodel approaches ideal perforrnance with one and two branches 
out of operation can be seen by exarnining the rnagnitude of head 
differences in the last two colum.ns of Table 11. For ideal operation 
both the maximum difference in piezometric heads, and the average 
difference from the mean piezornetric head would be zero, i. e. the 
piezometric heads at the inlets would all be identical. Consequently 
the smallest values in these last two columns indicates which branch 
(or branches) it is best to take out of operation. Clearly branch No.5 
should be taken out of operation first and next branch No.4 should be 
l' emoved from operation. 
As pointed out in the previous report, physical limitations prevent 
the Reynolds number from being maintained equal in model and 
Table 11. Comparisons of piezometric heads at the inlets of the manifold branches with all combinations 
of one and two branches taken out of operation. 
Max. Av. diff. 
Branch(s) Piezometric head at branch inlet (inches) Mean ditf. in piezo. 
not in 1 2 3 4 5 piezo. in piezo. H. from 
operation head head mean piezo. H. 
1 .- 45.2 49.2 52.5 56.7 50.9 11.5 3.70 
2 41. 6 -- 50.2 51. 0 57.2 50.0 15. 6 4.20 
3 42.4 46.2 
-
52.2 55.6 49. 1 13.2 4.80 
4 44.8 47.7 48.2 - 56.5 49.3 11. 7 3.60 
5 47.0 50.0 51.1 48.2 - 49. 1 4. 1 1. 48 
1 & 2 - - 57.0 62.2 72.9 64.0 15.9 5.91 
1 & 3 - 53.8 - 64.0 70.8 62.9 17.0 6.04 
1 & 4 54.5 58.3 - 71. 8 61. 5 17.3 6.84 
1 & 5 
-
54.9 59.3 62.8 
-
59.0 7.9 2.73 
2 & 3 50.0 - - 62.8 59.9 57.6 ' 12.8 5.04 
2 & 4 51.5 - 58.2 - 71. 8 60.5 20.3 7.53 
2 & 5 52.0 - 60.7 62. 1 - 58.3 10. 1 4. 18 
3 & 4 53.7 56.0 - - 72.8 60.8 19. 1 7.98 
3 & 5 63.9 67.4 - 72.1 - 67.8 8.2 2.87 




prototype. The Reynolds numbers of the prototype operation is approxi-
mately 10 times as large as the Reynolds number of the model. The 
best method for predicting the prototype l s performance from the 
performance of the model is to extrapolate the model's performance 
to the appropriate Reynolds number and then use similarity relationships 
to relate parameters, such as head losses, of the prototype to those 
measured in the model tests. This procedure is associated with con-
siderable risks, particularly because of the large amount of extrapolation 
required. However .. the data from the previous tests (as well as the 
data from the tests in this report) give very good fits and the resulting 
relationships are consistent with known fundamentals of fluid flow. 
Consequently this procedure appears to be justified .. particularly since 
no alternative is available without making duplicating tests on another 
model built at a different scale. It would be of considerable practical 
value to take data on the prototype after it is in operation to validate 
the procedure for future use in interpreting data from models of manifolds 
and other hydraulic works in which Reynolds modeling is not practical 
but should be the governing criteria. 
Since the model indicates the pump in branch 5 should be shut 
down first, the following analysis is used to predict the performance 
of the prototype for operating conditions with only 4 pumps in operation. 
The data from test series No.2, which were obtained for the purposes 
of predicting the prototype performance, will be us ed to establish 
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relationships between model discharge (or Reynolds nurn.ber) and head 
difference between the inlets of each operating branch and in the dis-
charge pipe. These relationships will then be used to extrapolate the 
model l s performance to the appropriate Reynolds nurn.ber of the 
prototype, and finally the following similarity equation, which is based 
on Reynolds number modeling with the same fluid in model and prototype, 
will be used to predict the head losses between the pumps and the dis-
charge pipe in the prototype. 
.6.H ::.6.H p m ('2.) 
The relationships between head difference and discharge have 
been obtained by a weighted least squares regression analysis. Weight-
ing measured head losses at the higher dischar s considerably heavier 
, 
than at lower discharges appears to be justified first because this data 
is nearer the Reynolds number of the prototype and also because 
exponents for such a relationship becomes constant only at high Reynolds 
numbers (the wholly rough region of the Moody diagram). The weighting 
gave a 1 to the lowest discharge of (4/5}2 = 1. 6 cfs and a 7 to the highest 
discharge of (4/5)14 = 11. 2 cfs, with intermediate discharges weighted 
linearly between these two. This least squared regression analysis 
produced the following equations between the difference in total head 
between the four branch inlets in operation and the total head in the 
discharge pipe 4 feet downstream from the manifold. (Below each 
equation the correlation coefficient squared, R 2, is given. ) 
Branch No. 1 
l',.H = .1907Q1.9777 (3) 
R 2 = .99983 
Branch No.2 
6H = .1953Q2.0448 (4) 
R2= .99931 
Branch No.3 
l',.H • 2363 Q 1. 9840 (5) 
2 
R. = .99942 
Branch No.4 
.2338Q1.92l4 (6 ) 
R 2 = .99809 
In Equations 3 through 6 Q is in cubic feet per second and l',.H in 
inches. 
To give an additional indication of how well these equations fit 
the model data, the differences between the measured and computed 
head differences are given in Table 12. 
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Considering that the piezometric head data was recorded to the 
nearest . 1 inch, the fits of some of these equations is very good. For 
all practical purposes the fit of Equation 3 to the data for branch 1 is 
perfect. 
Table 12. Comparison of head differences computed by Equations 3 through 6 and the measured 
head differences between the branch inlets and the section 4 feet downstream from.the 
manifold. (Branch No. 5 is not in operation. ) 
Re in Branch 1, • 3 Branch 2, Eq. 4 Branch 3, Eq. 5 Branch 4, Eq. 6 
Flow- dis-
rate charge 6H 6H 6H 6H 6H 6H 
(ds) pipe Mea- Com- Diff. Mea- Com- Diff. Mea- Com- Difr. Mea- Com- Diff. 
x 10- 5 sured puted sured puted sured puted sured puted 
1.6 . 905 .5 .483 .017 • 5 .511 -.011 • 6 • 600 .000 . 6 • 577 . 0 
3. 2 1. 81 1.9 1. 902 -.002 2. 1 2. 107 -.007 2.4 2.375 .025 2. 2 2. 185 .015 
4.8 2.72 4.2 4.242 -.042 4.7 4.828 -. 128 5.5 5. 310 • 190 4.9 4.762 • 138 
6.4 3.62 7.4 7.493 -.093 8.9 8.695 .205 9.0 9.396 -.396 8. 1 8.277 -. 177 
.-
-
8.0 4.53 11.5 11. 649 -. 149 14. 2 13.722 .478 14.4 14.628 -. 11. 9 12.708 -.808 
9. 6 5.43 16. 9 16.706 • 194 20. 1 19.922 • 178 21. 2 21. 003 • 197 17. 9 18.038 -. 138 





The pr edicted head differences in the prototype ITlanifold between 
each of the first four pUITlpS and the dis char pipe 4 x 12 = 48 feet 
downstreaITl froITl the ITlanifold provided pUITlp 5 is not discharging and 
the 4 operating pUITlpS supply equal discharge of 440 cfs are given in 
Table 13. Since the differential heads are different, it is necessary 
to utilize the pUITlp characteristic curves to adjust the discharge and 
heads in predicting the actual expected heads. 
Table 13. Predicted values of total head difference between the pUITlp 
and discharge pipe of the prototype with pUITlp No. 5 not 
operating. (Based on Reynolds nUITlber equal to 1. 12 x 107 
in the 14-ft dischar ge pipe. ) 
Branch No. 1 2 3 4 
:ad Difference 46.2 67.5 59. 1 42.0 (inches) 
Head Differences 
3.83 5.63 4.9 3 3 . .50 (feet) 
When two pUITlpS are taken out of operation, 4 and 5 should be 
shut down. The data obtained froITl test series No.4, which varied 
the flow rate through the ITlodel with branches 4 and 5 not in operation 
will be analyzed, to extrapolate the ITlodel data to the prototype 
condition between the inlet of the three reITlaining branches which are 
operating and the discharge pipe. 
Fitting the difference in head between each branch inlet and the· 
discharge pipe against the discharge through the entire rnanifold by 
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the same weight st- squares procedure described earlier produces 
the following three and squared correlation coefficients. 
Branch No. 1 
6H ::: • 2l15Q1. 7292 (7) 
2 R ::: .99878 
Branch No.2 
6H :::. 26Q1. 7876 (8) 
2 R ::: .98662 
Branch No.3 
• 1968Q2. 0073 (9) 
R 2 ::: .99869 
Table 14 gives a cOlllparison of the differences in head cOlllputed 
by Equations 7, 8 and 9 cOlllpared with the llleasured values. 
Predicted head difference in the prototype manifold between the 
three upstrealll pUlllpS and the discharge pipe 48 feet downstrealll frolll 
the lllanifoid are shown in Table 15. These predicted values are based 
on each pUlllP dischar the sallle amount and do not take into account 
that the head produced by the pUlllP depends upon the head difference. 
Therefore the values in Table 15 should also be adjusted frolll exalllining 
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Branch No.1, Eq. 7 Branch No.2, Eq. 8 Branch No.3, Eq. 9 
6H 6H 6H 6H 6H 
Mea- Com- Diff. Mea- Com- Diff. Mea-
sured puted sured puted sured 
• 3 .290 .010 .4 .350 .050 • 3 
1.0 .961 .039 1.2 1. 208 -.008 1.1 
1.9 1. 937 -.037 2.5 2.494 .006 2. 7 
3.0 3. 186 -. 186 4.2 4.170 .030 4.4 
4.7 4.686 .014 5.6 6.215 -.615 6. 9 
6.5 6.422 .078 7.8 8.609 -.809 10. 6 
8.5 8.384 • 116 13.0 11. 340 1. 660 14.3 
Table 15. Predicted values of total head difference between 
the pump and discharge pipe of the prototype with 
Nos. 4 and 5 not operating. (Based on 
Reynolds number equal to .84 x 107 in the 14-ft 
dis char pipe. ) 
Branch No. 1 2 3 
Head Difference 
.8. 36 (inches) 13.4 31. 3 
Head Difference 





1. 141 -.041 
2.575 
· 125 
4.587 -. 187 
7. 179 -.279 
10.351 










Data tables containing the same data and information as Tables 1 
through 10 with the exception that the pressure tap in the mainline in 
the wake region immediately downstream from the junction with operating 
branches has been deleted, and therefore is not included in the average 
piezometric head at these sections of the mainline. 
Table~ A-i. Same data as in Table l. with one mainline pressure tap deleted from averages . 
OIHETERS (IN.) 
A I! AS (SQ. FT.I/ • 2: '3 
Q CfS)':::(4/5J12. 
V [ OCITIE",(FPS) 
REI'. NO. XlOE-5 
p r 20H. H. (IN) 
A \I PIE? H fINJI 47. 
v (OCITv H. (IN) 20. 
T IT II L HE II n fI N ) 
T IT ilL H ABOVE 
H t. BnvE DOwNS T. 
DUNEL H DOWNS. 
Q CFSI'::(4/5112. 
v£ OCITlES(fPSI 
R 1i' • NO. XlOE-5 
PE7.0H. H. cun 
A\I PTE? HIINJ 
V [OCITY H. fIN) 
T (J ilL HE An (II'IJ 
TIT AL H AROVE <t 
H t BOVE DOWNST. 
Ll.7f/VEL H DOWNS. 
MAINI u:' ~"~''r <-
LINE 
.3 MAIN: MAIN: BRANCH /I 1 H ~INloo;-~l 
EX IT LINEI L1NElfN~f.TrfN-TrfxT~ LINE, LI LIN.!'J~.E.AMI 
11.5 
• 7 21 
7.0 12.0 13.0: 6.5; 6.5j 5., 13.0
1
14. 14.~ 14.0i 
.267 '78SI.922.23QI~231~~~~:~(~69 ~2 _i~~:0911.009 
I I 
1l4.3 43.1 41. 32.7 39.51 
41.2 31l.S q 3'.0 30.lfj :::7.0 
3.' '0." 7.' 
..9 '.~ •• 1 10.' . 7'~ 9.0 9.2 
1.7 2. 2'.5 2.1.1 3.3 3.2 2.9 2. 'l.7, 4.7 
55.2' 50'. '50.'7 51+.3 48.7 50.1 51.1 52. 5D~3 40.S 
56.5 44.7 54 S 1. h S 2.2' 47. '3 1.19.0 'I! 2'. J 
SS.1' 41.0 '5 II- 48. <! 5 (j .1 I! 11. ( <;1.1 3 8.7 
7.8 ).0.4' 10.4110. 10.tt!, 'hOi 
4.4 2.9 2.3 2.~ 5.81j' 5.4! 42.1 '118.2 ClS.hl ttl,. 32.4 37.6, 
<;3.5 45.2 ' ' 'Sl.8 116'. 42.S I 43.5' ,'3&.0 
'c.11 50>1 45 •• ,"" 49.7 SI'.O 5101'''0 sa.1 '0.' 42.5 43.2 "J 41'1 31"1'705 
2.0620.7~1l.40 8.81 S.25 f..9b n.2111.~015.03 5.66 1.372n.21 0.21120.21 0.21'115003 
57.1 1ll.~ 56.A 6::h2 58.0 SR!.O 71.3 ,52.4 65.2 56.3 53.9 68.4 1>3. b2.1 52.0 52,.6 
12.4 45.~ 32.1 ~38.S 33.3,33,.3 46.6 33.7 40 .. 5 ~1 .• 6 29.2 43~.739.? 37~4 27.31027.9 
7.1 20.] 6.8 13.1 8.0 8.0 21.3 ' B.1l 15.1 6.2 3.9 18.,+ 1.3. 12.1 2.0 2.s 
~':r- ----- ___ ~~2 ______ 1.~ ___ ----L-,--"--------
6.1 10.4 7. 9.0' 9.2 7.8 7.al ~ 6.7110.11110.41 12. 













40.2 47.5, 48. 50'~ 47.4 38'.2 1.10.8 41.1! 43.91 56.5 SG'.~ 38. 
49.31 1 45~11 46.9140'.0143.2/ 39.2144.2 52'. 38.51 40.4 
• q 44 i. l '39. q. ,45.8 51. 4al.oI48.~ 1.14. v.7.,7 31h1 41.01' '40.3144.3 56.5 510. ,39.6 39.8 47.31 1 :n.~1 48.7 3&.2[1.10.7 qO.543.5 '15.3 1+1.5: 38.7 
6.96t2n.21111.r.0115.0315.66 1.371' I I Il'.3718.4SrO.21120.2~29.1i3,15'03 
155.01 68.41 ~55.61 62.71 s3.al 52.4 51.G 52.8 76.7 ,71. &9.0,511.8 
1130.31 43.,71 :~o.91 38.01 zq.ll 27.7f 26.9 28.1 52.0 1iG. 41i.3, 30.1 
I.d 1 __ ~_ ~'~ ~ ~!~:~ ~~_::~~_: ~:~_:~ ~ __ ~ ___ ~ ___ !_ ~ :~~~: f: 7::: ~~~'"} '.5 
























Q C f S ):: { II 15 112. 
V E DeITIE"" FPSI 
R!'( • NO. 1(10E-5 
P r ZOH. H. tIN) 
2'. <)1 1.7 2'. 3.3'1 10 • 2.5 2.4 3.3 , 6.7 10.4110.~' 12.61 9.0 Ii.l 2.9 2. 3.2j 5.4 5.4 
44.0 5S.6
1
55J 3B. j 40.2 35.5 
. 6. I 5 •• 10.~· 10. ~ '0·. ~ 7.' 
3. 3. 2.9 Z. 2.<) 2. 4.4 
".5 ••• , "'J 53.' OS,, ... , 
A", PIE? HIIN~ 42.4138'.0 
v [. 0 CIT Y H. ( IN) 7fJ. 712 r~ '2 1 
TIT Al HEAD lIN) hZ.F.: 56.~ 
TO- AL H ABOVE :H.9[ H.6 
H ABO V E D (\ \.I N ST. 12. 3: 7. 'I 









53.4 66 .. 
28.71 41. 
3~1!16 .. 1! 
,! 1.0 
116.8 !iO.1! 114.7 LIb. 
40.'5 :SO '.0 47.5 111\.5 
37.2 50.8 1+11.8 46.4' ' 
4}.O 'q6.S 
41.t! SO .4 45.7 46.S 
11.40 '8.81 8 .. 2:56.96, 
52.' S9.~ 53.9 53'1 
28.1 311.~ 29.2 29.2 
Z.5 8. 3.6 ,.6 
45. 48.4 41.2 45..7 42.3 
'46. 1i".9 42.8 46.2 1.10.8 
'49.<1 48.5 
<G. 48.' 52. '7'~45'J 42.1 6.9 5'.05 20.2 r 0.210. llll.37 53"~' 53.7 72. 68.2 66'.0 53.5 
la. 29.0 Q7. 43.5 41.3'28.8 
' 20 3. II- 22'.1 11. a 1 5'.7 3. :2 
4 4'.2 52'.~' 3B'~1 41.3 36.1 
It 2. 45. ,1+ 0.9: 38.9 33 .5 
42. 52"'J 35.5 
1l3. '55.5; Sl'.~ 39. 140.1 35.3 
8.1t 20.2120.2l:,29.431S.G3 15.03 
75. BI 71.! 68.8; 55.2 50.3 51.1 q6. 1111.1,30.5 25.6 




Table -1. Continued. 
RR AN ~ 2AIJ RRANCH 2· IU, IN 1 HA H,f BRANCH L- M UN MAr RRANC1:L.!L HIlI Nl HA!NL_aRA.NC1:L.5.._~MA IN \DOWN-
________ 1:"dC ~:~~:dI~' CENT nI ~:' ~:lrNLETC~:~_:~~~ ~~.~: ~ INEINL[TI::~ EXIT ~ IN~I~~NE:~LE _:EN~l:xt:_~::~RE~ 
Q C F S }::: ( 4/5 112., ~ , I 
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P[ZOM. H. nN~ 41.6 42;'3 49.,tI" 49.9 ;0. 50.2 :51.,49.546:.11 117.5 :Sl~. '5203 45.1 40.B !t3.5 57.2 57.4~ 4D. 38. 35.5 
37.0 50.1 48.6 "U.9 "'6.~ 49.3 48.4 49.2 47.A 45.3 43.B tl6.2 53. ·39. 42. 36.7 
30.3 49.2, 4907
1
' 51.: ~O.~ 50.1 46.7 4~.9 41~2 '15.141.2 113.3 41f.'140. 38. 33.7 
.6 49.8 51:2 45,. ' , 40.7, 47.F 45.5 5Z.1j 35.4 
.11- 149.5151 •• 50.246. 49.6 117.3 47.6 51. 47.2 45.2 41.9 44.6 57. 521.01 40. 40. 35.3 
.1 51 •. b 52.7170.~ 57. ,64.7 54.3 52.6 71. 67.5 £'5.4 53.3 53.1 H.ll 72.2[ 69. 55.11 50.4 
.4 26..~ ~a:..o 1.!5. :3'1,.~, 4Q.0 2~h6 27.9 IIG. _42.8 40,.7 28.6 28.4 52.7 47:'5
1
44. 30.'1\ 25.7 
.8 ' 102 2 .. 4 2001 7.1 H.3 3.9 2.3 :20.~ 17.1 15.0 3.0 2.7 27. 21.8 19. 4.71 .0 
}J.'r1/VEL H DOWNS.\ .761 11.33 ' 1.3<;1 1.8 
----------1- --l--- ---- --r --~- --~----t----~ -+- -+ ---f---
Q CFS)=IQ./S112. I 
v l. 0 C I TI E Sf F PSI ' .0 10'. 7 .. 8 6 .9 3 ",:3 3.1 10.4 7. 8 9 .. 0 &.1! 5.2 10.. 10 • II 1 0.4 7. 8 
RIt .. NO. XlOE'-S .0 2. 2.5 2.4 1.7 1.& 2.9 '1.5 2.7 3.2 2.9 2. 2.9 2.CJ 4.4 
P1:Z0M. H. CIN} lil9.q 45'.' 45.849.949.349.549.2 SO.7 48.541:.2'41.,152. 53'.,946.3111.3 
500'0 40.150.0 56.0·S!.7 145.347.9 52.2 ".5 47.' ".3 " •• 
49.9 36.0,"49.2 49.4 49.8 38~U 48.1 45.8 41;.8 41.1> !t7.0 40.2 
50;0 40.8' 14 q.G 44 • .2 48.7 48.3 
.. pIE? ""N> 49.9 45'~ ".7 .,.7 Sl·'15o.1 ".2,.4'. 5 48.' ... 4 ".0 ,,,. "., •• '1 '2.1 
v l OCITY ".cIN, '00 0.2111· •• 0 '8.81 2.b' 1.74 0.21,1"" ",03 ,." 5.05 0''1'0.", •• 21 1:.37 
TIDAL HEAD lIN) u9.9 65., 52.1S8.5'S3~651. 6S.4iS61.O 63.4 55.453.1 72,.l6S.2 6G,.7'53.5 
T" Al " "O~E t . 25.2 'o. 27.' 33 •• 28"1'" ... 7.31.3 38.7 '0.7 28.' ... q. ".5 " .• 0 2 •• ' 
HABOVE OOwNST. -.315.2 1.S 8.3 3.4 1 .. 119.21,5.713.2 ,S.l 2.9 22.~ l7.C! 16.5 3.2 
4WjVEl H 00141'4$. 1.01 1.28' ioS 
6.7 1:~ :I-~~: ~:~ ~ J-~ :;- ~~: 
4.1 2.9 2.9 3. ZI 5.4[ 5.4 




43'.1 45.3 41.1 38.51 33.G 
4 5 • If 5 2'. 0 . 3 S • 1 
44.7 %.7 51.8 40.3 '39.9 35.2 
8.45 0.211.,20.21 9.'13:15.03115.03 
63.2 7G.tj 72.0 &S.7
1 
S~.9 50.2 
28.5 52.21'17.3 4S.0 30.2 25.5 
_ 3 .. 0 26..7 .2 1 • 8 19 .. 5/. It .7 




Table A-2. Power- and energy-transfer coefficients from Table A-I. 
( 
11 Blf OF POWER-TRANSFfR COEFFICErNTS AND ENERG'(-JRANSFfR COEFfICIENTS fOR Q =(L1/5IX 12'.0 CFS 
III 0 OF 
B Ii\ NCH") K (11 K (2l K<31 cnu C(12) C(l31 C{ZU C r 7.2 ) - C { 23 I ; ((31) C (321 C (331 C( 411 C(4Z1 C t 43 I' e IS 11 C( 521 C(53J 
7 1.300 .201 .263 1.118: .51+6:-.103" 1.482 -'.H 3' .62g 
1 .851 .189 .355 .. 69 '3 .398 .U5n .891 '.035 .442 .%1 .135 .568 
" 
• R53 .413- .488 .750 .517 .252 ,,89 q .235 .. 551 .95 :9 .313; .649 .810' .586 .. 500 
"i 1 .113- .Sll .622 .975 .661 .305" 1.115 .. ?B 2' .. 70n 1.248 .381 .83A H.055 .754 .638 
<;' 1.282 .6~O • 7l:! 0 1.144 .112 '9, .473 1.343 .451' .875 1.416' .55 f:r 1 .. 007 1.223 .922 .. 306 
1\ BlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGy-TRANSFER COEfFICIENTS FOR Q :(q/5IX llioO' CfS 
NO 0 F 
B ~ NCHS K (P- K(21 K( 3) C tl 1') C(121' C(13) C C211 C C 22 1 C C 231 C (31 ) C (321, C (33) C (41) C r 42) C« 43 t, C(Sll '(52) C(531 
? 1.:U8'- .147 .30 3 1.142 .. 531, -'.024 1.,494 -.2~ J .629: 
, 
.851 .16. 7 .312, .71 (;- .397 .102' .. 90 Z - '. Dl 4; .446 .931;. .11 7: .568 
4 1.361 .420 .702 1.177 .737, .330 1.432 .171 .804 1.476 .351 .. 973 
c; 
.'H9 .36.0 .477 .680 .31f 7 '.040 .873 -'.081' .39 S .SOG '.056 ~526: 1.1.!59 1.119 .945 
C;' 1.277 .65!! .114, .977 .6'-15 .337 1.170 .216; .695 1.204 .353 .. 823 1.756 1.41& 1.2'+3 
.,. BlE OF POUER-TPANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q =llt/5lX 12~O CfS 
III 0 OF 
e ill NCHS K( U' K( 21 K( 31 C(1 U C021eCl]1 C(2U Cln) C(23) cen J c n:n: C (33) C( 41 } C(421 C(43), CeS1) C( 52} C(53) 
? 1.284 .194 .288 r.054 .526 -'.064 1.514- -'.138 .6ltl 
3 1.636 .344 .456 1.363 .13 g, .038 1.909 -1.050 '.874 
11 1.20n .541:'\ .!)3Q .801 .. 419;- .010 1.ns -'.00 If .502 1.663 1.289 1.097 
c; .q42 .SOO .445 .496 .206-.118 .749 -.159 .269 1.148 .8G5 .720 1.374, 1.086 .908 
r:;; 
, 1.76. '>; 
.822: .766 .818' .528 • 2ll If 1.070 '~16 3 .591 1.470 1 .. 187 1 .. 01.12 1.696 1;'408 1 .. 229 
1 BLE OF POt,./ER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :(4/5'X 121.0 os 
NOOFi 
B R. NCHS Kql KI21 K{3) C <l1:l C(121 Ctl'l') C(2l'] C ~ 22 )' C ( 23 ), C (31) C (32 I· C ( 33 ) C( Ill) CC4Z1 C( 43 I, C!Sl) C(S21 C(531 
? 4.<Jf>8 ;>. 5R 1 -. ?OE> 4.%8 2.581 -.21J~ • 




lJ 1.276 .f>42 .624' .. 748 .315 -.1'30 1.505 ,,365 .9'1'1 1.575 I.ZIt5: 1.0'62 
t; 1.008' .561 .505 .44''1' .122 - .26 l' 1.0;:;'2 .. 15 <J .639, It.01S .825: .687' L.487 1.140 .954' 
<;" 1.3;:;'2 .R75 • I'll a: .7Gl .435 .. 052 1.335 .473 .952 ~.388 1.139 1.000 1.801 1.453 1.268 ,-'; 
-; BlE OF POWER-TRANSfER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-:TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :(Ii/SIX 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
B Il NCHS K (U' K (2) K(3) cell;) CU21 C (13) C (21) C (;?2) C ( 23 ), C(3U CDZ)- C (33) . t(lH,J C(42) C(Il3)I teSl) C( 521 C(531 
'7 5.712' -.752 2. '1'6 5 5 .712' - ,.75 21 2. 365 
3 1.732, - .193 .8113 1 .44 4, - .. 41 2 .452 2.019' '.085' 1.154 
Ii 1.382 .463 .ti2 g 1\.050 - .. 122: .443 1.402 .218 .873, 1 .. 693 1.292 1.16s 
5 1'.077 .475 "G43 :: .698 - .. 190 .238 .S6 If. '.06S- .563 ' 1.1SIl .881' .786' 1 .. ~ 63 1. 1-39 .983 
5' 1.390 .787 "QSl 1\.011; ' .. 123: .551' 1.217 .381 .876 1 .. 496 1 .. 19 4 1 .. Os 9 1.776 1.451 1.296 
Table A-3. Same data as in Table 3 with one mainline pressure tap deleted from average. 
INl f Tic EN T. L INEIINL ~I]g~.L!_EX JT J:.I~f_~L~r~Lf} CE!:J~ EX Ii .. ~I~E _I:,JNE{NLQCENT. EX IT 'L IN~l LI NEjIN~E~E NJ:.;J ___ LKL' LLN ·s..IREAM. RPANOl 1 MAINt BRANCH 2 MAIN HAIN BRANCH 3 MAIN HAH BRANCH 4 MAItJ MAH~ RRANCH 5 !r'~~Nl-~~'~N~' 
o~ METERS tIN.l fie G. 11.5, 6.~ 7.5 8.0 11.512.0 6.5 17.S 7.0 12.0 13.0 6.~ G.<; 6.5 13'°114.0; G.~I' 6.~~.917 14. 14.0 ~ ~ ~S _~ ~'~ fT ~I ~,,~ ~~ ~:~~ '2~:~30: .': .~: ~~~2 '~ ~~~. :~~: ~~~~:92: ~'O ~:~: ~: ~ ::il~6t23~ .231.1911.06 1.0G9 
QCFS)=lq/S) 2. ~ I T 
V[ Oe,ITIES(F?S) 1. 1. .6 1.7 1.3 1.1 1'-1' l'.0 ('.:7 1.31.5 1~5 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7,1.5
1 
1.5 1.5 
R!Y • NO. XI0E'-. .5 • .3 .~, .11 .11 .G·.5 .5 1.4 .s .8 .7, .5 '.5 .5 1.0 • .g .9 
39.flIIl0.3 39.9 40.2 40.,2 ,40.2 ~o.o 4D.1 3'9,.9 39.9 39,.<J ~9.9139.GII 39.8 39.7 39.6 
3a.hi 40.3 3CJ.2 40.1 40.0 40.1 39.2 39.9 39.7 39.8 ' 38.9 39.9 3CJ.5 ~9.7, 39.71 39.1> 
39.' 40.'2 39.9' '4(1.2 40~0 - 39.9 39.9 . 39.6, 39.6 
A \I PIE? HIIN~ 4n.~ 39J 4?o2 40'.r 39.7 40.2 40.~1 IIU.l 40.1 39.8 40.0 39.fl 39.8 40.1 39.1 39.'1' 3<).5/139.71 i 39.7 39.6 
V[ oeITy H.IIN) .<; .5 .06 .Sf .32 .24 .23 .19 .56 .32 .42: .43 .~2 .5t; .56 .56 .SG:,.II .4 '.42 
TCTAl HEAD fIN) 4n.F; 40'':;,40.'3 40.fi 40.1,40.440.:340.340.740.240.5110.240.240.1 40.3 40os140.1l 40.~ '10.~ 40.0 
TIT Al H AROVE 1<;. IS,. 15.6 15.9 15.4 15.1 15.6 IS.6 lfi.O 15'.5 1S.1S
1 
15.5 15.6 16'.9 15.fi 15.8 15.41
1
15:.4 115,.41 15.3 
H ~ BOVE DOWNST. .5 .1 .3.5 .0'.4 .3 .3 .6, ~1 .4 .2 .1 .9 .3 .4 .1
1
:.1 .1; .0 
~ :/VE~ ~ DOWN~~I~~~~ ______ ~:~1~ ____ ~ ____ ~~~~ ' ____ ~---l_---r- _~I ~5~ ______ I-- -T- -I--:.-------i----:- __ _ 
Q r FS1=(4/S) 4. I : I 
Vl..OCITIES(FPS) 3.5 3;5 1.1' 3\.5 2.6 2.3 2.2,2'.0 3.5',2.6 3.0;.3.1 2.6' 3. 3.SI 3,.5 3.511 3.~' 3.0i 3.0 
R Pi' • NO. Xl 0 E - ] • r 1 • (l • 6, 1 cO. Il • 8 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • 0 • 8 • 9 1 • 6 1 0 5 11. 1 • n 1 • 0 1 • 9( 1 • 8 1 .8 i 1 • 8 
P'tZOH. H. fIN) 3701 37.3 37.9 37.3 37.4 37.8 37.7 37.4 37.6 37~8 37.4 36.4 36.6 37.~ 37.5136.6 35.613&.0 36.0 35.8 
3~.fi ::m.l 3h.7 3hll 37.R
1 
:n.8 3~ •• 1 37 •. 3 36.6 3G.81 !3~.8i 3&'.6135.5: 36.3, 36.1 35.9 
3.,.4 17.9 3(;.2 37',.8 37.3
1
,37ol!1 30,:-0 37.4 36.2 3G.51 J 3.,.9i 36.6 j 3S.3i '36.0, 3G.O 35.7 36.t; 'H.8 31>.8. 37.71 37-.0 36.8 3G.'1 , 35'.'1 35.8 
A \I pIE7. H!INI 37. I! 36.5 37.9 37.3 3t;.8 37 .. 8 31.GI 37.&1 37.6 37~0 37.4 3{)'.4 36.71 :n. 36.8136.613S.SI13G.0! 36.0 35.8 
vlOCITY H.IIN) 2.7.5
1
2.75 .23 2.25 1.27, .98 .92
1 
.7712.25 1 .. 27 1.h7 1.14 1.26 2.2~ 2.2<;12.25 2.7.5 1.6111 1.67 1.67 
TCT Al HEAD lIN) 3'1-3
1
38.7 38.2, 33.5 31l.0 '38.8 38.5 38.3! 39.8
1
38.2 39.0 '38.1 37.91' 39.G~ 39.°138.8 37.7131,.7 37.7 37.5 
TIT dl H ABOVE e 14.6 14'.n 13.5 14.8 13.3 14'.1 13~,fll,13.&I'15.1 ;L~.5 14.3 13:.4 13.2 14.~'l' 14.3 14 .• 1 13. Of' .13.01 ,13.0 12.8 
H ABOvE DO\<NST. 1.9 1.3 .7 7..1 .6 1.3 1.0/ .9
1 
2.11: .s 1.& .7 .5,2. 1.6 1.4 .2 .• 3 .2 .0 
.6n</vEL H DOWNS. 1. 121 1.24 1.42f: fl.3 ~ ~F<;~~~~;;::--J-'--r-- --~-- --t--":J--r-,-- -.- ---- ----1---- ----- ----f-:-- ---,-- .. ----r---t---,----
Vff.. QCITIESIFrS) 5.21 5.7. 1.7 5.2 3.'3 3.4 3.3 3.1, 5.2 : 3~CJ 4.5 4.6 3.9 5.2 5.7 5.2 5.21: 4.5 4.5 4.5 
RI'f. NO. XlOE'-5 1.5 1.5! .8 1.S 1.3 1.2 1.71 1.6i 1.51' ,[03' 1.,4 2.4 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.9' 2.7 2.7 2.7 
PF?OM. H. lIN) 38.F; 380'1'11110.'53901 3g.3 40.2 39.0I'39.3! 39.91 qlJ.3 39.5 i37.2 37.413'3.3 39.7 37.5 35.11136.2 36.3 35.7 
I, \I PIE? HIIN) 
V (OCITY H. lIN) 
T<TAl HEAO lIN) 
TITAl H A80VE C 
H A SOvE DOWNST. 
bl-!/vEL H DO~!NS. 
37.h 41.2 37.9 40.2 40.-0,-40'.0; !3a.8 39.'1 37'.5 3R.1! 3a.n 3J..5 35.1 36.71 36.3 35.9 
35.flj 40 •. 5 3fi.5 ~O,.3 39.0I Y3.31 ,37.4 3<.1.5 36 .• 5 37.2 36.!! 31,.7134." 36.11 36.3 35.6 37.3140.0 37.9 19.9' i 313.5 37.6 38.6 35,.81, 35.7 
3R.G! 37.4l40.'5 39.1,37.9 40.2 39.3
1
39.6 39.9r 3B.7 39.5 31.1 31.6 3<1.3 38.2 37.613'1.9 36.2,1 ' 36.3 35.7 
5'.OS[ 5.05: .52Is.0512.R5 2.20 2.06 1.74 5'.05:,12.85 3.76 3.~1l 2.~q 5.05, S'.05i SoOS, 5.053.,76: ' 3.76 3.71=, 
'I3.1j 4?.S 4101 44.2 40.8 42.4 41.4,41.4 45.0 In.6 43.2 Id.n 40.4 44.4143.2 !!2.fir 40.D 40.0, 1+0.1 39.5 
l'1.q l7.-R! lh.4 1905116.1 17',.7 16o?116.7 2D.3: '1~;.9 18.5
1
16.3 15.7 19 .. 7118.51111.9; 1~.3 ,15:.31 15.4 14.8 
4.2; 1.0, 1.G
I 




















Table A- 3. Continued. 
Q CFS)::C4J5} 8. 
V l OCITTES(FPS) 
Rf'f. NO. n'nE-5 
P F ZOM. H. IINI 
A" PIEZoHIINI'[41.( 
II [, OCITv H. (INI R. "18 
TtJ AL HEA[) (Ull, sn.o: 
TIT AL H ABOVE <t1 2S ' 31 
H~BOVEDOWNST. 7.11 




flO'. NO. XlO(,-5 2.4 
p F ZOH. H .. (INti 42.9 
39. 
AV PIEZ. HCINlj f.j2.9139. 
II r. OCITY H. CIN} 14'.n4!14. 04 
T rr A l HE" n II N I Sb. <:I! I) 3 • 
TIT Al H AROVE ¢. )2.2'1' 28.7 
H S BOVE OOIHiST. 11.5 8;'0 
h'rl/VEl H DOWNS. 1.10 
- - ------1--
Q CfS}::f4J<;)}2. 
II [, OCITIES{FPSIIIO. 4 
!'If'{. NO. nOE-5 ?q 
P'EZOH. H. (IN) 45.5 
41.2 
A" PIEZ. HIIN~ 45.51 f.jl.4 
v {OCITV H. HNl l n.?lk
l
_o.:<'1 
Trr Al HElD, (INl 65.7 f>1.f> 
T rr Al H ABOVE' 41.01 36.<:) 
H ABOVE DOWNST. 16.9
1
i 17..8 
PMlvEl H DOWNS. 1.13. 
n,n 9&\ n, EX n1 ~f~~1 ~:~~~:~~~f~i-~~T ~~~~rt-~~ ';N~~~~R~~xITi ~~~~ i ~~~~iNlEB~~~~xrlH~ ~~~~~~~~M 
--,--_ .. _---j---- ------ -- -- ---~--+--~- ----~---+----I---
i : I I ,l 4.6 4.4 4.1 1'.9 5.2 5.D 6.1 G.'! 6.'9 6.'31 b.9 6.0'· 6.0 G.O 
1.G 2.2 2.1[ 1.3 1.~ 1.8 3.2. 1.9[ 1.9 1 .. 9: 3.91 3.6, 1 It 3.6 3.G 
44.3 41.6 42'~ 42.G 43.3,' 42.2 38'.0 30.7 41.7 42.~, 3S.7; 34.5 131,;.71' i 36.~ 35.9 
4.3 42.9 43.1 41.~ 42.0 391.0 39.8 39.f: 38.Q!31l.e 3707 I, 36.~ 36.3 
4.1l 41.9.42. 38';4: 42.7 37',"1l: 38.5, 37.1i 39:11' 33.~ 3G.G! 36.8' 35.5 
42. '11:0 139'O~, 40'2~' 36.2i I I 35.8 
3.67 3.0~ 8.98 5.0'1; 6.6B ;.96jS.O . .g.'Hl R.<Ja" 8.9818.<18ii.&81 G.G~ 6.68 42.1 42. 42.6 41.042.3 38.1,3'3. 11-1.7 39.8 38.91 34.1l 36.8 36.8i 35.9 
45.lil 4S. 51.6 46'-1, 49.U 45.1144.1, Sn o 7 48. 47.9143.3143.51 43.Si 42.6 21.1 2U. 26.9 21.~ 24.31110.4i 1<J.~ 26'.D, 24.1! 23.2, 18.6,18.S, I 18.S. 17.9 
5.7 3.2 1.1 '3 .. j 3. 5 I> • 41 2.5' 1. S 8 • f 6., 5.3 • B I' .9l I' 1 J .0 ~~5_' ___ L+ __ j __ 1 ~~~ ---t----r--- -- ______ J__ ----
5.71 5.5 S.~ 8. 6,.J 7.~ 7. 6.[' 8.7 8.1: 8.71
1 
8.7,,7.51 7,., 7.5 
2.8 2.~ 2.4' 2.~ 2.~:Si 4.d 3.7,,2.4 2.lli 2.11 4.9. 4.5 4.~ 
44.3 45.~ 4SJ H.a' 45. '31l.J 39. 43.3 114';j 39'.0 32.8 36.4 1 360J 46.0 '46. 42. 44.'1 3q.~ 40.' 40.4 39'.0
'
33.5 37.8 36.(1 4'l.~ ~ 39.2[ 47.81 1111.3 44J I".l Q4.' 37.11 39.~ JG.~ 00·.01310' 36·.3 ".l 
1l7. 42.0!' '4SJ t;2.~ -/ 'I 39J 40·l' 1 35, .. 6 I 
49.1 45'. 42.2: 118'.0 44.9 45. 45.~ 42.1i qq.5 38'.3 39.~ 'H.3 40.~ 3q,.3, 32.7 36.5 , 3'6.~ 
1.4314.0 7.9.>! 6.12 5."\3 4.8~14'0Il-1 7.9~10.4411D.8717.90,1f.j.04 ,ql.iJ~14.0!114.0'l.10.44 10.1I4j 
50.'5 5'3. SQ.1Is4.1 50.6 50. 5'3.8 so.~ 511.s! qS.4 47.5 57.3 5"o~ 53.414608 117.0 47.Q 1I5.~ 
.8 34.~ 25.4129.4 25.'9 25.7 35.11 25.~' 30.2\ 24.~ 22.S; 32.6 29.l( 28.7 22.1 22.3 22.3/ 20.7 5.11 14 • 4.7\ 8.7 5.'2 5.0: 1 ... 111 5'°1 9 .; ".J 2.r 11.9 ,.~ 8.°
1
'., 1·5 1.0 .0 _+~: ____ L__ --I~~;,-'----,----t, ----I--,~-~~ --t---!-- , ----I~- ----~----
3.3110." 7.8/ 6.9 6.7 6.1110.'41' 7.8 9.d 9J 7.S: 10,.4 10.-t/, 10'.11 10.4 . S.O 9. 9.0 
, I ' 1 I ' 1.7 2. 2,Sj 2.4 3.3 3.21 2.9: 2.5; 2.7i, 4. 7, 11.4; 2.9 2_"1 2.9 5~S ' 5.4 5.4
1 
5. 
53.SI48. q".4 i 52 .. 8 47.6 "8.S! 4'3.8' 51.2: 48.7!39. 40.7; 46.5 47.~ 40.1 31.0
j
, 36'.2 36,.2, 33.8 
55.2
1
' 42.7: 52.349,.8 50.5; 45.1! q7.1t 110.7 42.51 42.a 39.9 31.5 38.0 36.41 35.1 







41t.0 '49.3 44 .. 3' 40.D' 42.1 ,35'.0, 33.5 
53.5: 41',. 43.6; 52.4, 48.3 49.2, 4'l.~ 44.S! 48.'3 3"1. 40~'~ 46.S 42.q lIO.' 3103~' ,36,.3 36.' 33.8 
2.06!20.·2111-.4,Oi:S.8t 8.25 6.%20.21111.40;15.031S.66 1'.37',20.? 1 0.2~20.21 0.2115.03 ,5 .. °115.03 
55.6; GS.q, 55.0: 61.2 56.6 56.2. 70.q 56 .. 3,63._ 54. 52.:>; 6&:7 62.~ bOo 51. 51.3 5103
1 
!.Ill.Sf 















Table A-3. Continued. 
Q C FS 1:: ( 4/5 ) 14 
v r. OCITI£S{ FPSI 
R IY. NO. XlOE-5 
PF70H. H. (INl! 
I 
I 
A \I PIE? HIIN1! <;'3. 
V(OCITY H.(INI':n. 
T (T ilL HEArl (IN)' 
T cr ilL H ABO VE I{:. 
HI>. BOvE ommST.; 
i> Ii/vEL H DOWNS.: 
MAI1 M"N~ 'R'"tH' l MAI
r
'1 BRANCH. ~ MAI~ MAId 'B'"tH, I MAIN 100'N-
1.9 3. 3.0' 2.8 3.9 3. 3.'1 3:' 3.~ 5.~ 5.11 3. 3.14 3.4, 6. 6.3 6." 6.3 
h5.f1 57. SfI.? 64.3 <;6'.2 SfI. 59.8 6?,. ,<;~.71 4S."'1 '17.1
1
, ,56., 5~.O II 7,.~ 13.8 '101.5 111 .. 637.8 
h8.7 ,50.964.3 GO.6 61.4 55. 5".71 IIR.] 51.01 5ll.4 4B.Oi 35.944.6 112.2 '1U.l 
65.8 42.8 64.3 SG.!'! ,5B.4, 116.' 59.6',' 42:P.j46.2,: ,41.<J q9.sI 31.9 111'.3 '11.8 36.7, 
63.4 Sl.E 59'~ 52.' _ . , 4B.l!' I 50.2 ", I ' '10.11 '\ 37'.6 
65.CJ 57.S; 5~.Q64.3 57.9 5'1.5 59.8 541.01 SfI.3i 4S.51 4B.t;'56.~ SDol, 48.3;, 33.9 41.9 41.9 38.0 2081,,n.;:;H5,os:nl.9CJ 1.2.3 '1.4 27'S115.5~'J,.45'21.31115.47i,27'S~'27'51F7.512.7.5120.4S 20.45,20.45 
68.785'.0; 66.5 76.3 6901 h8. I 87.3 69 .. (; 78.sl 66.BI 63.6: 83.~ 7706\75.8 61.4- 62.4 6203\ 58.5 44.0 60v31 41.S Sl.G 44.:41.14.2\ 62.6 '14,.9 511 •. 1!ft2.1i 38.9; 59'4,52.951 1.1\ 36.7 37-.7 37.6 33.8 10.2126.5, 8.0 17,.810.6 10.4 2B.S 1l~1 20.3 S.3: 5.'1 1 25.4:1 19.1 17.3\ 2.9 3 .. 9 3.8 .0 
1.'30\ 1.tl1 ; I: 1.2~ I I 
! \ " ~I_---, 
~ 
-..0 
Table A-4. Power- and energy-transfer coefficients from Table A- 3. 
7l\BLE Of" POIJER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-.TRlINSFER COEfFICIENTS FOR Q :(4/S}X 2'.0 CFS 
NO OF 




















.. ~5 6 
.557 
• <;9 5 
• <i3 5 
CUll CUll CIl31 
1,.OlJ:- .. 8ttl -".OQ6 








• (15 5 
.694 
C (Z 11 C I 72) C ( 23 ) 
1.1Jl3;-1.Hg .358 
.750 - .. 38 7 .405: 
.831' -'.nS 0 .564 
1 .116 4 -.12 1 .70 Ii 
1.303 .11S' .944 
C (311 C (32) C (33) 
.. 980 - .157 .496 
1.U0'3 .128 .. 634 
1.303 .118 .79q 
1.543" .358' 1;.038 
i1I8LE 
N (1 OF" 
OF POWER-TRANSFER CO(FFICEIN.TS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =(1I/5IX 4.0 CfS 































.n2 - .39(; 
.:U 4 :"008" 
... 49 .191 
.610" .. 210 
.149 .410 
e(21) C(22) CI231 
1.1'22" - .51 s: .28 G' 
.808 -'.n5 GI .361 
.81(; .ll! 7. .. 415 
1-104" .203 .(;/:!I.j 
1 .. 2 .. 3 .3~3: .784 





C (321 C (33) 
.. 059 .515 
.23& .. 511'1 
.323 .. 19Q 
.4b 3 • ''l3 g, 
nBlE ('IF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGy-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS fOR Q :(4/51)( 6'.0 CFS 
N I) Of 








• fllj '3 
1.124 
1.?17 








.. 32 2 
" .. 465 


















C (2 1 I C I 22 I C I 23 ) " C 1311 
1.33h' -.313: .504 
.810: -".0591 .371 
.875 .15 11 .. 48 5 
1.090 .185 .633 














n BLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGy-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS fOR Q ::(4/5))( 8;.0 CFS 
N (l Of 






K ( 1 I" 
t • ~4 5 
.851 
• atl I/' 
1.111 















































C I 32 I: C I 331 
.111 4" .558 
.30S .627 
.38 b' .81 q 
.5~Q. .962 






















• 46 ri 
.. 59 9 
.. 749 
cn 1:1 






.. 49"1 '·~6)t6· 
.3G 8 ¥ :jlj.'( 
.473 .266 
.611: .339 







C (221 C( 23) 
-1.083' .. 614: 
'.065 .. 433 
.23 q .52:r 
















TJ\BlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :(1I/5)X 12;.0 CFS 
NO OF 









K ( 2) 
• ?DG 
.177 
• 3b 1 
.4<JR 



















C ( 2 1 ) C ( 22 ): C ( 23 ) , C ( 3 1 ) 
, 1.4"!4 -'.1<)5 .5&0 
.897 1.008 .405 
.g63 .173 .(lfll' 
1.172 .. 24g .660 

























1 .. 291 
Clq21 C(43), C(511 
.:'!'l:! 1 .. 653 
.405 .824 
.611S 1.064 
C(l12)" CI431' C(Sl1 
" .. 583 .505 
.789 .,684' 
.929 .. 82 4 
CII;21 C(43)" 




C(lI1.1 C(42) C(43), C(51) 
.816: .605 
1'.074 .789 














.. 716: .61 :5 
.865 .163 
C(1I2l C(43), C(511 
.S~2 .454 
.728 ,.622 
.894 .. 1S 8' 
CI5Z) C(53) 
C( 52) C(53}" 
C( 521 C I 531 
C( 521 C (53) 
C(521 C(53) 





1. BL( OF ?OWER-TRANSFER COEffICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEfFICIENTS FOR Q=(11/5lX 14\"0 CFS 
NO OF' 
all NCHS K( 11 K (;? I K(31 C un CH2) c n:n C(21) C ( 7.2 I C ( 23 ) C(31) C(321' C(331 
, 1.757 .154 .304 1'.01'17 .53 g. - .033 1.417' - .229 .6~O 
'I .l'I37 .16'3 .31) 5 .. 68 t1 .390 -'090 .854-'.0111; .1145 .962 .12 '3 .562 
1.1 .l'I36 .3'34 .492 .. 725 .500 .267 .859 .1B 7' .542 .943, .298 .633 
S,:" 1'.079 '.484 .616 .928 .627 .. 314' 1.10 '3 .205 .. 6B 3 "1.222 .354 .805 
S' l .. ~&S ·670 .802' 1.11 5: -:813 , .. ,1;0[1 1.296 .392 .870 1.408 .541 .992 
C( 411 C(42) C(43), 
.819 .591 .526 
1 '. 056 .749 .. 661 







Table A-5. Same data as in Table 5 with one mainline pressure tap deleted from averages. 
MAIN MAIr-.j RRt,NCH -rMArN' HAINI BRANCH 5 _IMAIN IDOWN-~ .. __ '_'.'_'_ LIN!'" LIN~lrNLETCENT. EXIT LINd LIlI!.E.~:rI£Qll~D;.:~i~~ LINdsTREAM 7..0 5. 7~5 17.;.0 nooL 6. 6.5 6.S 13'01 HoOr G.5\' 6.5r":H~1/4.ct H.O 
785 .23 .,,7 .785 .",1 ~"'~~:~~~'-::~I~.Ol~l::l19t::~I-~~:: 
o 11 HE TE R 5 (I N .1 6.5 11.'1 
A~ AS (SQ. FT.) .230 .721 . 
- - -------
h.l 10.4 7.8 S.O 9.2 7.8 7.8 ' 6071 I 6.7 '0.7 




v ( 0 C IT IE'S ( F P 51 / . 110 . 4 3 • 3 1 O. ~ 7. 8 6 • q 6 .1 
R 1'i'. NO. XlOf.-S ;.>.9 1.7 2.9 2.5 2.4 3.3 
4.'3 58.6 \;0.4 57.5 4S.1 51.0 51.2 54.71
1 
54.'1' 
0.4 54,'.0 57.4 50 .. 3 5306 49.5 155 .. 4, 54.5 54.5 7 6 PFZOH4 H. IINl 53.7 63.1 5G~4 51.5 61.5 56.2 4A'.O F,6.2 51.3 61.560.'1 
703 IJ,T.7 56.5 46,.3 51 • .:;: 51.054.8 54oGI, 
9 .7 51 • 2 50 .5 .• 5 4.0 I .0 
.I , "5 '5 4Z". (J 46. <; 60.0 47.1 hl.4 52.0' 
tlJ PIEZ. HfIN1L54.5147.7 63.G 56. 51.8'61'.0 58.1 
v[,OeITY H.IIN>rn.71i2o..:>t 7.Q6,O.'2'111.40 'S.81 8.25! 
T IT AL HEll n !1 N) I 7 q. 71 ,,7 • '1 F. 5. 6 7 {; • 63. <' f, '1.8 66.4 
6 3.1 58. b 53'.3 57.1 48.£ 51.6 50. f)! 54.7
1 
54.51 
.9",,(:r.2111.IiO.lC;~Q315.E,6 1 .. 37 11'.3718.'15, 8.45 1 ' 
0'.0 7R.8 64.7172.2 54.2
1 
",2.9 '61.'111;3.21 63.0 
S.3 54.1 ~IO~[]i 47.5 3'3-.<; 38.'!! 37.21 38,.5i ' 38.3 
8.3 17.1 : 31.0[ 10. 2.5 1'2'~' .2: ' 1.51 1.2 
2.02 : I, / I 
~ ~~)=7~~~;:I---'I--- ------~--I--- -------t----.r--- -~l--- -- --'---1-----------
v( OCITIESIFPSl 10.4 10.4 3.3 10. 7.8 6'3 6.7 6.1 6.1 5.2 i 10.4j 10.410.~ 7.S; 6.7: 6 
R f'{ • NO. Xl 0 E - 5 2'. '31 2,' "1 1 • 7 2 • '2 • 5 , 7.. 41 ~ • 3 3 • 2 3 • 21 '2 • <;Ii 2 • 9; 2 • <) 2 • ,1 4 • 4! 4 • 1 i 4 • 
P:rZOK. H. IINI 63.'3' 6S.1. 73.11 61. 6S.n
j
71.8i 6:..1466.3 67.<Jir.;Q.4i ,72.1, 74.3 66.~. 611.iIi E,5.3; 65.3 59."1 74.5 "'}.a 71.21 (':8.:'1' 6'1.5 6&.5' 69.6 69.1 67.263.6 66.2 65.5 
53'.0 72.8 57.4 71.7 66.1 67.3 6R.1! 69.2 • 63.4 G7.el,' 62'03
1
: 65.0; &5.6 
5"1.7,71.0 62.0', 'H.T I . '170.7, 6<).7 .. 1 6J.3i ,,0 
A't PIE? HIINI 63.<), <;9.4 72.<J 67. 62.3 71.r; h6.,,,, 67.6 &7.516<).7,72 .. 169.167.2: 63.464.'9, 65.5 
TeT AL H !.flOVE j 5n.0, 43.2 40.'1 51. 38.5 45.1 41.7 
H 1\ BOVE OO'../NST. 13.0 6.2' 3.9 14. 1.'5 8.1 4.7 
b!HVEL H DOWNS. 1.54 1.7 F 
TO' AL HEAt) IINl!84.1 7'3.6 75'01 S7.~ 73.~ 'llO.41 74.'l 74.5, 74.5' 74.:8: <)2.3 89.3 87.~ 74.8' 73.q.r 7q..O 
TIT Al H ABOVE rt 5<).4 54.9 50.3 62 •. 4'hU, SS.7j 50.',. 49.8 I 4'3.8: 5001; &7.6' 64.6 (;2.~ 50.11118.71 49.3 
HA,aOVE I)OWNsr.' In.8 6.3 1.6 14.. '4+1 1'.0 1.5 1.2 j! lOll. 1.11:.19'.0 16.D 14~.n l'~",.' .11 .6 
6h1/VEL H DOWNS. 1.27 1.6 I 12.2~ i I I ~ ~~~~~;-;;:--..;---- --- --1-- ----- -----r---r--- ----r-t,--\--- -__ I __ ~ __ I--
V( OCITIES(fPSI 10.4 10.4 3.3 3.3 3.1 10.'4,: 7.8: 9.0 h.l! 5.2, lO.1ll 10;Q 10. 7.8! 6'7\, 
Rf'r. NO. XlOE-S 7..9 2 .. '1 1.7 1.7 1.6 2.9, 2.5' 2.7 3.2! 2.9' 2.~ 2.<) 2. 4.4! 4.1 
PEZOM. H. IINll 52.0. 53;.(1 f,O;3 riO;71 (;1.3 6P.7! ;,2.4: 60.1IS7.1! 57.8',62 .. l! 63.455., 51.3 55.3't' 
1I7.Z i62.,l '19.,'3l/61.6 1 .• 7.3, 58.5 S,9.4 i GO.U, 157.556.- 54.7 57.9, 41.4 GO.D 60.,6 61.fI 150.9 59.9: 56<.5, 57.7 52.0 55. 50.7 5s.41 
46.<) '58.'2 60.9 61.8 !'i6.5 ~ 157.3 511.3 55.2 
A \I. pIE? HIINII 52. Di 47.1 hO.l '60.'S 61.6160.71 5(;.8,59 •• 57.7; 58.2 62.1. Sf.S 561'. 52.2 55~91 
vltOCITv H.IINI?O.21i2o.:?t 2~06 2"OG 1.74~O.2111.~!Jl. 5.u3 6.~6'5'.0520.2~1'O'21 .• 2()'2 11.37 .s.IIS! 


























TIT ilL H ABOVE Q 4705;\1 1l2.6 37.5 1 '37.9 38.1.1 Sf...2: 4~.5i 4908139,09.38.6 57. 53.J,51<," 38.93S.71 
~ e SovE DOWNST.j <).6 4.7 -.Q I -.1 .. 7 18.3;' :>.5
1
' 1l.SJ 2.0; .b. 19.7
1 
15.413,. .9 1.7 
W-/vEl H DOWNs.II.n i _...?...!!!". I" pO- '._., "tl~,~LL~_ ~~=.A-_....L-,--___ ..L-_........l.. __ 
(,)'1 
N 
Table A-5. Continued. 
G CfSl=CH"i1l2. 
VI'.. OCITIES(FPSI 
q 6' • NO. )( 





• (1 '2 • 2. :7. .4 1 :7 
60.1154. 55. 60.0 58.7 
MAINI------.BRANClL....3~ HAIN HAl MAl MAl RA.N!:H MAIN IDOWN-~ N',INL't'·' . ~ :~t~~:: LINE I NL' . I LINE Ll N :~::~ ~: _~~N' ~ :~: 
5q.R 59. F;l~ 59.153.1l5;.,.. f;q.l 56'3 51.9; 55.11 54.8\ 
3'1 '".f 7. ,. 6.1 5. to.4 ID.~ 7.8' 6. 6~ 6.7 
1.6 2., 7.. 2.7.3.2 2. 2'~ 2.,,\ 4.4 1;.1 4:] 4.1 
1',1. 56'" f,2.7i 60.1 58. 58.Ll 54.7j' 55. 55.~ 51.!.6 
5"1.7 490 59. ,55.-6
1
,57. 53.1: 52." 51.5 55. 53'9 53.5 
60.5 50.4 I ,5 G. l 5 1;. "!} 59. 59. (1 55 .ll ' . 
• v PI£1. ""NJ 60:,1 ... i 49.' ".7 "',1 6U."", 55. "., 57.,: 5R.~ 62., S8.~ "J 52.7 59. 54.~ 54.0 
vr oeITY H.nNJI ,...OOi?fl.:r 11.4 'R.81 2.06 1.74?O.2111.~ "1 5'. OJ 6.961 S'O~120.~~20'2~7.o.2nl'371 tI.!! 8.1.!~ 8.45 
.0 10'1 7'~ o.q '03 
60,'61 4<"l. 5'1.5 6!J.7 
60;2 ' 43. 5'3.7 59.8 
TO'lit HEAD IINl! 00.375. 6103 68.5163.1 61.~ 79 •. &6. 7q.S' 64.1: h3.Q 83 .. q 18.91 15.~ 6<1.1 63. 63.~ 62.5 
TO' AL H ABOVE ~ 35.7 50. 3fi. 113.8,38.4 37. 54. 11-1. 49. 3 <:l.4' 31l.71 5B.~ 54.2i 51.~ 3Q.4! 3'3. 38'~ 37.8 
, ',1: 'I 'I H ABOvE OOI,,/NST.1 -2.2 12 .. -1.7. 6'.01 .6 -. 17.0 4. 11. 1.6. 20., Hi.41 13.1f 1.G· 1. I .7.0 ~:/::~~::~~-~t' ---~- 1.4 __ ~ ____ ~~"Ol _______ -----1-- 2·~ __ 1 _____ J ____ ~' ____ l __ L ______ _ Qr.fSl-:::(~/Sl12. I' I -I I I , I I 
V'[OCITIES{FPSI 10.4 10.1.1, 3.3 10. 7.8 6 .. 9 6.7 G.l 6.1: S. S.2!. 4.5 ll1.II, 10.41 12.6 G.71 6.7 
lHi'. NO. XlDE-5 2.9 2.G' 1.7 2.? 7.4
1 
3.3 30~ 3.~ 2. 2.9 2. 2.9; 2.~ 3.2 4.1 4.1 
P'fZML. H. (IN) 'l3.7, 55'.01 fi2.0 56'. 56.8161.1,55.8 57,' :55.4,59., 58.2 [,0.4! 72.S! '73.°1 54.7 58.5i 56.3 
48."11 G5.71 SO.C!, 1>11.7159.3 GO. 59.1160.2 58.7 58.6 167.91 55.7 59.3i %.6 
! 4Z.S' 62.2 1-17.2 1 hO'ooi 54.9 ,57. ~59 .. "1 59.a! 58.0 60.5, i 01.41 54.f. 57.8 55.3 
~ 4"!.3 60.6 51.7 , SS. 5"1.71 161051 61'.8 I ,56.5 
A \I PIEZ. HltNllS3'7, 48."1 62.6!56,.Q 51.6[ 60.6,55.7 58., 58.~ 59 .. 9, 58.3: 60.2172.81 1>7.51 5S.0158.~ 56.2 
vI:. oeITY H.tINl n.?l?o.~l 7.0fi'12U.2,1:11.4Dls.81 8.25 6.'lfi( 6.9f1 5.05, 5.051 i3.76[20.21,20.Z1r9.Q3! S.IlS, 8.45 
T rr At HEAD lIN) B.9: 69.1 64.7 76.~ 63.1 ,6'3.4. h4.Q! F;S.2\ 65.~ 65.01' 63.41 &4.0193'°1 97'.7 84.41 &7 .. 0\ 64.6 
TIT AL H ABOVE t 49.2; .. 44.4 40.0! 51.S, 3B .• ~44.7l40.'2 40.51 , 1 .40'1l 40.'31 38.71 3~}.31 68.3! 63.0. 59.7, '12.31 39.9 H A SovE DOWNST. '1.3' '1.5 .11 11.b: -1.6 4.81 .:1 .61 1 I .7
1 
.3, -1.31 -.6 28'~1 23.1 19.51 2.4 .0 
bl.f/vEL H f)OI.lNS. l.In: \ 1.31 I 1 t 3.36: I 
; ~ r<;l=c~/C;~2~--r-T--~-~\.-- ,--~- ----t·--- --"---T- -1--t-- - ----+------t---
vtOCITIES"PSI In."! IO.4! ,.,1 I I ,30' 3.110.4 7.tq.J ,.~ 5 •• 1 I 5".4.5 10"i ·IO.~ 12"1 G.7 6.7-
REi'. NO. XlOE- 7."1: 2.Q' 1.11. 1 i j 1.7 1.G 2.9; 2.5
1 
2.71· 3.~ 2"t 2.9 2.7 2.9
1 
2.9 3.2 4.1 4.1. 
prZOH. H. tINI 51.5: 52;7 60.01 I I 161.4 61.b 5B.2!:62.3;53981 54:'1. 58.01 56.3159.5.71 .. 8172.1154.31.57.4 55.9; 47.0 620115'3.,9.,61,,4 56,.'11 59.11 5q.~ 60.21 55.81 54.31, 67.61 55.5i 59.0 56.1 
r , 47'.D 57.9/60.7 5'1'.0 56~O:" .156.9, 5a.7! &0.4 .67.01 , 56.4 , 
' .. 
40.7 59.G:60.0 !?'1.4 50.0158.4152.157.9, 58'°157.3 159.6: 54.3: 56.S 54.1 
A", PIE7. H{!NI 51.546.8.60.0 ';60.S 60.sl 5B.2 56.3i 59.0 55.1 5l1.21 57.2157.9 71.8,6&.654.7157.8. 55.8 i 
vt. OCITY H.(I NI7n.712o.21;2.06;2'.ril'i 1.7420.21U.I!O~5"O~; 6.96 5'.05, 5~05i. 3.76 0.2no.21.29.4~. 8.451 8.45 I '-
T '/'lAl HEArl IINl 71.7. (;7.1 62.0 "h2~6 62.617S.Q 67.7)74.0 62.1 63.3i 62.3'.61.6 92.08&.8 8q.1! &6.2 1 64.2 I 
TO' Al H AIlOV£ 47.042.4 :n.3 137.9 37491 53.7
j 
43~D/ 4'l. 37.4.38.611 37.6: 3(;. f,7.J 62.1· 59.4; '11.S~1 39.5 I H~A30vE DOIJNST. 7.5 2.8 -2.2 1-1.7 -1 •. 1'1.2 ; 3.~ 9.811'-2., -.91 1-2.0', .-2.6 27.8 '22.6 19.9; 2.0 .0 I 




Table A-5. Continued. 
-,-~~-,----' 
M A I NJ A R!..liL'+--3----------
LI NE INLdCENT. 
31·(~l'i~n I.t . , MAIN 








R f? • NO. XlOE'-
p 1.: 70K. H. (IN) 
""" PIEz.HIINI 
vt.OC!TV H.CINI 
TITAL HEArl (IN) 
TIT Al H AROVE (;.1 
H ~ BaVE OOWNST_I 





58 • fl 






MAIN MAIN __ !?RANCH 3 MAIN MAIN BRANCJ:Ll!_' _ MAIN' MAIN HA.NeJ:L5.._MAIN 'oOWN-···1---------,--~--1---- r--------~· -- --- ----- , .. ~ ITI~ ~:r Ll NE N~ C~N~r:~:\~::: L1NfI ~ ~~~::~ i :~:~ ~:~ I LI NE,':~ :'~~::: _:::1 ~::j:~." 
.0' '.OlO.!! 7.sl 9.0 3.1 2.6111J.1l lD'~ 10.1l <;,2[: fl..S 10.11 10 •. 41 12.6f 6.7i 6. 
• f1' '.0 2.9 ;>.5, '2 .7 1.6 1. <; ? • 9, 2. 2. q 2.9 2 .7 2.9 2. <i 3. 2 Il. 11 4 • 1 
~,-!.4 56.4 57.0 SR.6' 57.3 55.7 51_ZI,62.zi fi3.5 56.5 5(;.8 57_61i 12.9 76.3.' 57.2! 55.3' 
50."! %.7 5.3.3' 56.3 70.159.0 57.R
1
Sh.B 67.1115&.3 &g.8 57.0, 60.4 i 55. 
Sb.R 5£'.4 116.9'.56.8 51.6 57.2 52.3,56.2 57.3j57.5 52.2 57.1153.2, 53. 
. 'Sh.81 52.2: ' . 54.2 51\.31,'" 159.4 65.5 ':1 I 6tf. 
57.!) '56.6j 51.0, 52.1~ <;6.8 59.1 %.9 62. 5R.nI56.s hO.5168.2 72.9 68.2 51.1 56.3 57. 





52.51 l~q.5141.1 3fY.2 33.515~.7 53.5 52.0' tfO.9i31.3 68.'1 G3.7: 61.B! 110.1, tfl.tf 













Table A-b. Power- and energy-transfer coefficients from A-5. 
.'\ 
~ SLE OF" POIIER-TRANS FER COEFF"rCEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFfR COEFFICIENTS FOR Q :13/511 12~O CFS 
N t'I OFI . ~..,., 
B M\ NCHS Kill K ( 21 KI31 CIl it cn21 cl1:n C (21 I C (22 I C ( 73 I C(31) C t 32) C ( 33 I C( 41 ) C(42) C(lt31 C(51) C ( 52) (153) 
? 1.12? -.]0 1 • IS a 1'.001 .. 183 - .0<)4 1-237 -.31l5 .413 . 
~ .191 :. nr, R .118 .670 .23 S .090 .191 - '.or; 4 .. 3S 1;' • '931, .03 (' .5('1 
4 1.30 a 01.'95 .. 63 9 1 .. 124 .526 .325 1.291 .11 4; .. 692 1.484' .24 h "S99 
c; t.hZ!! .216 .139 1.391 .51'17 .,H7 1.6U; '.03 ~ .811: 1.876 .2k 0: 1'.DR9 
t;" t.176 .424 • fl8 7 1.53 q , .735 .465 1.164 dB 0 .• 959 2: .02 4 .358 1.237, 
1\ BlE OF POWER-TRAN':'; FER COEFfICEINTS AND ENE RGY-TR ANSHR COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =(3/S)X 12~O CFS 
NO OF 
8 lit NCHS In 11 K ( 21 Kf 3 I· C {ll I C t 12 I cn:H' C (21 I ctn I C1231, C (31' C(32)' C031 C ( f; 1 ) C(421 C143" C (51 ) C( 52) C(53) 
? 1.334 • :no .343 1.l?? .580 ,.017 1.54£ -.13'1 .659 , 1-1;39 .:n 1'1 .463 1.3R1 .144 .ou; 1.ASO -.10 q .850 
4 1.15;> • <;3 h .538 • B1 <J .425 • OI!; 1 .121 - '. 097 .490 1.511 0 1.278 1.106 
<; 1 oh6 ~ .1'1 ?l • A2 4 1.20 ;> .612 .172 1.61r=;; -'.n3n· .76U 2.112 1.820 1.58 s-
o:;" ).134 • !!'l2 .HS 5 1.273 .111 3 .1'33 1.687' ~.I) ~ ~ .831 2.24:': 1.891 1.65 '} 
1\BLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS rQR Q ::'(3/5IX 121.0 CFS 
N (1 0 F 
B fI, NCHS K II I' K ( 21 KI31 C(111 CHZI C1l3) C (21) c(n) C (23) cn 11 C (32) C I n I C(lIl) CI421 C (43 ) C(51) C(52) C(531 
'} 4.f;65 2.1i12 - .18 2 4.665 1.'102 - .IHZ 
1 1.715 .1150 .538 I.OCJO .389 - .341 2.340 .SIO 1.42:'> 
tI 1.30 A .I'>f;b .fi4 g .7') 1 .328 -.122 1 .522 .£102 .'31'>1 1.6lt6 1.2(,1 1.106 
c; 1.130 • R56 • !III '2 .. 91l <) .412:-.194 2.01 B: .512 1.263 2.184' 1.615 1.45S' 
<;" t.R7? l'.nOB • q811 1.131 .554 - .m'i2 2.1\';0 .654' 1.41)5 2.326 1.817 1.600 
II BlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEfFICEnns ANO ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR Q =t3/5IX 12~.O'CFS 
N () OF 
B R. NCHS K (11 K ( 21 K ( 31 CUI) CI12'C(1:'O C 12 II C I 2<" I C ( 23 J, C 131 ) C (12) CI331 C( 411 Cf421 C 143 I' C(51J C(521 C (531 
7 5.fl09 -.898 ?. 1)2 4 5 .8 U '3 -.89 8 2. 62 4 
" 
] • fl9<:1 
- '.n21 1-' os 0, 1.S83 -.404 .1039 2.215 .15(11 1.461 
!I ,1.,'132 .. 47 5 .116 .q11-.2~O .393 1.358: .21 6: .8q6 1 .66 & 1.30 3 1.03 <t 
<; t.R92 .1>12 ' 1.14 5 1.401 - .2~n .63 () 1.928 .391 1.306 2 .. 342 1.854 1 .. 498 
c;" 1.(H1 
.151 1.111 4 '1.492-.1fl.9 .714' 2.012 .476' 1 .. 391 2.426 1.938 1.S82 
~ BlE OF. POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINT'S AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEfFICIENTS fOR Q =(3/SlX 12'.0 CFS 
N I' 0 Fr 
B R> NCH'S Kill K (21 IH 31 etl U C(2) CU3) C(2l) C In) c (231 C (311 C(32) C(33) , Cf4 U C[421 C (43 ), C (5ll C( 521 C(531 
') 1.;>2<1 .143 .?S 8 1.0<Jn' .<:;11 - .O2~ 1.369 -.22£ .544 
, 1.41l4 .115 .1.'52 1.23 a .552 -.O.R1 . 1.56 '3 -.32 1. .S'l1 
S!. ;;>.31T • <:;43 .131 2'.090 1.111 5 .21>4 2.sC!5 -~.05<Ji 1.19R .,.., 
c; 1.663 .748 .693 .81 <I' .254 - .,272 l' .. n91 - .1155 .287' 3.019 2.1155 2.064 
c;" 1.942 l'.n27 .q72 1'.098 .533 .007 ' lo31C1 -.186 .56 Ii ' . 3.358 2.7~4 2.343 
1 au: OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR Q =t3/51X 12:.0 CF'S 
N I) of ,"" 
B P. NCH'S Kill K(2) K( 31 C 11 t:l C(ll)CIBl C(ll1 C C1'2) C 123 ) C (31 ) C (32) C 1331 C(41)' C(421 C(43), C (51 ) (152) C(53) 
7. 4.43'> 7.181 - • 2!i 4 11.435 2.181 - .254 
, 1.Hf>H .1(; 5 • R5 G 1.381 .11 S· - .ool' 2.350 ."llr 1.115' 
7.535 1'.015 1. lit a 1.81 :? • CJ5 2 -. 04 ~ 3 .. 198 1.rn 9· 2.3?3 
, 
4 .1 
5 1.715 • <Jr' 3 • 1'l4 B .650' .100 -.495 1.442 .176 .9\'0 3.051 2.433 2.11S c; , 1. <ISO 1.138 1.ll84 .88 !) .335, - .25 <:l 1.67 S .411' 1.155 . :3.287 2. 6-G 9 2.35 5 y, 
U1 
0'-
Table A- 6. Continued. 
lIBlE OF POW[R-TRANSfER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/5IX 12'.0 CFS 
N'" 0 F 
8 ~ NCHS· K ( J I K! ?I K(JI C Ill·! ~_ C (121 CIBI C (211 C (?21 CI231 C (311 C (321 C (3~1 
7 <:;.372 - • "12 2 1.% 1 ".372 -. "12 2 1. % 1 
">; 1 • tl8 5 '"nf;t; 1. en 4· 1.612 - .25 41 .fiOl 2.153 .386' 1.427 
it ~-.n13· .508 1.iIl4 2.637 '.0581.245 3. 3fl '3 .q48 2.3fl3 
c; 1.864 .661 1. n6 4 1'.032 -.504 .2[\0 \'1 .. 4R 2 .073 • R8n 
c;" 7.10S' ."104 1.152 1.in -.2DO" .443 1.725 .255 1.124 
"II BlE OF POIIER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/sIX 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF 
B ~ NCHS Y. I U· K t:ll K( 3) Cl1l:! C (12) CIB) C (2 II Clnl CI231 C (31) C ( 32) - C 1331 
7 4.8R4 2. <;6'3 .121 4.SR4 2.56q .121 
">; 5."127 3'. tl8:> .181 5.S27. 3.083 .1Rl 
4 2.967 7.14 t; 1.474 1.700 .755 -.244 
5 1 .3'3 q 1.1 q;;> • "177 .504 -.061 -06t;8' 
c," 1.6S9 1.482 1.1'67 .794 .22 '3 - .3:; 8 
1.8LE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/5IX 12'.0 CFS 
NO OF· 
B ~ NCHS K ( }) K (2) K( 3) CH11 C (12) C (131 C 1211 C (7? I CI23 J C (311 C (321 C' 33) 
7 Cj.Otl9 -1'.015· • SO 7 5.0~"l'-1·.m 5: .507 
, 7.427 .737 2.041 7.427 .73 7, 2. 04 1 
1+ ,.n20 1.374 1.49 'l 2.010 - .455 .156 
c, 1 • qn 4 1.136 1. nFl4 • 83 1 -. 6~ 9! -. 27 7-
S'" 2.?1 R· t. 45 0 1.397 1.146: -.334 ·.037 
""BlE OF POIJER-TRANSF£R COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR Q =13/5)X 12'.0 C FS 
N () OF 
B f;l. NCHS Kill K (2) 1«( 3) C Cl 1:1 C (12) C' 13) C (21) Cln) C (23), C (31) C ( 32) C (33) 
7 .nDn ',. ono .no a 
, q.,qn 1 • ~8 5 h. 7.'35 9.390 1.885 6.2QS 
Il 7.R22 1.112 1.725 2.307 -.2771.242 
" 
?"'Wl> 1.43 q 1.610 1.474 -'.071 .837 
c;' 7.152 1.28 <; 1.136 1 • 32 0 - 0 22 5: .GR 3 
CPU) C(421 C (43 ), 
C I 41 ) C(42) C (113 ), 
4.234 3.536 3.191 
2'.018 1.601 1.395 
2.30S 1. S'3 1 1. 6B 5' 
C( 411 C (42) C I 43 I, 
4'.029 3.213-2.842: 
2 '. 03 8 1.550 1.328 
2.352 1.864 1.643 
C( 411 C(421 C (43), 
3.336 2.500 2.208 
2~08'3 1.589 1.415 
1.935 1.4361.261 
C (51) C(52) C(531 
3.079 2.454 2.112 
3.323 2.707 2.355 
C (51 , CI52l C(53) 
1.675 2.036 2.19/f 
1.965 2.326 2.484 
CIsl) C(521 C(531 

















/ ...... \ 
Table A-7. Same data as in Table 7 with one mainline pressure tap deleted from averages. 
I 6R~NQ:l'J\MAIN--RRAIIC"H-'2 ·--····HAI --MA-- .. --H"-'W-H-AJNl,-MAI-Ni BruNCH 4 _\ MAI~ MAIN\ BRANCH 5 HAIN-rOOIlN-
1JNIF" crniJlH!EINlET,CENT EXIT LIN U~ErNLE NT. t~h,=-I,NE L!!l_~~.N_l~TICEN::.\_~X_IT L_r~E! LT~E0LE1ICEN'T~;(£fi __ LIN~~_TREAM' o I METERS (IN.) h.5 6.5 11.5 G." 7. fI.d 11.5 12.0 6. .5 1. 12.n 1':"01 6"v~ b.5 6.---S-13.Dj 14.0 b.5, 6. 5.917 14'9 1'1.0 ~: ~~~~~~FT~~II~~n ~:~ .~~ ~34 ~~7 .'~~:~' ~~~I.~~.~~~~ ~~:~~~~~ ~:~~rl ~:~~~~~~:I ~92~f'l'O: '~1~~:_\~~1l~::\_~~~: aCFSl=(~/<;I;>. l J ,I f I I v L 0 CIT! E S r F PSI 1 • 7 t • 7 • f) 1 .71 1 • 3 1 .1 1 • 1 1 '. n 1 • :7
1
' 1 • 3 1 • '> . 1. 5 1 .3 1.3 ' 1.1, 1 • 1/ 1 • 1 
lRfY. NO. :\:'10£'- .5 .5 .3 ,.1' .'1 .4 .6 .S .5 .4 .5 .8 .71' .71, .7 .7 .7 
IPEZOH. H. fIN1134.8 34.fl 35.°
1
35".0,3'., 35".0 ,...1 34.Q ""1 H.g ".S 3 .. ' ".," 34.,134.71 ,".71 34.1 
I I 34.8 35.0 \' 34.8 3q.9 34.'3 34,.9 1 3S:' 0 35.D .34'.1': 34.7 34~&134 .• 81 3/1.71 34.7 34.1> 34.9[ 34.11 35.1 34.8 3'i.O 34·.~ 34.7 3/10.6 34.6 34.6 34,.7 34.7\ 34.7 
34.9 ,4.9 134.'3 _ '.35'.0 34.'3 '<·34.6 134 .. 7 I 34.7 
A IJ PIEZ. tHINlj 34.81,4.8 34.9 35'.0 311.8 35.01 34.BI 34,,9 1 34.9/' 3 1 .8 3'1.8 34.6 3lJ.6 34.& 34·.7 34.7 1 34.7 vt DeITy H.ONI
I 
.SG .SG .06 .S6, .32, .24 .23 ,,1'3 ,,56 .321 .4;: .q 3 .32 .32 1 , .23 .23 .23 
TCTAL HEAD fINI11S.413S.3[35 •. 0 35.635.2 3S.2 35.,11 35011135.513S011'35.3 3S'"O 3/J .• 9 34.9135,.0, 34,,91 34 • 9 
TaTAL H ABOVF. ~i tno7\1O.h' j lO.3 1 10 .. q 10.S 10.5 10.11 ,1C!v4 10.8 '10.4 IO.l>l10.3 10.2 10.210.31 10.2 10.2 H'ABovE DOWNST.[ .4 .41 .lj .6 .2 .3 .• 1 1 .2 .5 .21 .3 .1 .Q -.01 .01 .01 .0 ~:/VE~~::~!~~l _____ I ~~~ __ ~' 2~~ ----1---- ____ __L ___ J __ _ 
Q C FS l= ( 3/5) 'I .. ! J ']', . I. , 
V['OCITIESIF"PS);3.5
1 
3.'i h11' 3.5 7.f) 2.3 2.2 Z.O 3.5' 2.6[ 3.01 3.1. 2.6 \ Z.6;' 2.21 2.21 2.2 
RIY. NO. X10E-~ 1.0 1'.(1 .f)/ I'., .f! .Si 1.1 '1.III.n·.8 .9
1 
1.61 1.5 1.5; 11.41 1.41 1.4' 
p aZOH. H. fINl I 1<l.6 1
1 
39.6,40.'3 39.8' 39.814°,.3:39.7 39.7139.7 40.zI39.9 HI,.S 39.1 39.1: 39.41 . 39.3'\ 39.2 
II ,39.11 40 .1'> 39.21 40 • 0 40.1, IH).I, 3<).6139.B 3':"0: 39.3 3A.9,3").5 39.3 39.2 
1 3s : 2 !40... 38.71110.:?139.71!39:8 38.7i3'3.81.38.7,39.0 39.0: 39.4[ 3902139.2 
: /39.0 4U.l 39.2\ I 140.n; 39.<;" I "_139.0 139.3 
A V PIEZ. HCIN1139.6 3<J'.0140.3 39.8,39.2' 40.Z[39.S1 3'3.9: 3'3. 39.5, 39.813S.S! 3'3.1 39.°1 39 • 4 
V['OCITY H.rIN1i 2.75l 2.;>51 .23 2.25[ 1.271 .9131 .921 .77· 2.25 ,1.27!1.67,1.74, 1.76 l.cb .• 94 TIT AL HEAD tINll 41.R , 41.7.140;5 112'.nj 40.5141.11 qa.-S! 40.7 1 41.9 4D.S!41.S! 4().6~ lJOe'4 LHJ.. 3 i 40 .. 3 
TITAL H AB?VE tj17ol:16.S1S.8 17.3;15.8116.4~lh·11116'.0!17.21r;'11IH;'8ilS.9'15.:7 I 15,oi15.6 




.4,.2 I .1 1 .2 
tl l~ Iv E l H DO '.I N 'S .: 1. R 2' i I 2. 0 3: 1 • 92 1 : : I j' 
• I I t I J 
----------I---l-'--r' -'7--f--]"- .. -- --+--" ......... ' ----- -i·-T··-a C FS1=(1/5) 6.' I j ill ! [ ! 1 ! 
I '" ' I ' vt.OClTIEsrfPSlj 5.2 5.2 1.7i S.2: 3.9 3.41 3.3j 3.11 5.2!: ::I'.9! 4.S 4.6, 3.9 I ': 3.9;.3.4 Rf'!. NO. XlOE-5 1.5 1.S .Si 1.5: 1.3: 1.2! 1.7[ 1.6 1.slr l.ll l.;tl 2.4 ;>.2,' I: 2.2;.' 2.0 P E ZOM. H. II N)I 39.2
1 
1'3.5 i 41.2: 3 'I. 9i liD. 0'-41'.01 39.6: 39.8! 40.1, 40.4 39.8, :370.5: 38 0 1 I"~ {: 38. 2i 39. a ! .3f\'.0!4;>.1: :38.4:40.8!40.'5:QO.S\ !3<J.1'39.6i38,.038w81I,37.713'9.2 
: i 36.5;41.2; ! 37.2 40.9: 3'3.6 :;'3.9; 137,.8 40.0! 37.0' 38.11'; ,38.::-13'3.1 
, :38~(J40"7l, :3R.6 ··11'40.3' 139~O, I ,.137.91 ,'113'3. 
A II PIEZ. HCINI.V3.2 i 38'.0 41.3! 39.9' 3A.S 40.9,39.9, 4[Jal; 4Del: 39.1,39.81 :51.,,: 38.2 38.039.1 
Vr.OCITY H.IINI:S'.n5!S.OS .525.05 2.8<;;Z.20,Z.Llf,: 1.74i5'.05'2.85' 3.76'3.91:2.84,! 2.8412.11 
T{fAL HEAD IINl I 44.3!43.1 41.8 4'i:.O:41.4,43.1:42.0·41.9;45.Z41~943.b:41:4,41.1r 40.91 41 • 2 
T('( AL H ABOVE ~ 19.6:,18.4 17.112,0.3' 16.7: 18.4117.3: l7.Zi ZO.5 17 .• 218.916 .• 1 16.4 j lho2j' :16'05 
H A SavE DOWNST. 3.5' 2.3\1.0 4.2' .6 2.3 1.2! 1.1: 4.4' 1.1'; 2.S .6 .3!, .1, .4 





























Table A-7. Continued. 
P,RANOl j MAIN! BRANCH;> MII.IN MAIN: BRANCH 3 HAI~ MAINL--J3RANCH 
_________ INLEl:~~~IN INL~JC~:~~ Ex: LINE ~::,:~J~~~: EXIT ~~:-~,IN~:~~~::~ 
Q CFSI=IHSJ 8., J r ! 
v[ ocnIE'SlfPS): 6. 6. 2. 6.<) 5.2 '4.6 4.4 4.1, 6.9' 5.2 6.'0' 6. 5.12 
, I, I ' R Pi'. NO. XlOE'-si 1.91 1."1 1.1 1.'91 1.7 1.6 2.2 2.11 1.3 1.7 1.8 3.2\ 2.9 ?rZ()H. H. nt-,,147.3jIl7.ql 51.0 48.5'411.7 50.4 48.2 I1fl.5 48.7 4'3.4 48.3 44~~-45.18 
1
4S01,! <;2.1 'lIfi.O '1;<:).9 49.3 4'1.1;1 47.2'47Q9145'~l!' 46.9 
All pIEl. HIIN) 
V[ OCITY H.IIN) 
TIT AL HE AO IINl 
T (f AL H ABOVE 
H ~ BOVE DOWNST. 
t>~IvEL H DOWNS. 
Q CFS}=t:uSllO. 
vr.. OCITIfSIFPS) 
R5" .. NO. nnE 
P t ZOK. H. (HII 
42.ilI 5l.e 44.S 50.4 48.0"4R.S 44'.0: q8.G 411'. 45.7 
liS'. SO.2 46.1 • 118.81 46.51'" 45.5" 47. 3: '15'~ 51.1
1 
't8.5 4fi.4 !in.2 48.5 48.8,48.7
1
46.8\ 48.3' 44. 116.0 
s.qS' 8. 'Ii'll .'32 a.9s
l
s'.07 3.91 :t.67 3.091 B.qB~ 5.0716.68 6.961,' 5.05 5".3: 54.21 52.0 57.5 51.5 54.152.2 51.9i 57.7151.9: 54.9 51.e;: 51.0 
.6! 2'1.5 27.3 32.S
L
6.s 2'l.'t 27.5 27.2j 33.01',27"2) 30.2 26.~ 25.3 
S.9: 3.B 1.17.1 1.1' J.8 1.8 1.S! 7.31' 1.51
1 
4 .. 6 . l.~ .6 
0571 1.S9 1 1 • 91;! I 
-T---I-- '--I - --I~-+---r---,----i--
B.7, 8.7! 2.sl 8.716.5 5.7 5.S 5.1! 8.7,6.517.517.96.5 2.lll ?41 l.ll: 2.4, 2.1 7.'.0 ('.8, 2.6: 2.4i ~ 2.1! ~.3i 4'.,~ 3.7 
II 52 .• 6: fi3.j~ 53.? bO'"O S9.Di'5q.~ 155;31 55.5' 52.~ 55.0 1 " 
4S.0 61. 50.4 60.0 55.6 57.5 51.n 57.6 50.2 53.1 
'i"i.R %.7, bl.sj 56.
J
7; 57.3 65.0 56.sl 57.5,58.0 59.2,5".'1 51.<;: 53.1 
152.1' 65. i 57..1; 'sS.5 511.4!, I . 1 52 • 6 
A IJ PIEla HfIN)1 55./l' SZ.:>:! 62.'l 56. i 53.2 61.7 57.5 SS.2 58.0 55'.0; 56.8j 51.4 53.11 
Il[ aCIn H.IINlI!.4'.n411J.n4! 1.4~14.11lt, 7."12 6.12 5.73 4.8314.lJ~ ;7.92;lQ.4410.81 7.90' 
E III I "I' " TO AL H AD CI 1 6CJ.8
1 
6F..4: 64.1;1 70.7j 61.2 61.S 63.2 63.{] 12.0 62.CJI67.3 62.361.3 
TIT Al H AR()VE 4 45.1; 41.71 ~9.71 45'.0: 3[;.5 43.1 ,)8.5 3B.3 47.3 '3a.2r 42.6137.6 3(';.6 
H ~ B 0 v E D!'I \01 "I ST. CJ. ~I 5 • II 3 • 8! 1 a • 2. • £; 7 • 2 2. • 6 2 .11, 11.5' ' 2. 3~ & .. 71 : 1. 7 • 8. b~/vEl H !10WNS. 1.C:; S i I 11.73\' 11.9511 
1 1 I 
-- -------!--...:..---r-- --r---"'-- --- ---'----.-- ---
I 
' I , QrFSI::(1/Sl12. : I , I, 
V [OCITIESIFPS), 10.1;, 10.41 3.3 10., 7.A 6.9 6.71 F..l; 10.'11 7.S· 9.0:,9.2 7.8 
Ii 'I • NO. Xl r. E' - 5; 2. CJ ? .91 1 .7, 2. CJ1 2. 5 :? • 4, 3 • 3 1 :>: • Z, ;:>.9, 2. • 5 2 .7: ' 4. PfZOM. H. lIN), 45.8 4r.D! S4.S; 47'.n. 47.a 52.7
1
117.1!'1;8.2, 49.8 51.!> 48.6',' 40'. 
4l.4i 56.2 112.3 51.0 Su. 11150.4 46.3' 47.a; 41. 
35.7154.3: 37.6 52.7 47 .. 11'118.5 4D.t;: ')o.d 37, •. 
41.1:52.7: ,42.81 ' ,j49.6: 4S\.o'i 
All PIE? H!INl 45.81;1.3:54.447.042.65::>.148.2149.2119.845.8:48.'8; 3<J •. 
, , , 'I : 
, V [ DC IT Y H. I I N 1 ;?n. ?l2.n. 21: ;:>.0620.2 I,ll .40 8. S1 fl. 25 i 6. %.20.21 11" ~ 0:,15 ~ O~15 .F. 611 1.:n 
TU AL HEAr) lIN) (;~.!; 61.5, 56.5 67.~ 54.Q 60.9 1 56.5 5G.1 70.0' 57.2 63.8: 55.<:1 53.8 
TO' AL H AROVE q; 41-3 %.R· 31.8. 42.!:i 2<3.3 36.2131.8 31,.4' 45.3; '32.5 39.11 
H ~ aOVE DOWN'ST. B.l R.(;! 3.6 14-.3 1.2: s.ll 3.& 3.3 17.1'1; 1,.4 10.9 2.1 .S 
t>V</VEL H DOWNS. t .S5 1.7_o I ' ?'.m ' i 
-t--
MAiNfMAIN, __ '3 R'ANCH 5 !MAINJDowt~~ 
lINEli LIN£i,INLElENT1 EXITI LINE,STRE 
, --, ---r-l---l---t---",--5 ~ 21: 4.5
' 
I' ~ II .511, II. 'I I , ..l 2.9 2.7: : z .. I'f z .. 




, . r; 7.0i 
45.5 67.21 
5.05 3.761 



























































1 54.7 i 




































Table A-7. Continued. 
I RRAN~~HAINI BRANCH 
_______ JrN~: C::~f~IN~I~NL:nCENT .1 
Q rtfSI=IJ/5l1f+.1 
v [OeITIES! FPS~ 12. ~ 12 .. 21 3.91 12 • 
RlY .. NO. X10E- '.13.4 1.9 3. 
PElOl-I. H. fINI 55. 57.45409 60. 
!!q. hi 71).'0 ' 
42.8\ !':G.5 
4'1."\"'1.8 
II \j. PIEz. H lIN) 5t;. q 49 .. 7 h!!.Olhll. 
V it oeITy H. II N~27' 5t27. 5 1",2'81 [7. 5 
T IT ilL HEAD (INl B,.4! 77.:<.J\h5.9 B7. 
TIT ilL H AROVE 5f1.~ 52.G 42.2 63. 
H A SOVE OOWNST. 17.5, 11.4. I-a '21. 
t> bt/vn H DO WN $. 1. <;:?i ! l.g 
~ MAINj MAIN! BRANCH:> MAIN MAl BRANCH II HAIN MAIN FlRANCH HA IN~DO~lN-
EXnlLINE LINEIrNLETCENT. EXIT llNF LINErNLEjCENT .. EXI LINE LINE NLETCENT. LIN STREAM 
, I I 
--,---J ---,-- - --- -- ---- ----- -- -- -~ --- --- -------- ------ ----I I I ' 
8.01 7.P, 7.111.2.2, '3.1 10.') 10.7 'l.ll 9.1 7.9 7'~ 7.9 
3.9 J.~ 3.fI ~ 'h 3.2 5. 5.1 5.1 4.7 4.1 4.7 
58.3
1
60;2; 61.E h!!,.l 6(').1 IIS'lSl.11 51.5 56.0
1 
55.8 5!!.O 
62.26'hOI 56.158.7 qq.;; 53.81 49.157.1
1
' 55.8 55.0 
58.5 fio·.n 4" •. 61.0 II 5.5 59.0 50. B 5(;.2 56. 5l.G 
'62.11 151~.8 < • ·~9.6 
<; 9 • 7 6 1 • 3' 61. Ii 5 5. 91 59. 91 4 7 • "l 53. 4 
1.21 9. 4 7~?7 .51.15.5 ~lJ .45:21.31,15 .q7 
70.9,70 .. 81' 89.1i ;71.4 80.41 69.11 68 • 8" 
I; 6.2 .. 6.1 54.4, q!; .. 7 55.71 4 II .4 4q. 1 
, 23.21: 5.5 14.51 3.211 2.9 5.0 
50.51 56 • 1 1 
5.4 7 111.51" 
55.0 I 55.91 54 • II 




















Table A-S. Power- and energy-transfer coefficients from Table A-7. 
'., 
T> eLE OF' POIJER-TlHNSFE:R COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS fOR Q =(3/51 X 2'.0 CfS 
N () OFi 
B ~ NCHS K (P' K 121 'K (3) C Ill) Cll2l CIUI C (211 C (22) C ( ?3 ) C <311 C C121 C I rn C (41) C« 42) C I 43 I CISll CIS2) C(S31 ,.J 
? 1.740 .82 S .271, 1.3114 1.195 -.241 2.177 .45 51 .795 
, 1.!1S7 .471 .381 .827 .770 ;, 013 1.237 .3A 0 .559 1'.057 .265 .573 
4 1.728 .q21 .797 1.411' 1 .. 332 .2ga 2'.044 .. 7 9 5 1.04 1 1.72 !l .G36"1.01;1 
" 
') 2.243 1.158 • CJ9 1 1.817 1.711: .. 3[1 q' 2.669 .98 II 1.370 '2 .. 243 .. 775 1 .. 346 
c;" ?7113 1 .. 15!l .. qg 1 1.817'1.711 .30Q 2.669 • CJ8 8 1. 32U 2.2'13 .. 775 1.346 
'lIBLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSfER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/SIX 4'.0 CFS 
N n OF 
B I'! NCH'; K I 11 K 121 K( 3) C 1111 C (12) C I 131 C 1211 C I 22) C (23 I C l311 C (32 J C (331 C 141 ) C (42) C143) C(511 CI521 CI531 
') 1 .. 304 .116 .0'35 1.195 .513-.241 1.413-.282 .431 
" 
.789 .14 h 
• ;:>7 9 .731 .372 - .. 025 .84 G - ',. [1~ 7'. .'32. q .78 q' .1 I 1: .534 
'J 1.332 .446 .630 1.253 .758 .. 211 1.411 .IS 1 • fi9 8 1.332 .3'19 .981 
S 1.RS3 .661 .CJO<i 1.746 l'.nS1 
• JlI 4 1.959 .305 1 .• 000 1.853 .591"1.381 
S 
, 
1.q;>4 .732 • q8 0 1.817 1.152 .. 415 2.03U .376 1'.071 1.924 .668 1.452 
"fi.BLE OF POWER-TRANSfER COEFfICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEfFICIENTS FOR Q :::(3/5) X fi'.O CfS 
N (l OF' 
B>l NCHS Kill K 121 K131 'C 111:1 C{l2) ell'll C(2}} . C (22 1 C (23) C nIl C (3ZI C (331 C( 41 ) C (42) C, 43 I, C(SI! C(52) C(53) 
7 1.?flO .128 .. 24 IJ 1.11 0: .528 -. (J7 1 1.45n -.:nz, .552 
, 
.861 0182 .36 11 .72<; .418 .lnl • CJO 4 - '.00 II .431 .955 .Bo .SI! 7 
II 1.376 .440 .6B 6' 1.188 .7[; G .331 1.435 .18 <; .783' 1.505 .309 .943 
c; 1.Ba • (dlO .1110 1. 4 I'! 6 .<n 8; .332 1.1H 7 .13 f> .941 1.91 Z .'l8510156 , 
1.892 .96 4 1.6401'.IH2 .:;>90 1 ' .. 095 2.066 S .(;33 .486 1.971 .538 1.310 
)\ BlE Of POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TR~NSfER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q '::(3/5)X 8'.0 CfS 
NO OF 
Bra NCHS I< ! 11 K(2) K( 3) CIlU C{121 CID) C (21) C ( ?2) C I 23 ) C13U C ( 32 J: C I 33 ) C14I) C(42) C« IJ3 ), t(Sl) C( 52) C(53) 
7 1.286 .179 .::146 1.122 .55 a - .048 1.450 -.191 .540 
, 
.7'l4 .12 h • '29 7 .669 .367 • OS? • fit! 1: - '. 02 3 • 3G 2 .870 '.035 .477 
4 1 • ~O 6 .387 .622 I.B4 .71S' • 2R 5 1.371 .181 .712: 1.411 .260 .85 q 
<; , .;84 • f!48 • 7!) 4 1.453 .894 .:Ul' 1.'773 .172 .88 S' 1.826 .278' l'.Oen 
c;' 1.802 .%6 .Fl82' 1.571 l'~012: .42CJ 1.890 .. 28 9 1 '.00 J 1.944 .3:J61 .. 215 
1>. elE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFrICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFfICIENTS FOR Q =13/51 X 10'.0 CFS 
NO OF: 
B ~ NCHS K ( }l K l:?) K(31 C I 111 C112) C{1~) C Ill! C (22) C ( 23) C 1311 C 132 I C l3:n ' t< 41) C(42) C(43) C (51) C(52~ C(53) 
7 1.7,7 .101 .502 1.1SCJ .557 .2n:r .. 1.31 6 - • :!5 41 .800 
~ .787 .10'1 .383 • (,"12 .:ns .18 a .775 -.10~ .504 .8'35 '.U54 .4561 
It 1.293 .357 ,.BG 1.162 .725 .46 II 1.276 '. os 4' .9O? 1.441 .283 .837 
c; 1·1'24 .36h • 117 5 1.44 a , .1360 .515 1.6tll' -1.029 1:'09S 1.823 .265' 1' .. 011 
c; 1 .755 .4'36 l.nos 1.57<,l '.'l91 .61tS 1.732 .102 1.229 1.953 .396 ' 1 .141 . " I 
~SlE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFfICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEF"fICIENTS FOR Q =13/51X 12'.0 CF$ 
N n of 
B!?I NCHS K ( 11 K ( 2) K( 3) C(11:l C 112) C (13) C (? 1 ) C (?2 I C ( 23 ), C (31) C 132 I' C (33) C( 41 ) C(42) C' 43 ) C (S I ) C( 52~ C 1531 
:> 1.;>31 .I60 .274 1.15"1 .h13 .OOq 1.3u4 -.:'94 .. 544 
" 
• !'I 0 2 .. 15 3 • 'l3 4 .6"11 .404 .083 .7 h S -' '. 07 4: .361 .946 .13 tl .551 
4 1.306 .412 • fiG 1 1.153' .757 .315 1.259 '.nCJ '3 .707 1.505 .. 3!! 0 .%1 
r:; 1.Fi28 .4'26 .761 1.423 .890 .2"16 1.565 !.no s .823, 1.89 (; .384 1.1F;4 0' 
" 
I-' 
I) 1.759 .557 • A'3 2 1.554 1.021 .427 1.696 .13' 6' .954 7. .027 .51 s: 1.295 
Table A-S. Continued. 
;r alE nF POIIER-TPANSrER COEFF'ICEINT5 UJO ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =f3/I))X 14'.0 CFS 
N f) OF 
8 i?I NCHS K (11' K (2,) K( 3) C (I II C (12) C 1131 C (211 C( 72) C (231 C(31) C (321 C <331 
? 1.~n[J .1 q 5 .143 1.11 4: .567 -.360 1 .506' - .17 G- .646 
~ .R30 .162 .2il4 .672 .384 - .H14 .87'3-.UrJ8 .426 .940 .10 q • 5~ 0 
4 1."\44 .47. 3 .5<) 2 1.177 .. 729 .057 1 .411: .1 tj 0 .. 787' 1.495 .31; n .931 
<; 1.687 .4'18 .675 1.394 • HE; 0 -. 045 1.777 .13 5· .937 1.8'30 .35 G 1.131 
<;/ t.fll4 .575 .A02 1.52 '2 .987 .. 083 1.904' .262 1'.065 2.017 .477 1.259 





Table A-9. Same as in Table 9 with one mainline pressure tap deleted from averages. 
I~NCH I "AH RRANCH ;:> M~IN MAIN'.--.B.B.ANC1L.J. ___ MAP MAIN; BRANCH 9 MAl MAl BRA~CJ::I~5_ MAIN IDOWN-------,--- ~-----.-~--.---
lIN lET~ LINE I NL(r CENT. EX IT LIN U tvE IN LETicENT ~Lf-u... UN~ ~~~! NL fT erNT ~ EX IT l.:_~~ __ llii~ t!'~_LX T:CE N_!..\._E.XI __ l. I NE ST REA M, Dr~ METERS (IN.l l h.56~511l.5 6.< 7.5 8'.C. 11.5 12'.n ::;.51, 7.~ 7. 12'.f1!.o '0. 6.5 6 •. 13.01 14.q 6-051, 6.g,So'31 14.0 111.0 
l\!$AS (SQ. noll,,:n .2301 0721 .2~f1 .307 .. 34<: .721 .785! .231 .10 .2(; .78J .922\023[ .231023(1 .9n~1'.0&i ollol .23\.19T. 0 &9, 1.0&9 ~ ~ ;~~~~;;;-.-1-- ---L--- - -~----------l---r- ------- --~---J------ ----- ---I----r---T-------:----
'If OCITIFS(FPSll f;. h.q! 2.2 6. 5.2 II.€. Ij.!! 4.1! 11.1 3.5' G. &. 6.<) 5.2.4.51 I I 4.:1 4.5 
R!'f. NO. XlOE'-5 1.,,/ 1.<11 1.1 1.· 107 1.E 2.7 2.11 2.1 1.9 1. 1.9 1.9 2.91 2 .. 11 I I 2.7, 2.7 
P t ZOM. H. (1N)1 4/;.21 lIr;.!l1 49.9 117.147.7 q':f.r. 4S. , 47.,5
1 
I 07 •• ,48.5 SQ. 51. 4706 46.5, ".'1 ' \ 46.&, 4G.1I 
I 44'.nI50.:9 44.1l 4q.r '18. 1 41-1.6\ 35'.0! 48.4 48.5 41.6 q5.1! 46.8 46.6: '16.5 
'I 1 41 • 5 49.9 43.5 1I<J.1 46.'-)!,41.61 '117 .• 61 48 • 3 1 46.[ 41.9 45.346.3 ,/t6.61 46.1 
4 4 • 1 i 4'3. l' 45. 1 ; 1 I '17. 7 • 'I '3 • 1 ' 48 • 1 4 5'. 2 j ,4 6 • II 
AV PIEZ. HIINl' 4h.21 lI4.1! 49.947.'3i~ 4;;03 tl<).D 47.31 ;7.8! '43.41 4S.6 1 50.~ 4il.t; 117.7 '15.8 116'.2 '46.01 46.3, 
VE aCTTY HoIINlI8.%1 e.'31l .9,2 B09ll 5.07 3.91 306?! ... 0091 3.092.2Sl lfl.9 8.911 8.98 5.05 ,3.,76 3.761 3.76, 
Trr AL HE'AO IINl! 5<;.215301150.9 56 •. ' 5U.3 52.9 S[J.CiI SO.9: /t6.5150.8 5q.~ 57.F SFI:7 50.9 50.0
1 
15004i 50.1 
TO' AL H AROVE ~I ::>O.S 23.4 26.7. :H.6 25.6 28.2 26.212h.21 Zl.A 26.1 34.~'32. 32.0 26.2 25.3, 25.71 25,,4 
HIIBavE,OOWNST. Soli J~nl .8 6.2 .212.8 .. a .. 8 :--3.6 .7 9."iI 7.5 6. .8 '-.11 03, .0 
bll vEL Ii DOWNS. I.J5 '1.611, z.5j I 
-- --------T1 --- --- --------..:....-- -1----- -'----- ------~--~-------.;.--- ... ---.-----, 'I 
o CFS)::::!HSl1Z. , 'I . 
vrt,LOCITIES(FPS) 10.4! li).4 3.3 3.3 3.1 10.lIi· 7.8: 9.0: 6.1 5.e 10., IO;lI 10-.4; 7.8i G.71 6.7l 6.7 
Rf'i'. NO. XlOE-5 2.9! 2.<) 1.7,' 1.7 1.6 2.9
1
' .2.5, 2.71 3.7.1 2.9: 2.9:
l
2.9, 2.'3i 11.4/': 4.1! 4.1: 11.1 
prZOM. H. tINl 4-';.4; '14.851.91 52.352.9 52.bl 54.2, 51 •. 7'4903i 4Q.21 53. 511.5' 47 .. 0 '12.6 116.4; 4&.3, lI5.11 3B.454.2' Sl."j 57,.: 148.7: 51.:1150.3,50.71' 48.~ 47 .. 2. 45.91 118.9: 47.1 46.0 
3R.5 SD.l 52., 53.6 147.8· I '17.9 1+901 ~, , '16.5, .; 45.5 ::12.7151.8. 52.~53.lJl I 'P.5· 51.0'li8 .• Fl lIS • 6 42 •. 48.043.11'16.5; ,4&.13: 114.8 
A\,( PIE7. HCINI 4-';.4! 38.hIS2'.0 52. '5-.;.1152.&: lI,fI,.3 51.3: 119.S[ 1i<J.l! 53.1 liS.'" 47.4: 43.9 47.11 46.7\ 45.4 
vltOCITY HOCHllrn.21120.21'j 2.06 I 2.'16
1
1'7,4 O.21,11.~Cl15;03 6.'lf>" 5.05120.21:?[J.2~2U'2Ll1.3718.451 8 .. 45 1 8.45 
TIT AL HEAD erNl f>3.6, 5il.S 54.1
1 
51i.l 54.8 72.8 5q.7 ho.3 56'.tt' 54.2173.] G8.~ 67.6 55'
J 
55.5 55.21 53.9 





1 30.51 29.2 
j)~ VEL H DO"NS. 1.15' I. 2.211 12 .:5 . I H II 80VE DO\.lNST. "l.71 11.'1\.2 1 .2 1'.0 1
8
.9, 5.8' 12.'1'1 2.5'\, .311<].4 15. 13:~1 1./t 1.1 ' 1.3.0 
~ ~~)=7;/5~2o -- ---r-r---I---T--I-- -r----1--T------ -- --- --- __ 4 ____ _ 
'It OCITIE<;(FPS) '.°1'10.4' 7.8, 6.9, 3 •. ' 3.1 10.4' 9.01 6.1', 5.li 10. '10.4j· 10.4 7.S' 6.7\ ! 6.7 6.7 "'" , : I ' 1 R". NO. XlOE-5 , ~Ol 2.g 2.S j l.ttl 1.7 I.€. 2.9. . 2.7 3.21 2.9i 2.9 2.91 2.~ ".4! 4.1 1 tt.l 4.1 
P'E 2'OM. H. (IN) : 51.2,! 46.9 47. Gi,' 51.3
1 
50.:5 5U.S 50.B 52.-4,50.'41118.2; 118.71 51.: 55.1: 4B.~ 43.0; 46.4 1 4&.3. 45.2 
51011 41.5' 51.2
1 
5&.,r; 53.1 14:~.O 49.7153.<1; '50.9 49.6; 48.~ 46.9; SO!.2! 1119.0 45.9 
SI.3 3S.6150.3, 51.151.1 14~~.8 49.6 48.0
1
4S961 44.01 48,.1 42.3,46:.21 146.4 44.a 
51.6' '11.5, 1 50.9 , lI.le S·. 50.6 50.2 I ,,6.9, ,'15.4 
A 'J, PIE? HCINll 51.1 1J6.9' 47..3 50.9 51.5 50.'8 41,;5 49.9
1 
;0'.0, '19.7 5'3 .. 8 49.~ 48.~ 44.1; 47.4: ;47.~! 45.3 










Table A-9. Continued. 
f',RANQ-I 11 MAIN' BRANCH 2 
EXI IN L Elf o-J T. L INElr NL niCE NT ,...------, 
I _________ ,__ _ __ /...--0. ___ 1-- ___ 1 __ _ 
G C FS 1= 13/'i lI4.' 
vr.OCITIES{FPSl 1;;>'11::>.7 3.9/12. 4 <l.I 
RI'f • NO. Xlf1E 'I. J.4 1.9 3.' 3.0 
P'f70H. H. IIN)i <)11.;;> '16.1 (;.6.7 57J SR."l 
___ . IN~~:~::J~ _: ~T: :~-t:~rl rl~ ::: 1 ::f :f:~r Nl' ~:~:j::~' {~i~J~: ~;; 
,'l. 10.5 10.7 '3.1,,' S·l' 7.91 3.~ 3. ,3~ 3.21,5.5 5. 1 1' 5. 4.7 
51\.Q,6D01 F.2.8 59.11
1
45.7 49.~ 4'3.8 54.9 
I 7'~ 7.9 4.7 4.7 
r 47.<) h9.61 II, 50.4 
I 3'3 .1 fib 0 7 t; 1.3 
, 
I 48 t• n 
A v PIEZ. HCIN)! 511'~ 47.7 
VI.OCITY H.<rtd.2.7.<;127.51 
T rr A L HE A (1 II N l! R 1 • 7 75.? 
T rr A L H A fl 0 VE t' 'i 7. l SO. 
H 0 BOvE DOWNST.: 17.6 ll~ 
b WVEL H O('l\.iNS.: l.S3} I 
- - -------1-- ---
o C F S } = ( 'II 'i 1 14.1 
v(. OCITIESIFPSll 17. 1 12. 
R rr. NO. nOE-9 3.41 :>;. 
PE70H. H. lIN)! 4<)°151. 
43.1 
, 3S '. 
1 42. 
A 11. PIE 2'. H II N I! II <l. ~ 4'3. 
V![ OCITY H.I1N1I';n.!HI27.5 
I
T rr A L HE A n II N 1 77. ~ 70. 
T (T ilL H AROvE ¢ 'i? 46~ 
H ~ BOVE DOWNST.113.[, 6. i 617 VEL H 00 WN S. lol3! 
! - - -- - -- - - -,- - - - --
52.01 ' ' , 
500] 64. 
5.5:111 • 





---l~-+-I G r FSI= n/'iJl4. I V!f.. OCITIES(FPSl 
,R IV. NO. XH1E-~ 
i P r ZOM. H. (IN) 




'l. 1i : 8 
3.4 1.'3 3.4 
!,;3"'" h3.hl 56'.Oi 
'14.!'; 1>7.0, 48.ul t,o. 




t,?1 55.9 5S.Q 4!1.3 53.~ 47.7 55.81 
Sfl.~ 47~d 59.9' 43.14<).6 49.4 54.91 '6007~ 55'.d I' '18.11 54.0, 
60.1 6[1.1 55.2\ 59.0 45.7 50.! 49.0 54.91 
9.47 7.5115.5 .1;521.315.4 15.4711.51 
69.6
1
87.67th 7CJ.sl 61'.8 65.6 64~1j 66.4 
44.'3 G2.9 46:' 54.8: 42.3 4n. ' 39.7,41.7 
5 .4! 2;'3.51 1 6. 5' 15. '3! 2. '3 1.;q I • 31 ' 2. 2 













"l.1! 10.5 I 1.1
1 
G.~ 12.~ 12.~ 12.~ 9.~ 7.9 
J'.O: 3.2 3.73.413.4 3.4: 3.~, 5.14.71 
' " 164.CJ1 61.2 1 57:8 58.2; [;3.3 65.2' 5S.~ 48.0,54.3: 
5 h elf 59.511;0.0 60.6 157.", 56.lj 53.~147.'l1 
115.4! 58.0! 57.3 57.6( 49'~'i 56.11 4S.71, 54,.5: 
5 4. 8~ 1 55 • f) I 58. 3 , ,,' ' 5 4,. It! 
65.3' 'i9.61 53.4 5[1.2, (;.3.3: 57.fi 55'.'1 50.4: 52.8[ 
.5 2fD.45! <) .117 & .. 8827.5127 ;51,21. 511S'.47ill.51 70.8 80.U: 67.8, 65.1i 90.8; 8_,.1 B3.Ji .,5.81 b4. 
6.5' 15.7 3.5 .8 2 r;. 5 20./';' 19.0
1
1 1.5;: - • 
'l:2' 
7.81 ~~I -
'46011.55.'31' 43.1[0.4, &G.1: 60.11. 58:hl 41.1:,' 39. 
! i : ".3 ~: I 
____ ~-_--L_-- _ -L----L--1------r--
, . I ' I I 
I 7.1 
! I . I 
&.1! 12.~' 12."2 12:.2! 9.li 
3.4; 3.4i 3.4 3.41 5.1i 
59.7 GS.2, 1')7.n 59.8153.3; 
3.'31 3.7j 
<;4.8 5h. 7: 58.31 59 • 8 
5!f.6 Sh.9' 




59.5 I 159.5 S6.9i 51.1 




h 1 • 1I,4q.! 
4 4 • fl' 63. '3i 56 .. fli 49. 
7.5112.81,27.5115:.<; 
72 • 31 66. 1j a J .. 51 64. 
47 .6 i II 2' .. (} 58. si 110.1 
'57.5 







5A.9 151.8 "ia.114'lor 
61.8, F.O.O, , 
GO.O 65.2 59.6' 56."! 51.2 53. 
6 .88 27 • 5 12 7 • 5 1 77 • 5 1'1 5.4 7 11 .5 
66.9 92.7,87.1: 84.4! 66.6 64 
42.2 61\'.0 62.4 59.~ 41.9,' 40. 
TIJAL HEA!) IINl 78. 
TrrALHAP,OVE ,54.~ 
H 4 BavE DOWNST 14. [; 
hl/VEL H DOWNS 1."7, 
a'.nl 2·il 1'l'21 
I 1.6 7! 
73. i 67.1 67.2 
2.& 28.1; 22.8 20.21 2.4: 
2.11 7 I 
11 '3. ~ 4:2. 4[ !j 2 • 5i' 



























































Table A-10. Power- and energy-transfer coefficients from Table A-9. 
'1\ BLE OF POIJER-TRANSF£R CO[FFICfINTS AND ENERGy-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =0/51X 8'.0 CFS 
NO OF 














• '1Li 9 
.880 
• "14 I; 
K( 3 J 
• 2r; 5 
1.750 
• '11 7 
.837 
.<l03 






C ( 12 I C (l31 





C(2U Ct7?1 C(23) 
1.45'3 -.10.1 .54<) 
3.165 1.745 2.wn' 
1 • Of; 8 - 1!J 8 • !fO Il 
1.57& - 004 .6~O 
I.6LiLi 063.756' 
C (311 C (32.1 C (331 
1\ BLE (IF POWeR-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEfFICIENTS FOR Q ::(3/<;}x 12'.0 CFS 
NO 0 F 









1 • '1"l1 
1.7q2 
1.897 
K ( <,) 
2. <"HJ 




K( 3 J ' 
-.m 2 




C(Ill C(I21 CIH) 
4.61. T 2.2'30 -.012 
1'.032 .3I.jl-.340 
.737 .315 - .103' 
.9q7 .429 -.l:n 
1.157 .saq .022 





C I ~2 1 C C ,BI 




1\ BLE OF POWER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRAN':;FER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q ::13/51X 12'.0 CFS 
NO 0 F, 















• <;7 '2 
.798 
Kt31 





Ctl U C tl2) C (B) C(211 C(22) C(23) C(31) 
5."170 -.5]82.397 
1.454 -.459 
1 .027' - .15 0 
1.352-.232 














1IBLE OF POWEll-TRANSFER COEFFICEIN"TS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =(3/5.lX 14:.0'(,;FS 
NO OF 
C(411 C{Li2) C143) C(S1) 
1 • 721 1.320 1.14 7 
2.List; 1.917 1.6'14' 
2 • 52 3 1.98 3 1.75 If 
C(411 C(42) C(43), 
1.590 1.1991.08"1 
<' .144 1.618 1.47 0 
2.299 1.773 1.625 
C(51) 
C(41) (142) C(43), C(51) 
1 • f) 3 4 1.27 5 1. 15 0 
<'.168 1.686 1.51 T 
2.394 1.912 1.7 .. 3' 
C(52) C153) 
c (52) C( 531 
"52) C(53) 
BilINCHS KIll KIll K(3ICllll C1l2) Cln) CI;:>1I crn) C(23) CI311 C(32) C(33) CPU) C(42) C(43)' C(S!) C(52) C(53) 
;:. I.?3I '.093 .?S8 1'.076 .495 -.arn' 1.3B7' -.308 .578, 
, .1l37 .172 .:'>78 .6"1n .383 .. 122 .854 -'.IJ~!J .Li27. .966 .173 .584 
II 1.:nl'l ."(13 .(;86 1.11G .69:4 .B4 1.342.112.755 1.4'37.404.'370 
to; '.623 .3"1;;> .773 ,1.351 .783 .2"19: 1.655-.000 .865 1.863 .,'331.154 
s" 107'38 .567 .'148 1.52(;' .95<) .474 1.830 .17<; 1.040, 2.1.139 .569 1.33(1 
~BLE OF POW(R-TRHISFER COEFFICt:INTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =13/S)X 14'.0 CfS 
N I') OF 




















• "19 9 
4.SEn 2.'10g -.to7 
1.000 .. 303 -.3R1 
.741 .:ns: -.lUG 
.%5 .392 - ..174 





.315' 10 28(; 
.32 2: .916: 
-401' 1.2111 
.562 1.362 
liSLE OF PowER-TRANSFER COEFFICEINTS AND ENERGY-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR Q =t3/5IX 14:.0 CFS 






























C (12) C (131 
.461 -'.040 
.662 .. 068 
.%6.0n:r 
.. 589 '.099 
.f;98 .20'1' 
e(ll) Ce2?) CI2]) 
. 1 .45 8 -.20 3 • 587 
1.844 - ool;? 6: .81 I' 
1.0'30 -.11 6: .45 Ii 
1.562 :.. '.0& 0 .711 
·1.672 \m q .821 
C(31) C 132 l. C ( 33 ) 
1. GIlt 1.247 1.129 
2.139 I.GqS 1.41!7 
2.300 1.80G 1.648 
C(41), C(421 C(43), C(SI) 
1.685 1.321 1 .. 1501 
2. 362 1. In 3 1.6" 3. 
2 .. 471 1.9821.7531 
















(a) Manifold model looking downstream 
(c) Test layout showing head box in 
center of photograph 
(e) Discharge box 
(b) Manifold model looking upstream 
----
-----•..• ;j~ 
(d) Top view of head box 
(£) Piezometer board with a now rate, 
Q 10 cis 
Photographs showing manifold model and test facilities. 
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